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l'.B8TRACT

l examine the concept of "culture" being promoted in

the Canadian policy of multiculturalism and by Tamil

refugees safeguarding their culture in Quebec. l take

culture in its relation to power as my focus. l explore what

culture means to the Tamils, and how the Canadian ideology

of multiculturalism is implicated in the way Tamil "culture

keepers" (re)construct their cultural identity.

This research addresses popular "multiculturalism"

movements which use anthropological notions of culture but

fail to problematize the notion of culture itself. l

illustrate how and why the concept of culture is itself

culturally embedded and historically shaped, and thus dense

with political implications.

It also addresses anthropological approaches which

avoid realist ethnography because of its political

implications. largue that a focus on culture in its

relation to power is necesssary in order to examine

anthropology's own continuing involvement in imperialism.
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RESUME

Dans la présente étude j'examine le concept de

"culture" tel que promu dans le cadre de la politique

multiculturelle du gouvernement canadien et par les réfugiés

Tamouls cherchant à préserver leur culture au Québec.

J'emploie ici le terme de culture dans sa relation au

pouvoir. J'interroge donc la signification de la culture

pour les Tamouls et comment l'idéologie canadienne du

multiculturalisme contibue à la (re)construction de

l'identité culturelle par les "gardiens cultures" Tamouls.

Cette recherche met en cause les mouvements du

multiculturalisme populaire qui tirent profit des notions

anthropologiques de culture mais négligent d'attribuer une

problématique au contenu. Je démontre comment et pourquoi

le concept de culture est lui-même structuré par la culture

et l'historie, et ainsi saturé de conséquences politiques.

Je remets également en question les approches

anthropologiques qui s'éloignent des ethnographies réalistes

à cause justement des conséquences politiques. Je soutiens

qu'un examen de la culture et son rapport au politique est

nécessaire afin d'analyser l'engagement ininterrompu de

l'anthropologie dans l'impérialisme .
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NOTE ON THE TRANSLITERATION AND PRONUNCIATION OF TAMIL WORDS

Tamil words have been transcribed according to the
system used by the University of Madras Tamil Lexicon. Long
vowels are distinguished from short ones by a dash over the
letter, as follows:

short vowels long vowels pronunciation

a a cup; yacht
i i pin; eat
u Ü put; boot
e ë egg; ale
0 ëi polite; poke

The dipthongs ("ai" and "au") are short, unlike in
Sanskrit, and are pronounced as in "kite" and "doubt."

Long consonants are distinguished from short ones by a
doubling of the letter and are stressed.

Retroflexes (t, ~, l, and f) are indicated by the
placing of a dot beneath the letter.

Pronunciation of the dentals (the unmarked letters t,
n, l, and r) is similar to the French t, n, and l, and to
tha Scottish r.

The roman letters n and ~ are pronounced against the
ridge of the teeth: ~ is trilled when preceded by a vowel;
nr is pronounced like hundred with the "r" trilled. The
combination "rr" is pronounced like "ttr."

Sorne other commonly seen combinat ions are pronounced as
follows:

Tamil combinat ion approximate pronunciation

anka anga
afica anja
ampa amba
aka aha

akka akka
aca asa
acca atcha
apa aba
appa appa
asa asa
a'ia asha
ata atha
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CHAPTER ONE: THE POLITICS OF CULTURE

1.1 Preamb1e.

In this thesis l critically examine the concept of

"culture" being promoted in the Canadian policy of

multiculturalism and by Sri Lankan Tamil refugees

consciously and actively safeguarding their cultural

identity in Quebec. l take culture in its relation to power

as my focus. My project is to understand what cultural

activity means to the Tamils who are engaged in it, and

whether and how the Canadian ideology of multiculturalism is

implicated in how Tamil "culture keepers" (re)construct

their own cultural identity.

On one hand, this research addresses academic and

popular movements, such as "culture studies" and

"multiculturalism," which use anthropological notions of

culture as an idiom of resistance against dominant

hegemonies but fail to draw on the insights of anthropology

to problematize the notion of culture itself. My aim is to

provide a clear illustration of how and why the concept of

culture is itself culturally embedded and historically
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shaped, and thus not neutral or value-free, but dense with

political implications.

largue that both Tamil culture keepers and the federal

policy of multiculturalism are promoting an "authenticated"

image of culture, which draws on colonialist theories of

race and nationalist id~ologies of a common cultural

identity, and which is coterminous with ethnie identity.

While these "authenticated" images of culture intersect,

their meanings differ. For Tamils actively involved in

reaffirming their cultural identity in Montreal, identity is

(re)constructed out of the intersecting traditions of

Canadian nationalism, with its image of an ethnie mosaic,

and Jaffna Tamil nationalism, with its image of "pure" Tamil

language and culture (kal~ccSram). Everyday notions of

Tamilness are debated, understood, and constructed out of

the "commonsense" of these converging histories, in ways

that are specifie to their situation in the context of

Quebec nationalism. Thus, while the same image of "culture"

may be being used by federal policy makers and by ethnie

community leaders (re)shaping their identity in Canada, it

does not follow that this image of culture will have the

same meaning for each of its users. Culture theorists and

multiculturalists who focus on the boundaries of culture,

rather than on who creates those boundaries and why, will

miss this meaning aspect and its political implications.

On the other hand, the thesis addresses the current
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crisis of representation in anthropology. l argue that new

approaches to anthropology which advocate avoiding any

realist ethnography out of fear of violating the "other"

(e.g., Clifford and Marcus 1986) are missing an important

opportunity to go even further in "decolonizing"

anthropology. l contend that the relationship between

culture and power is not merely one where subordinate group~

are the victims of the cultural hegemony of dominant groups.

My research illustrates that both the "other" and the "self"

are "active victims" in perpetuating ideologies; that both

are using the sarne construction of "authenticated" culture

in (re)shaping both the "other" and the "self," and that the

myths and ideologies of both dominant and subordinate

cultures are implicated and dialectically related in this

process. In the post-colonial setting of the 1990s, "we"

are still involved in shaping the "other," because the myths

and ideologies of both the dominant and subordinate cultures

are part of the realm of the commonsensical view of the

"other" and are therefore necessarily implicated in how the

"other" constructs itself.

Comaroff and Comaroff (1991), Taussig (1987) and others

have responded to the crisis of representation in

anthropology by doing the anthropology of colonialism,

revealing the structures and processes by which the myths

and ideologies of dominant cultures were involved in how the

"other" (re)shaped itself during the colonial encounter •
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l suggest that rather than abandoning any "realist"

ethnography because of its political implications,

anthropologists could draw on the insights of these

theorists and turn to an anthropology of post-colonialism,

making central the connections between culture and power in

order to examine how the myths and ideologies of dominant

cultures continue to be implicated in how the "other"

constructs itself. Such an approach not only presents

possibilities for a non-invasive anthropology of

contemporary societies, but also allows for a critical

examination of anthropology's own continuing involvement in

imperialism.

1.2 Issues.

The post-colonial structure of the current global

political system has caused an implosion of "culture" into

every aspect of life. Terms such as "cultural sensitivity"

and "multiculturalism" have become the trademark of the

"politically correct" 1990s, and what used to be considered

strictly the terrain of anthropologists is quickly becoming

a routine part of the daily lives of government policy

makers, educators, literary critics, ethnic community

leaders, and others.

Turner has argued that in fact the meaning of "culture"

is currently undergoing a historical transformation, and has

become a source of values that can be converted into
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political assets -- people all over the world are turning to

ethnie and cultural identity as a means of mobilizing

themselves for the defense of their social, political, and

economic interests (Turner 1993:423). The authority and

rhetoric of ethnography and anthropological concepts of

"culture" are being used and re-worked in new ways to

construct this discourse (Rosaldo 1993:39, Clifford 1986:3).

In its academic form, one manifestation of these new

uses of "culture" is in the field of "cultural studies."

Cultural studies is concerned with subcultures, media, and

genres of representation of groups on the margins of the

hegemonic classes and status groups of British and American

society. This field of inquiry, comprised of literary

critics, artists, media people, and others, uses "culture"

as an object of description and critique, with the aim of

valorizing subordinated forms of knowledge (Turner 1993,

Chicago Cultural Studies Group 1993).

In the United States, the field of cultural studies

also manifests itself in a popular form of cultural critique

known as "multiculturalism." While cultural studies is an

academic movement, multiculturalism is a social movement,

primarily concerned with introducing minority literature and

art forms into undergraduate education (Chicago Cultural

Studies Group 1993, Turner 1993). In Canada and Australia,

a "multiculturalism" movement also exists, but draws on

notions of "culture" from nationalist and ethnie revival
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movements, rather than from the field of cultural studies.

In both of these countries, multiculturalism has been

federal government policy since the 1970s (Atkinson 1988),

but has also been part of both academic and popular

movements which seek to promote and preserve the heritage of

cultural communities.

While the field of cultural studies proposes ta

"reorde~ the world of expert knowledge, recasti~g method and

pedagogy as elements of public culture" (Chicago Cultural

Studies Group 1993:513), multiculturalism seeks to unite all

minority voices in resistance against dominant cultures

(Turner 1993). The first presents a globalized and univocal

minority "culture," and avoids cross-cultural comparisons

and any ("Western") representation of the "other;" the

second presents a multiplicity of bounded and distinct

minority "cultures," coterminous with ethnic and nationalist

identities. Both present an "authenticated," reified, and

fossilized image of culture.

Many anthropologists are becoming increasingly

concerned with the concept of "culture" being used in both

cultural studies and multiculturalism. The critique is that

these fields have adopted the anthropological concept of

"culture" without drawing on the insights of anthropology to

problematize the notion of "culture" itself (Kaufert 1990,

Young 1990, Perry 1992, Bottom1ey 1992b, Geyer 1993, Turner

1993). The topic of mu1ticu1turalism was in fact a main
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theme at the 1992 annua1 meeting of the American

Anthropology Association, with Association president Annette

Wiener asking the question "Where is anthropology's voice?"

(Weiner 1992).

Turner (1993:411) and Rosaldo (1993:xvi) argue that few

anthropologists appear to have made the effort to comprehend

the reasons for the indifference toward anthropology from

the standpoint of what multiculturalists are trying to do,

and fewer still have taken an active part in the discussions

surrounding multiculturalism. While a few anthropologists

have been involved in and made significant contributions to

problematizing the notion of "culture" for multiculturalists

(e.g., Kaufert 1990), "most of us have been sitting around

like so many disconsolate intellectual wallflowers, waiting

to be asked to impart our higher wisdom, and more than a

little resentful that the invitations never come" (Turner

1993:411) .

l contend that the reluctance to "make anthropology an

integral, indispensable part of multiculturalism" (Rosaldo

1993:xvi) is due in part to anthropo10gy's own immersion in

postmodernist culture theory. While postmodernism has been

responsible for blurring divisions between culture and

everyday life, between "high" culture and "popular" culture

(Semsek and Stauth 1988:698, Connor 1989:224, Coombe

1991:196), it has also led to the emergence of new

approaches to anthropology, which reject the possibility of
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representing a cultural subject through realist ethnography

(Clifford and Marcus 1986, Marcus and Fischer 1986, Tyler

1986). l argue that these new approaches must be carefully

re-thought in order for anthropology to reflect on its own

continuing involvement in imperialism in the post-colonial

settings of the 1990s and beyond.

1.3 New Directions in Anthropology.

While others are gradually incorporating

anthropological notions of "culture" and the discourse of

ethnography into their own fields, the lesson of

postmodernism for anthropologists is that the concept of

"culture" and the authority of ethnography must be

questioned. Given that the task of representing the "other"

implies colonial relations of power (e.g., Gough 1968, Asad

1973, Fabian 1983), and that even the notion of "culture" is

not neutral and value-free but is intensely political in

nature (Clifford and Marcus 1986), a good number of

anthropologists are no longer comfortable doing traditional

anthropology and are struggling to find their voice in a

more sensitive version of the discipline.

Several strains of revisionist anthropology have

emerged to respond to what has become an "identity crisis"

for anthropology. One of the most influential of these is

the "experirnental ethnography" approach proposed by Clifford

and Marcus (1986). Theorists who follow the experirnental
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ethnography approach believe that the writing of ethnography

is nothing but an assertion of power, a claim to authority.

They assert that the solution to doing anthropology lies in

producing ethnographies which represent many voices,

multiple texts, and plural authorities (e.g., Clifford 1980,

1983; Marcus and Cushrnan 1982; Clifford and Marcus 1986;

Marcus and Fischer 1986; Rabinow and Sullivan 1987; Tyler

1986). Drawing on the insights of postmodernist theory from

the field of cultural studies, they calI for a new kind of

anthropo1ogical description that would emphasize the present

fragmentation of "culture" and not search for truth, and

that would leave culture as open-ended, arnbiguous, and in

flux, with no c1early situated observer or observed. This

approach, then, is one which attempts to avoid creating a

c1ear1y defined "other," and instead focuses on the ways in

which ethnography encounters others in relation to itself.

In this new ethnography, every version of an "other" is also

the construction of a "self" (Clifford 1986:23).

A second approach which has had a profound impact on

shaping new approaches to anthropology is that of Edward

Said. Said, a Palestinian Arab professor of comparative

literature, writes passionately about his observations of

the West observing the Arabs (Richardson 1990:16). He

believes that the discipline of anthropology can never be

free of relations of power and will always be guilty of

"orienta1ism." The concept of "orientalism" was introduced
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to anthropology by Said (1978), who used it to signify the

Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having

authority over the "Orient." For Said, the solution to the

dilemma of (mis)representing the other is for Western

anthropologists, particularly American anthropologists, to

examine closely their own continuing involvement with the

ongoing process of imperialism (1989:217).

The experimenta1 ethnography and orientalism schools of

thought have been invaluable in helping to decolonize

anthropology. But whi1e their emphasis on how Europe shaped

the Orient (Said 1978) or how traditiona1 anthropology has

shaped its subject (Clifford and Marcus 1986), are important

in this respect, l contend that their strong ties with

culture theory has meant that anthropology has been backed

into a corner. If we assume the nonexistence of cultural

systems, where all history and al1 society is rea11y a text

and al1 representation is arbitrary ("interpretations and

interpretations of interpretations" [Rabinow and Sullivan

1979:6]) then how are we able to address the issue, as Said

has urged, of anthropology's own continuing involvement in

imperia1ism'?

largue that there are three major limitations to the

experimental ethnography and orienta1ism approaches to

decolonizing anthropo10gy. First, they assume that the only

viable alternative for anthropology lies in bypassing issues

of power altogether -- in avoiding representing the "other"
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in order to avoid violating the "other." largue that

anthropological insights into relations of power and the

structure of authority places the discipline in an

advantageous position to deal with the inequities in which

the "we" are necessarily involved. As the Comaroffs have

pointed out, if anthropology has been an instrument of

colonialism, then it can also serve as an instrument of

liberation (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991:xiii). By helping to

deconstruct the involvement of government policies and

programmes in perpetuating relations of power, for instance,

anthropologists can make a useful contribution.

Second, the approaches of Clifford and Marcus, Said,

and others tend to perpetuate sorne problematic

understandings of the relation between "us" and "them" or

the anthropologist/self and the native/other. This

dichotomy is particularly problematic given the global

situation of the 1990s, where many of the world's population

are refugees or migrants, since the "us" versus "them"

implies a dichotomy between an unproblematized "home" and

"far away," or a "here" and "there." The dualism of an "us"

versus an "other" also implies that the West from which the

anthropologist cornes is transparent. Carrier refers ta this

as "occidentalism" (1992:198). Gupta and Ferguson ask "I~ho

is this 'we'?" and point out that for ethnographers, as for

other natives, the post-colonial world is an interconnected

social spacei "for many anthropo1ogists -- and perhaps
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especially for displaced Third World scholars -- the

identityof 'one's own society' is an open question"

(1992:14).1 They point to this implied link between

identity and place, and ask the question "to which places do

the hybrid cultures of post-coloniality belong?" (Gupta and

Ferguson 1992:7-8; see also Appadurai 1991).

Third, l am concerned that an emphasis solely on how

a Western "us" shapes the Oriental or African "other" denies

that the "other" may also be involved in the process of

reshaping cultural identities. As Genovese (1974), Taussig

(1987), Comaroff and Comaroff (1991), Keesing (1992) and

others have shown, the "other" was involved in reshaping

itself during colonialism, not only through overt

confrontation, but also through the "hidden transcripts"

(Scott 1990) of resistance. That the "other" is not a

passive victim, but is an "active victim,,2 in relations of

power resonates even clearer for post-colonial settings: for

groups of people united in separatist movements (either in

the context of "Third World" nationalist movements or ethnie

revival movements in the West), cultural identity may be

linked to imagined homelands and mythical pasts, rather than

to actual geographical locations,3 and thus traditional

INote that this is the opposite perspective on the
"native anthropologist" to that taken by Said.

2It was John Leavitt who suggested that the term
"active victim" might accurately capture this concept .

3This will be developed later in this chapter.
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colonial relations of power do not hold true. In such

situations the spatial boundaries and structures of power

between subordinate and dominant groups are blurred, and the

relationship between "dominant" and "subordinate" is clearly

not a unilinear process of the West shaping the "other" but

is dialectic and complex.

Sorne anthropologists (e.g., Taussig 1987, Comaroff and
""~....:--...

Comaroff 1991, Keesing 1992) have taken the 1essons of

Clifford and Marcus (1986) and Said (1978) to heart

particularly the assumption that culture does not stand

apart from the forms of exploitation and power that exist in

society, but is implicated in and inscribed by these

practices. However, rather than turning away from

representing the "other" out of a fear of violating the

other, these theorists reaffirm a role for anthropo1ogy.

Their project is to reveal the structures and processes by

which the myths and ideo1ogies of dominant cultures were

invo1ved in how the "other" (re)shaped itse1f during the

colonial encounter. Drawing on the insights of theorists

such as Foucault (e.g., 1979, 1980a, 1980b), Bourdieu (1977,

1984), and De Certeau (1984), these theorists illustrate how

power is best understood not in macropolitical terms, but in

the micropolitical networks of power relations subsisting at

every point in a society. Their projects help to understand

the shortcomings of the experimental ethnography and

orienta1ism approaches, reconceiving the concept of culture
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in ways that integrate it into a study of power, making

culture in its relation to power the focus.

l suggest that this historical anthropology approach

has opened up exciting possibilities for an anthropology of

post-colonialism. In particular, it lends itself to an

analysis of how anthropological notions of culture are being

used in the field of culture studies, in multiculturalism

movements, and by subordinated groups (re)constructing their

identity and mobilizing themselves in resistance against

dominant hegemonies.

1.4 Statement of lntent.

This dissertation is a critical examination of the

concept of "culture" heing promoted in the Canadian policy

of multiculturalism and by Sri Lankan Tamil refugees

consciously and actively (re)shaping their cultural identity

in Quebec. My project is te understand what cultural

activity means to the Tamils who are involved in

safeguarding Tamil culture. l will explore the "politics of

culture" (Handler 1988) within the Tamil community and

juxtapose local Tamil ideologies of culture with the federal

ideology of multiculturalism. l take culture in its

relation to power as my focus, examining whether and how the

Canadian multiculturalism policy is implicated in how Tamil

"culture keepers" (re)construct their own cultural identity.

My position is that the relationship between culture
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and power is not merely one where subordinate groups are the

victims of the cultural hegemony of dominant groups.

Therefore, l examine how both the "other" and the "self" are

"active victims" in perpetuating ideologies; how both are

using the same construction of "authenticated" culture in

(re)shaping both the "other" and the "self," and how the

myths and ideologies of both the dominant and subordinate

cultures are implicated and d~aectically related in this

process.

1.5 Theoretical Framework.

The phrase "the politics of culture" was introduced by

Handler (1988)1 and addresses the question of how culture

is created in the context of political power and unequal

access to cultural production. A politics of culture

approach implies the creation of tradition in the service of

nationalism and ethnicity.

l depart from the approach of Handler in that l assume

that cultural identity is reconstructed from internalized

knowledge re-worked in new ways, using symbols already in

place and images that already bear meaning (Comaroff and

Comaroff 1991), and that therefore the way in which cultural

identity is constructed is itself culturally embedded and

historically shaped.

IThe phrase has also been used by Williams (1991) and
Bottomley (1992a).
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This means that, in bringing the relationship between

culture and power to the forefront of the analysis, the

matrix within which cultural identity is constructed lies

not only in the consciousness of the elites who are

reshaping culture to suit their own ideological motives. l

argue that cultural hegemony is not a unilinear process of

dominant groups imposing their will on subordinate groups by

making the cultural "natural" and part of the cornrnonsense of

the masses. Rather, ideological knowledge is multivalent

and at times contradictory (Young 1983), and both dominant

and subordinate peoples are thinking, feeling "active

victims," who both shape, and are shaped by, the

naturalizing structures of cornrnonsense.

My theoretical frarnework, then, falls within the

"critical interpretive" approach as it is used by Young

(1983), Comaroff (1985), Frankenberg (1986), Taussig (1987),

Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) and Lock and Gordon (1988).

These theorists make exp1icit the connection between culture

and power, by demonstrating that culture constitutes not

only meanings but also an ideology. To explain this point,

l will turn to a discussion of "ideology" and "culture,"

since the distinction between the two is central to my

theoretical argument. l will analyze each of these concepts

in turn.

Ideology. The concept of ideology has gone through

many transformations of meaning since it first appeared in
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eighteenth-century France, leaving the term so ambiguous and

controversial that it is often avoided (McLellan 1986:1-8,

Thompson 1990:28-33). Its current usage in anthropology can

be categorized into two approaches: (1) a "neutral"

conception of ideology, free of any negative connotations,

which equates ideologies with systems of thought, systems of

belief, or symbolic systems which pertain to social action

or political practice -- what Geuss calls ideology in the

"descriptive" sense (Geuss 1981:4-12) and Thompson calls a

"neutral" conception of ideology (Thompson 1990:5); and (2)

a critical sense which focuses on the concept of the

interrelations of meaning and power, which sees ideology as

meaning in the service of power (Geuss 1981:12-22, Thompson

1990:7).

Much of the "interpretive" school of thought within

anthropological theory has been concerned with the first

approach to ideology, that is, ideology in the "neutral"

sense. In this view, ideology is equivalent to the cultural

construction of reality -- ideology is reduced to culture

(Young 1983:203). For instance, the writings of Geertz

involve a view of ideology as a cultural system (1973:193

233), much in the sarne way as religion is a cultural system.

Theorists such as MarcuG and Fischer who incorporate the

theories of Geertz tend not to link the symbols of ideology

with larger economic or political structures, taking a

value-free approach and seeing any inequalities of power as
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merely part of the overall "cultural system."

In contrast, the critical interpretive approach within

anthropology is concerned with ideology in its critical

sense, that is, ideology as meaning in the service of power

(e.g., Young 1983, Comaroff and Comaroff 1991, Lock and

Gordon 1988). Influenced in part by the work of Foucault

(1979, 1980a, 1980b), Bourdieu (1977), and De Certeau

(1984), theorists of the critical interpretive approach are

explicitly concerned with ideology as power, and with how

the mythicization of ideology -- the naturalization of

culture in order to maintain power imbalances -- is both

constituted by, and embedded in, culture. They examine how

symbolic forms establish and sustain relations of power in

the cultural contexts within which they are produced and are

in turn embodied. Following the critical interpretive

approach, my use of the term "ideology" falls within the

critical sense of the term, and includes the claim that

ideology is culturally produced and that the legitimation

and mythicization of ideology by social actors is culturally

and historically embedded.

Second, in the spirit of a critical interpretive

approach, l am concerned with how individuals as thinking,

feeling actors may both react against, and help to

perpetuate, relations of power. This entails a focus not

only on the realm of discourse, but also on the

contradictions between what is said, what is believed, and
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what is practised, in the context of everyday life.

issue l use elements of Giddens's (1984) theory of

"structuration," which recognizes the importance of the

active embodied subject ("agency") in the socio-politica1

context, as well as Gramsci's concept of "cultural hegemony"

(1971), which takes account of both force and consent in

socio-political dominance. Both Giddens and Gramsci

incorporate the idea that people in subordinate positions

are what l call "active victims, " rather than passive

victims, of inegalitarian social structures -- that they

are, as Althusser argues, subjects in the sense of both a

"centre of initiatives," and a "subjected being" (Althusser

1977:169).

Third, l be1ieve that individua1s in both dominant and

subordinate positions are thinking, reflecting actors, and

that both are "active victims" in the legitimation of

ideology. Ideology is not exclusive1y an instrument of the

dominant class for the control of subordinate groups.

Young's position on ideo1ogy clarifies this. He argues that

when writers identify "ideology" with (i) systems of

rationalized knowledge with objective (class) boundaries,

(ii) which are products of totalizing social structures and

apparatuses, and (iii) necessarily serve ruling class

interests, then the process of ideology and ideologica1

hegemony "is reduced to an objectified state of

mystification and domination, such as 'fa1se consciousness' "
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(Young 1983:215-216).

The concept of "hegemony" makes explicit the

connections between culture and power. Hegemony can be

understood as that part of a dominant worldview which is

"naturalized" and thus does not apIJear as ideology. This

type of power lies in the realm of the taken-for-granted or

the cornrnonsensical and may not be experienced as the

implementation of power at aIl, since it is hidden in the

habits of everyday life and is regenerated through

repetitive, everydayacts (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991).

Gramsci used the concept of cultural hegemony to

address the relation between culture and power under

capitalism. As Lears pointed out, Gramsci's notion of a

"contradictory consciousness," meaning that aIl people share

a kind of "half conscious" complicity in their own

victimization, implies that ideology may not necessarily

entail only the struggle between oppressors and oppressed,

but rather may also reveal a process by which the dominant

group successfully avoids such a confrontation (Lears

1985:573).

This avoidance of confrontation represents a kind of

subtle or hidden power, as opposed to the power of direct

confrontation. Perhaps the best theoretical orientation

into understanding the hidden power of hegemony is through

Bourdieu's concept of "doxa." Bourdieu distinguishes

between overt power, in the form of written laws or
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"orthodoxy," and power which is hidden in the forms of

everyday 1ife -- what he ca11s "doxa."

Just as the power of doxa is hidden in the anonymous,

quiet acts of everyday 1ife, so too are the counter

hegemonic acts and discourses, or resistances to the hidden

power of ideo10gy. The power of doxa is rare1y contested

directly, but lies in what Scott (1990) ca11s "hidden

transcripts" -- resistance here is not seen in overt,

po1itica1 action, but, 1ike the power it "confronts," is

expressed covertly in hundreds of everyday acts (e.g.,

Genovese 1974; Scott 1985, 1990; Brow 1988; Abu-Lughod 1990;

Comaroff and Comaroff 1991; Keesing 1992). Keesing posed

the question of whether we can speak of resistance when the

subordinated subjects do not understand their own actions in

these terms, when the subordinated apparently accept their

situation of powerlessness yet harbour dreams of liberation

and struggle -- in short, whether resistance need imply

conscious agency (Keesing 1992:224-226). He argued that it

is not so much the act that matters as the actor's reading

of its context and meaning (Keesillg 1992:223; see also Abu

Lughod 1990).

Following this call for attention to be paid to the

actor's reading of the context and to the meaning of

resistance, l am interested in listening to the multiple

voices of the subordinated "others." l contend that neither

the dominant nor the subordinate group involved in relations
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of power are a unified, homogeneous whole, and therefore the

understanding of who is "in charge" of creating or

perpetuating dominant ideologies and the counter-ideologies

of resistance, is complex. Different motivations exist -

both personal and political -- for why ideologies are both

framed and adhered to.

Culture. Nineteenth-century anthropology was

predominantly a system for the hierarchical classification

of race, and was inextricably linked to colonialism. It

emerged as a discipline at the beginning of the colonial

era, and throughout its history it was devoted to the

description and analysis by Europeans of non-European

societies dominated by the West (Asad 1973). The way that

an anthropological concept of "culture" developed thus

cannot be separated out from issues of colonialism,

nationalism, and racism.

The term "culture" cornes form the Latin "colere,"

meaning to inhabit, cultivate, protect, or honour with

worship. It arose as a noun of process referring to the

tending of animals or crops. Eventually the term came to be

extended to a process of human development, alongside the

original meaning in husbandry, to refer to the culture of

minds (Williams 1976:79). In the eighteenth century, the

concept of "culture" was equated with the idea of

"civilization," which was seen as the destined goal of aU

mankind, and was often used to account for apparent racial
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differences. Nineteenth-century concepts of "race" and

"evolution" added an historical dimension to this notion of

breeding and tempering of the self (Wagner 1981:21), and

civilization was increasingly seen as the achievement of

certain "races" (Stocking 1968:36). Thus, in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, one spoke of a "cultivated" person

as someone was civilized, or who "had" culture (Wagner

1981:21). The term was ass~~iated with manifestations of

h.unan creativity: art, science, knowledge, and refinement

"those things that freed man from control by nature, by

environment, by reflex, by instinct, by habit or by custom"

(Stocking 1968:201).

The assumption that civilization or culture is a

universal and unilinear process was first disputed by

Herde:c, in his unfinished "Ideas on the Philosophy of the

History of Mankind" [1784-91] (Williams 1976:79). Herder

argued that one must speak of "cultures" in the plural, to

mean the specifie and variable cultures of different nations

and periods and also the specifie and variable cultures of

social and economic groups within a nation (Ibid.). This

usage of the term remained comparatively isolated (Ibid.),

and until about 1900 "culture," both in the German and in

the Anglo-American tradition, still had not acquired its

characte~istic modern anthropological connotations (Stocking

1968:202).

It was Franz Boas who played a crucial role in the
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emergence of the contemporary anthropological concept of

culture (Stocking 1968:202). Like Herder, Boas attacked the

evolutionist perspective, arguing that there is no

relationship between race and culture, and that the

difference between populations is a function of cultural

differences, independent of racial characteristics. Boas

introduced the idea that, since there are no inferior or

superior cultures, all cultures are comparable. It was in

this way that the singular "culture" of the evolutionists,

and its "cultural stages" of savagery, barbarism, and

civilization, was replaced with the historically conditioned

plural "cultures" of modern anthropology (Stocking

1968:229).

Williams outlines three broad active categories of

usage of culture: i) the independent noun which describes a

general process of intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic

development, and which emerged in the eighteenth century; 2)

the independent noun which indicates a particular way of

life of a people, a period, or a group, introduced by Herder

in the nineteenth century; and 3) the independent and

abstract noun which describes the works and practices of

intellectual and especially artistic activity (Williams

1976:81).

The third usage of the term -- culture as music,

literature, painting, theatre and so on -- is the

contemporary popular conception of "culture." This concept
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of culture continues to draw upon images of progress and the

terminology of crop breeding and improvement to create an

image of personal control, refinement, and "domestication"

(Wagner 1981:21). Toward the end of the twentieth century,

this popular conception of culture is becoming conflated

with the Boasian concept of "culture" (meaning national

cultures, traditional cultures, and folk cultures),

resulting in a popular "anthropological" usage of culture

which retains notions of "high" culture.

The relationship of idealagy ta culture. In arder ta

set the stage for the analysis of the ways in which the

concept of "culture" is used both by the Canadian government.

and by Tamils safeguarding their cultural identity, l will

outline wl:>at l mean by "culture," and the ways in which

ideology is distinct from, but involved in, culture. l

separate out the concept of "culture" into three levels:

authenticated culture, everyday culture, and commonsensical

culture. Ideology operates by moving between the

authenticated, everyday, and commonsensical realms, being

promoted in the first; "felt," contested, absorbed and/or

dismissed in the second; and grounded in the third.

Authenticated culture: On one level, as many works on

nationalism and ethnicity have illustrated, it is the elites

of a given society who construct, maintain, and control the

culture which is being reified and naturalized, (re)invented

and perceived as shared and representative of the "nation"
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or ethnie group (Anderson 1983, Hand1er 1988, Herzfeld 1982,

Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Kapferer 1988a). l will refer ta

this type of culture as "authenticated culture."

Authenticated culture can be discussed and analyzed,

observed by "outsiders," reflected on, and wilfully

manipulated. Hand1er describes this type of culture as

"cultural objectification." His term was inspired by

Bernard Cohn (n.d. 5), who has written of Western-educated

intellectuals in India who "have made [their culture] into a

'thing' and can stand back and look at themselves, their

ideas, their symbols and culture and see it as an entity"

(Handler 1988:14). This, then, is a "modernist" view of

culture -- culture as an art museum (to use Rosaldo's

examp1e), where "cultures stand as sacred images; they have

an integrity and coherence that enab1es them to be

studied ... on their own terms, from within, from the 'native'

point of view" (1993:43).

Everyday culture: Everyday culture is the rea1m where

culture is analyzed and spoken about. This is where

different actors canstruct and reconstruct different models

of what "authentic" identity is, and, once identified, these

become objectified and fossilized into authenticated

culture. Everyday culture includes the bits and pieces of

habits and beliefs that are used to construct the image of

authenticated culture -- including mundane habits of eating

and working, but also including ritual, art, and BO on .
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This, then, is the realm of cultural activity, where the

producers and nonproducers of culture work, like

"bricoleurs" (Levi-Strauss 1966:17) to construct their

authenticated culture.

The distinction between authenticated culture and

everyday culture can be clarified by using Saussure's

distinction between "signifier" and "signified," or

"concept" and "sound-image." There is a structural

re1ationship between the concept of "tree" and the sound

image made by the word "tree" (Hawkes 1977:25). Similarly,

"authenticated culture" refers not to the meaning evoked by

any example of culture, but rather to the example itself.

It is in the realm of "everyday culture" that the meanings

implied in any example of culture are evoked, contested,

reconstructed, and so on.

Conunonsensical culture: "Commonsensical" culture is

that which is taken-for-granted, hidden, and not subject to

analysis by the bearer of that culture. The way in which

"authenticated culture" is constructed out of, and in the

realm of, everyday culture is grounded in, shaped, and

limited by the structures of commonsensical culture.

The distinction between everyday and commonsensical

culture is a standard Boasian view of culture. Boas's

argument was that the behaviour of aIl people is determined

by a traditional body of habituaI behaviour patterns

(everyday culture), passed on through the enculturative
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process which is "buttressed by the ethnically tainted

secondary rationalizations" -- in other wocds, the

particular "cultures" in which they liver:' (Stocking

1968:222).

Again, a linguistic model can be used to clarify the

way in which commonsensi,:al culture str.uctures everyday

culture. Boas observed thQt the grammatical pattern of a

language determines those aspects of each experience that

must be expressed in the given language (Stocking 1968:264).

Each language is arbitrary in its classification, and the

classifications develop in each individual entirely

subconsciously and "build a kind of linguistic mythology

which may direct the attention of the speaker and some

mental activities of the given speech community along

definite lines" (Jakobson 1971:482).

Similarly, the meanings evoked by any example of

"authenticated culture" and the way in which knowledge about

authenticated culture is debated, reconstructed, and so on,

are shaped by the structures of "commonsensical" culture.

The types of materials available to consciousness to be used

to construct identity will be radically different for people

who do not share the same "commonsensical culture." Thus,

authenticated culture is created out of everyday culture,

but grounded in commonsensical culture, and therefore its

meanings will vary enormously among people who do not share

the same historical or personal experiences .
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Ideology operates by moving among the authenticated,

everyday, and commonsensical realms, being promoted in the

first, grounded in the third, and "felt," contested,

absorbed and/or dismissed in the second. Young's analysis

of the concept of ideology is useful for explaining this.

Young separates ideology into three cevels -- ideological

discourse, ideological knowledge, and ideological process

(Young 1983). This division of ideology into three levels

helps to clarify my position on how ideology is related to

my concepts of "authenticated culture," "everyday culture,"

and "commonsensical culture."

Ideological discourse: "Authenticated culture" is the

site of what Young calls ideological discourse, where

ideological knowledge is organized into trajectories of

dominant facts and meanings.

Ideological knowledge: "Everyday culture" is the site

of ideological knowledge, where manifold and contradictory

facts and meanings are produced and come to occupy the

consciousness of the individual.

Ideological process: "Commonsensical C1,.Ü ture" is the

site of ideological process, where discourses are given

authority and, sometimes, incorporated into ideological

hegemonies.

What makes Young's tripartite analysis of ideology

special is that he sees ideological knowledge as

intrinsically indeterminate -- knowledge is manifold and
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unstable, and people have the freedom to reconstruct the

meaning of events (1983:207). The implications of this for

my distinction between authenticated, everyday, and

commonsensical cultures can be clarified by turning again to

the linguisticanalogy. Two people whose knowledge is

structured by the same language may understand "tree-ness"

in two different ways (for example, as a pine tree in

northern Ontario, or a palm tree in the tropics); and any

one person may, depending on the immediate context, think of

a tree as something for shade or something to be cut down

for paper, or both. Furthermore, any one person may take a

"meta-linguistic" approach to their understanding of a

concept -- reflecting on the structure of language, rather

than merely being shaped by it (Jakobson 1971:262)- thus

creating new forms of knowledge about the concept.

Similarly, ideological knowledge being constructed

about authenticated culture will vary between people within

the Tamil community, and for any one person; and any person

may be stepping in and out of the structures within which

this knowledge is embedded, being not only shaped by, but

also shaping, commonsensical culture.

This can be clarified by contrasting my model of the

"everyday" and the "commonsensical" with that of Bourdieu.

In Bourdieu's model, the field of doxa (which roughly

corresponds to my notion of "commonsensical culture") is

opposed to the field of opinion ("everyday culture") which
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is the site of orthodox and heterodox arguments that

"recognize the possibi1ity of different and antagonistic

be1iefs" (Bourdieu 1977:164). For Bourdieu, the boundary

between the field of opinion and the field of doxa is the

site of hegemonic strugg1e (1977:169). In my mode1,

however, the rea1m of the everyday is not on1y the site of

dominant and subordinate groups fighting over the control of

"culture," with the latter attempting ta "push back the

1imits of doxa (commonsense) ta expose its arbitrariness"

(Bourdieu 1977:168). The rea1m of the everyday is the site

of bath conf1ict and consent, with bath the dominant and

subordinate groups "active victims," who each ho1d many, at

times contradictory, be1iefs about the "natura1" arder of

things.

De Certeau (1984) urges us ta understand the creativity

in the activities of the dai1y round, ta open up the

question of resistance ta the domination of structure, or

what he ca11s the "scriptural system" of society. He has

criticized Bourdieu's concept of the "everyday," arguing

that everyday 1ife must be understood as a dynamic and

creative essence. For De Certeau, the history of

colonialism is evidence of creative cultural work undertaken

by its subjects. "Everyday life invents itse1f by poaching

in count1ess ways on the property of others (de Certeau

1984:xii). De Certeau uses the term "La perruque"

(litera11y, the wig) ta exp1ain this, drawing upon examp1es
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of the activities of workers and consumers who exploit time

and machines for their own ends (1984:25).

Thus, while everyday culture is learned by unconscious

imitation and repetition of daily habits, which are

constituted by and grounded in commonsensical culture, this

process of repetition is not automatic, or automated. As

Appadurai suggests, ordinary lives today are increasingly

powered "not by the givenness of things, but by the

possibilities that are suggested as available" -- for

example, through the media, and through deterritorialization

(Appadurai 1991:200). Thus, while authenticated culture

those concepts and events which are being promoted as

symbols of cul.tural identity -- is "built" out of the habits

of everyday culture, those habits themse1ves, and the

understandings of the authenticated culture being promoted 

- are dynamic, and open ta change, and the persans promoting

ideologies are bath shaping, and shaped by, the habits of

everyday 1ife. The site of hegemonic struggle, then, is

located in the realm of the everyday, but the way in which

ideo1ogies are legitimated can not be seen as a 1inear

process, of dominant groups shaping subordinate ones. It

is, instead, a complex and dia1ectic process.

1.6 Organization of Thesis.

The Sri Lankan Tamil refugees began arriving into

Canada in the mid-1980s, and by the time l began my
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fieldwork in 1989, the Tamil community in Montreal numbered

about 5,000 people, mostly young men between the ages of 20

and 35. In Chapter Two, "Cul'·ure and the Culture Keepers,"

l will introduce the Montreal Tamil refugee community and

describe the fieldwork process. The Tamil "culture keepers"

-- those who are consciously and actively promoting and

preserving Tamil culture in Montreal -- equate culture with

kalâcc~ram, meaning the Tamil arts including dance, drama,

music, and the concepts and symbols contained in classical

literature. My fieldwork was consciously directed by people

who were using anthropological notions of "culture" to

(relconstruct their own identity. As an anthropologist, l

was expected to document their concerns, the difficulties

they faced, and the goals they set, for maintaining Tamil

cultural identity in Canada. Rather than eliciting

unconscious and unspoken understandings of culture in order

to gain information about local ideologies of culture from

an "innocent" population, then, my fieldwork was directed by

a group of individuals who were already consciously and

actively involved with the very same topic. Thus, the

manner in which my fieldwork was orchestrated from within

the Tamil community, rather than only producing raw data

from which l constructed an argument about Tamil cultural

identity in Canada, became an integral part of the final

analysis on local ideologies of culture.

In Chapter Three, "Sri Lankan Legends," l will examine
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the historical context of symbols of Tamil cultural

identity, in order to understand why and how certain aspects

of everyday life are being promoted as "authenticated" Tamil

culture by Tamil culture keepers in Montreal. l will focus

on the 450 years of European colonialism in Sri Lanka, the

Dravidian movement in India, and Tamil resistance to

Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism in Sri Lanka.

For the Tamil culture keepers in Montreal, the history

of the Sinhala-Tamil conflict is understood in terms of the

interaction between opposed "races," each with a distinctive

language, religion, culture, and set of physical

characteristics. They draw upon the concepts and symbols of

Tamil cultural identity, central to contemporary Tamil

nationalism in Sri Lanka, which emerged as part of the

revival of the ancient Tamil literature. Of particular

importance is the equation of "pure women" and "pure Tamil,"

with every Tamil male expected to protect the sacredness of

Tamil womanhood and to safeguard "Mother Tamil."

l will then turn to the historical context of symbols

of Canadian cultural identity. In Chapter Four, "Canadian

Myths," l will examine the emergence of the Canadian policy

of multiculturalism which culminated in the Multiculturalism

Act of 1988. This po1icy of multicultura1ism is central to

Canadian government philosophy, and is promoted as an

integral part of Canadian identity. Canadians have come to

be1ieve that unlike in the United States, where visible
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minorities become part of an "ethnie melting pot" and

ideally blend into mainstream society, in Canada they form

an "ethnie mosaic" and retain their cultural boundaries,

which separate them out from other cultural groups and from

the regular, "non-ethnie" Canadians. l will show how the

policy of multiculturalism emerged as an integral part of

Canadian cultural identity and how this symbol is

inextricably connected to Quebec's calI for recognition as a

distinct society and to public outcry against the influx of

"Third World" immigrants to Canada.

In Chapter Five, "The Story of the Split," l will

examine an ideological divide between two factions of the

Tamil community over how and why Tamil cultural identity

should be maintained. This divide is seen by both sides as

being between those who are mainly concerned with the

establishment of a Tamil home land in Sri Lanka, and those

who are mainly concerned with passing on culture to the

children in Montreal. The split is described within the

community as being between "politics" and "culture."

Culture keepers on each side are trying to unite the Tamil

community under their leadership and toward their

understanding of how and why Tamil culture should be

maintained, in order to ensure that the Tamil language and

culture are preserved.

In Chapter Six, "The Interpretations of Culture," l

will analyze the way in which the Tamil concept of
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kalâccâram intersects with the concept of "culture" being

promoted by multiculturalism, focusing on one of the more

obvious ways in which the two constructions of culture

intersect -- the evening cultural programmes, or kalai vila.

Tamil culture keepers apply for funding from the Department

of Multiculturalism to sponsor these public displays of

culture, and government officiaIs responsible for

multiculturalism are invited as honoured guests to the

events. For Tamil culture keepers on the "cultural" side of

the community divide, the process of preparing for the

cultural events (dance, drama, music) which are part of the

kalai vil~ is a way of ensuring that the children will learn

about their language and culture, thus preserving Tamil

cultural identity in Canada. For those on the "political"

side of the divide, the kalai vil~ are a means of

preserving Tamil culture because they are a way of raising

money to send back to Sri Lanka to help "the boys" in their

fight for an independent Tamil homeland in Sri Lanka -

which is the only way, they feel, to truly preserve the

Tamil language and culture.

l conclude by analyzing why the Tamil culture keepers

make active use of the policy of multiculturalism, arguing

they do 50 not only because it enhances access to resources

controlled by the state, but because the promotion of

"authenticated culture" in multiculturalism meets with the

Tamils' own agendas for promoting and preserving a distinct
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Tamil culture. l will argue that this is because they arose

in similar contexts: for the Tamil culture keepers, in the

context of Dravidian nationalism, British colonialism in

South Asia, and the need to be affirmed as distinct from the

Sinhalese; and for the Canadian government, in the context

of Quebec nationalism, the increase in "Third World"

immigrants, and the need to be affirmed as distinct from the

Americans. Both concepts of culture are grounded in

colonialist constructions of the "other" and both reflect an

effort by the elites of the "nation" to promote a firmly

bounded and distinct culture, coterminous with ethnie

identity.

In Chapter Seven, "Safeguarding Mother Tamil," l will

take an explicitly "authoritative" stance, as an outsider

observer looking in at the Tamil community, in order to

examine the "commonsensical culture" in which everyday

concepts of Tamilness are grounded. l will argue that Tamil

culture keepers on both sides of the ideological divide draw

on concepts and symbols of the ancient Cahkam literature.

These concepts and symbols have always been pervasive in

everyday thought, but during the renaissance of Tamil

literature that was part of the Dravidian movement, they

were crystallized and spoken about as being central to Tamil

identity (Pandian 1987). l will focus particularly on the

concept of female "purity" (ka!"pu) and its perceived

importance for preserving Tamil language and culture. In my
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analysis of the relationship between "pure" women and "pure"

Tamil, l will draw on the theories of Marriott (1976),

Daniel (1984), Trawick (1992) and others who have shown how

in Hindu thought the body is permeable, composite, partly

divisible, and partly transmissible. These theorists

conceptualize the South Asian person as a "dividual" whose

body is composed of shared and transferred coded substances

(kunam) , which flow in and among persons. l will argue that

Tamil culture keepers on both sides of the ideological

divide construct authenticated Tamil culture out of this

commonsensical understanding of "identity."

In Chapter Eight, "Akam/PuIam," l will examine the

"everyday" ways in which concepts of culture are

constructed, understood, and challenged, and how these

differ for the two sides of the community. l will argue

that people on the "cultural" side of the community divide

are oriented toward the Tamil principle of akam, meaning

love, the interior, and women. They believe that the only

way to preserve the Tamil language and culture is by

ensuring that the women in Canada retain the principles of

Tamil womanhood, particularly kaEPu (chastity) and

oruvaranukku oruti (monogamy), and ensure that the children

are taught the Tamil language and culture. In discussions

of Tamil cultural identity, these culture keepers refer to

the classical Tamil epics such as the Cilappatik<lram ("The•

Anklet Story") whose heroine Kannaki is held up as an
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example of the womanly virtues of chastity and self

sacrifice. They are concerned that the un-chaste lifestyle

in Canada makes it difficult for Tamil women to maintain

their purity. There is said to be an interconnectedness

between pure Tamil and pure women, and there is a fear that

too much integration into Canadian culture is leading to the

downfall of the Tamil women and thus the downfall of the

Tamil language and culture.

People on the "political" side of the cornrnunity divide

are oriented toward the Tamil principle of pUKam, associated

with the exterior, war, and men. They believe that the only

way to ensure that the Tamil language and culture survive is

by creating a Tamil homeland (Eelam) in Sri Lanka. They

believe that the cornrnunity should unite in support of the

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam to ensure the survival of

the Tamil "race." In discussions of Tamil cultural

identity, they refer to images of the Tamil homeland and ta

the legends of a flourishing Tamil culture in early Sri

Lankan history. These culture keepers are worried that the

fight for Eelam in Sri Lanka is a losing battle, as more and

more young men flee the country and seek asylurn in Canada

and elsewhere. They feel that those who are in Montreal

must do as much as possible ta safeguard "Mother Tamil."

The connection that is felt for the Tamil homeland is more

than political, and is more than ernotional in the sense of

bereavement or longing for the homeland -- the home (Ur) is
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connected ta the physical body in a "real" way, in a

relationship of contiguity, rather than merely one of

emotion, and the loss of the homeland is seen ta be changing

the Tamil nature (ku~am).

The ideological discourse about what Tamil culture is,

then, is the same for Tamil culture keepers on bath sides of

the community divide, and for the Canadian policy of

multiculturalism. At the level of everyday culture,

however, the ideological knowledge about this "authenticated

culture" contrasts sharply for those oriented toward the

principle of "akam" and those oriented toward "pul;am."

Although the ideological knowledge being produced about

"kal"accë1ram" (authenticated culture) is divided between two

different constructions of Tamil identity, and draws upon

different aspects of symbols of Tamil nationalism, bath

share the same "commonsensical" understanding of cultural

identity. This "commonsensical" view of culture is that

which lies within the realm of the taken-for-granted, and is

not subject to discussion or analysis. This is "culture" in

its classical anthropological sense (that is, pre-Writinq

Culture), and it is what informs the authenticated view of

culture. While the ideology of the ethnie mosaic may

intersect with the ideology of kalacc3ram, each is grounded

in its own "commonsensical" culture, and thus the meanings

behind "culture" are necessarily radically different for

people who do not share the same cultural and historical
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context.

1.7 Summary.

On one hand, this thesis addresses anthropology's

concern with the essentializing nature of new concepts of

culture, by contributing to an understanding of exactly how

"culture" is itself culturally constructed and historically

shaped, and thus is dense with political implications. l

have illustrated that while the same image of "culture" may

be being used by federal policy makers and by ethnic

community leaders (re)shaping their identity in Canada, it

does not follow that this image of culture will have the

same meaning for each of its users. Culture theorists and

multiculturalists who focus on the boundaries of culture,

rather than on who creates those boundaries and why, will

miss this meaning aspect and its political implications.

On the other hand, this thesis responds to current

attempts to provide new directions for anthropology. l

contend that the theories of Clifford and Marcus (1986) and

others which avoid the analysis of a culture out of fear of

violating the "other" are missing an important opportunity

to go even further in "decolonizing" anthropology. Taussig

uses the term "magical mimesis" to mean the power of a copy

to influence what it is a copy of (1993:59). largue that

in the messy reality of post-colonial society, both the

"others" and the "selves" are "active victims" involved in
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(re)constructing the cultural identity of both "others" and

"selves," and the myths and ideologies of both the dominant

and subordinate cultures are necessarily implicated in this

process. It is my position, then, that rather than abandon

any realist ethnography, we must attempt an anthropology of

post-colonialism, focusing on the "politics of culture," in

order to reflect critically on anthropology's own continuing

involvement in imperialism.

., ,
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CHAPTER TWO: TAMIL CULTURE AND THE CULTURE KEEPERS

The Tamils in Montreal equate culture with kal~ccaram,

meaning the Tamil arts including dance, drama, music, and

the concepts contained in the classical literature. The

role that they saw for me was as one who is documenting

kal~cc~ram in Canada. l was encouraged to meet those who

were considered to be experts on culture, to attend the

places and events where culture was being produced, and to

focus only on culture in its "authenticated" form. In this

chapter l introduce the Montreal Tamil refugee community and

describe the ways in which my fieldwork was orchestrated

from within the Tamil community. l explain how the

fieldwork process/ rather than only producing raw data from

which l constructed an argument about Tamil cultural

identity in Canada, became an integral part of the final

analysis on local ideologies of culture.

2.1 My Entry into the Community.

l made my "debut" into the Montreal Tamil community in

the fa11 of 1988/ a year before my fieldwork was
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theoretically supposed to begin. The event was a Tamil

kalai vila ("cultural festival") a concert featuring South

Indian artists to raise money for a temple in Toronto. l

had decided to attend the event in order to develop a "feel"

for the community before writing my Ph.D. research proposal.

l walked into the lobby of the auditorium and, feeling very

awkward and unsure of myself, approached the first

"official-looking" person that l saw -- a man in his

thirties, with a badge on his lapel written in what l

supposed must be the Tamil language. l asked him (in

English) where l could buy a ticket for the performance. He

looked shocked, and said "but this show will be entirely in

Tamil!" When l replied that l was interested in learning

the language, he cut me short, took me by the arm and said

"we need more Canadians like you." That was the beginning

of my friendship with Sivanl and the moment when l was

launched into the thick of fieldwork activities, long before

l anticipated beginning my research.

After the concert was over, Sivan introduced me to

several people within the Tamil refugee community,

explaining on my behalf that l was going to be studying the

Tamil language and culture (kalacc~ram) and about the way of

life (valakkam) of Tamil refugees in Montreal. His parting

11 have chosen to use pseudonyms rather than actual
names of members of the community. While Montreal Tamils
will readily identify each other, the use of pseudonyms will
help to ensure privacy from people outside of the community.
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line to me that evening was "Don't worry -- we'll see that

you get through with a most highly successful Ph.D." That

was my first hint that there were individuals within the

community who are actively involved in promoting and

preserving Tamil culture, who welcome an outsider interested

in learning about their culture, and who have preconceived

notions about just how Tamil culture should be studied.

Sivan is one of the key figures in the Tamil refugee

community working to ensure that the Tamil language and

culture are not forgotten in Canada. He has been involved

at one time or other with each of the local Tamil community

organizations, contributing mainly through writing and

publishing. He has written for every Tamil language

newspaper in Montreal as weIl as starting his own newspaper/

~yaka~, which was set aside while he was working on his

second Master's degree (the first was done in Russia) in

computer engineering.

Sivan has been one of my key resource people, allowing

me use of his own personal library of local publications,

introducing me to others in the community, keeping me

informed about upcoming events which he considered to be of

interest to me/ and, more recently, encouraging me with the

dissertation-stage of my research project. Our friendship,

which started off as one of "information-exchange/" grew

quickly, and many of the ideas in this dissertation came

about in the context of long evenings spent with him at
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McGill's graduate student bar.

The second person l met who played a large role in my

fieldwork was Talaivar. l met Talaivar in winter of 1988,

when in order to get some background information for my

dissertation proposal l visited On4iyam, which at the time l

understood to be the only Tamil community organization.

Talaivar was the administrative secretary of On4iyam, and on

Sivan's advice l had arranged a meeting with him to find out

about the organization. It was not many weeks after that

initial meeting that l found myself "hanging around" his

home, being fed delicious curries by Mrs. Talaivar, playing

with the grandson, chatting with the two daughters living at

home at the time, and watching Tamil movies. It was also

through the Talaivar family that l was able to enjoy many of

the special celebrations that happen in the home.

Talaivar, like Sivan, is actively working to safeguard

the Tamil language and culture in Canada. He took it upon

himself to ensure that l understood what Tamil culture is,

and the difficulties of preserving it in the Canadian

context. Although his position at Onriyam has ended,

Talaivar continues to be a key spokesperson for the Tamil

community. He has been given the official position of

"multicultural officer" by the Tamil community associations,

and often speaks on behalf of the community in its dealings

with the wider Montreal and Canadian public. He is active

in the Quebec Saiva Mission and has been a central figure in
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planning the new Murukan temple. Talaivar is a well

established independent "social worker" within the

community, providing translation and interpretation

services, and helping newcomers to the community to deal

with the vast amount of paperwork that is involved in

applying for refugee status.

My third entry into the Tamil refugee community was

through Shakti, an older woman, widowed and living in

Montreal with her daughter. We met in the fall of 1989 just

after l had completed an intensive surnrner programme in the

Tamil language at the University of Wisconsin. l had

learned that Shakti was a former school teacher and spoke

English well, and l decided to ask her whether she would be

interested in tutoring me in Tamil language.

At the time that l was beginning my fieldwork, Shakti

was the head of the Onriyam Tamil Women's group and active

in the South Asian Women's Community Centre. As a child,

Shakti had spent many years in India where her father was a

colonel in the Indian Army, and for this reason she is as

comfortable speaking and writing in English as she is in

Tamil. She is well-known both within the Tamil community

and to many Canadians for her ability to translate not only

language, but the intricacies of Tamil culture, to

Canadians. She has given lectures about Tamil culture in

university settings, and has often been called on by local

hospitals and clinics as well as by the department of
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immigration for interpretation. As head of the women's

group her intent was to teach the children of the community

about their cultural traditions. She believes the highlight

of her involvement with the women's group was a children's

pageant, honouring Tamil historical figures who had

contributed to the development of the Tamil language and

culture. l She is occasionally called upon to provide

information on various aspects of Tamil religion or history

for evening cultural programmes and celebrations of Hindu

festivals, and has published articles on Tamil culture in

local South Asian magazines.

l began taking Tamil language lessons from Shakti in

the fall of 1989. Her interest in Tamil culture and in my

research project meant that the lessons quickly became more

of a forum for her and her daughter to expand on the meaning

of a Tamil proverb, or the significance of a temple event l

had attended, or to talk about life in Jaffna. It often

happened that a third of the way into a lesson, when l was

sturnbling my way around an unfamiliar grammatical

construction, she would interrupt the lesson because a word

or a phrase would remind her of something that she believed

lHistorical figures honoured in the pageant included
the Tamil poetess-saint Auvaiyar; Tiruvallavar, author of
the Tamil literary work Tirukkural; Kannaki, heroine of the
Tamil epic Cilappatik~ram, who Is'upheld as a model of
virtue because of her chastity and self-sacrifice; and Sri
Arumuga Navalar and Swami Vipulandanqhar, who were leaders
in the Hindu Reformation movement and championed the cause
of Saivasm (Eelam Tamil Association of Quebec 1989).
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could be useful to my understanding of Tamil culture. She

eventually had me study from a standard children's Tamil

textbook from Sri Lanka, because it contained many parables

and folk tales. Later, when the language lessons ended,

Shakti assisted me with the content analysis and ~ranslation

of the local Tamil language publications. Her primary

roles, however, were (and continue to bel research director,

life-manager, and "second mother" to me.

Through these three individuals, l was introduced to

the Tamil community and by the fall of 1989, my fieldwork

was weIl under way. l was visiting people in their homes or

having them visit mine, participating in family celebrations

such as birthday parties, weddings, and celebrations of

menarche (camarttiyakaliy~~am), visiting the local community

centres, the restaurant and grocery stores (where l would

purchase the latest local publications), going to temple,

participating in celebrations of the annual Hindu festivals,

and attending the many kalai vil.~ or evening "cultural"

programmes. In short, l was frequenting the places and

events where culture is "produced." l was meeting the heads

and executive members of various community associations, the

artists who write and produce dramas, and the women and men

who teach children and adults about Hinduism and other

aspects of Tamil culture. In other words, l was meeting the

people who "produce" culture. It was about six months into

the fieldwork process when l realized that l was being
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directed toward "culture" in its "authenticated" sense

culture as classical Tamil dance, music, drama, and

literature; that l was being introduced to people who were

considered to be experts on these matters; and that l was

being informed about and encouraged to attend places and

events where culture in this "authenticated" sense was

occurring.

This raised a serious dilemma for me. On one hand, l

felt that to follow their suggestions meant that l would be

doing outmoded anthropology, focusing purely on "ritual,"

and ignoring the lessons of Scott (1990), Comaroff (1985),

Keesing (1992), and others who have taught that it is in the

realm of "everyday" culture that relations of power are

played out. On the other hand, this was not a "naive"

population -- l was being consciously directed by people who

were using anthropological notions of "culture" to

reconstruct their own identity, and, as an anthropologist, l

was expected to work hard at documenting their concerns, the

difficulties they faced, and the goals they set, for

maintaining Tamil cultural identity in Canada. Eventually l

realized that what l was doing was a-typical, but it was

postmodernist anthropology. Rather than focusing on a

unified Tamil voice, eliciting unconscious and unspoken

understandings of culture in order to gain information about

local ideologies of culture from an "innocent" population, l

was being taught by a group of individuals who were already
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conscious1y and active1y involved with the very same topic.

Once l understood that the way that my fie1dwork was

being orchestrated from within the Tamil community, rather

than constraining my collection of "data," was my "data," l

began to pay serious attention to the work and ideas of the

culture keepers within the community. l continued my

research with this framework in mind, listening to the

direction given me by the culture keepers, attending the

events and places where "culture" happens, and learning

about the goals and methods of those working to make culture

"happen."

In the final two months of fieldwork, l conducted

interviews with ten people with whom l had become

particularly close. These people were concerned with and

actively involved in the preservation and promotion of Tamil

culture. AlI but one were men, sinee it tends to be men who

fill this role. They included five heads of community

organizations, an independent "social worker" (someone who

does interpretation and translation in the eommunity), a

hospital translator, and three people who were involved with

various community organizations. The interviews were

unstructured and open-ended, conducted in English. l asked

about each person's role and activities within the Tamil

community, including their goals for promoting and

preserving Tamil culture in Canada.

In order to understand more about the ideals and goals
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of the culture keepers, l also reviewed the Montreal Tamil-

language publications. The newspapers are an important

forum within the community for informa~ion exchange and

presentation of viewpoints, and are widely read. AlI of the

newspapers are made available through the Tamil grocery

stores. 1 l was able to obtain copies of most issues of

every newspaper published out of Montreal since 1984. 2 l

did a content analysis of these publications, with the help

of Shakti, and had articles which addressed or alluded to

issues of culture, identity, community politics, or life

style, translated. 3

Before turning to a discussion of kalaccaram and the

way in which my fieldwork was orchestrated from within the

Tamil community, l will discuss the institutions and

organizations where culture "happens. ,;

lSome members of the community feel that supporters of
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), a militant
group fighting for a separate Tamil home land in Sri Lanka,
have at times stopped the circulation of publications which
take an anti-LTTE stance. Even with this possible
censorship, the newspapers apparently reach everyone through
the network of social interactions.

2The publications reviewed were: Tamil Elil, published
by O~iyam; Ilankïrru and Tamil Oli which were publications
of Oli that hâve now been replaced by P~rvai; N~yakan, an
independently published newspaper; and T~yakam, which is
published out of Toronto but contains a section written by
and for the Montreal Tamil community.

3Articles excluded were those dealing with Canadian
news, updates on the political situation in Sri Lanka, world
news, and excerpts from the Tamil classics.
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2.2 Montreal Tamil Community Organizations.

Members of the Tamil community who are actively

involved in preserving Tamil culture are most often working

through local community associations. By fall of 1988, when

l first "entered the field," there were five community

organizations -- The Eelam Tamil Association of Quebec

(OlU'iyam),l Tami.lar OJ.i, The Canada Tamil Kal~cc~ra CaÎlkam

(The Canada Tamil Cultural Association), T~takam, and the

World Tamil Movement (WTM). Onriyam, OJ.i, and the WTM each

housed a small library with newspapers from Sri Lanka, and

Tamil language books and magazines; Oli and Onriyam held•

classes in Tamil language and Hinduism for children, and

French and English for adults; each centre was publishing

Tamil-language community newspapers; both Oaciyam and the

WTM operated telephone news lines for updates on the

situation in Sri Lanka and announcements about upcoming

events in Montreal; and OJ.i had a Tamil-language radio

programme. Each centre was responsible for hosting an

evening "cultural programme" (kalai vilâ) as part of one of

the four annual Hindu festivals, and each occasionally held

other fund-raising concerts.

As weIl as these political/cultural organizations,

there are two temples in Montreal, and plans under way for a

third. In Montreal, regular temple services are held on

lThe Eelam Tamil Association of Quebec is nearly always
referred to as "O~iyam," which means "meeting place."
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Friday evenings. Besides these regular pujas, special

occasions calI for an api~~kam, when the deities receive a

ritual bath. Special temple events such as this always

close with a large meal, a popular time for socializing.

The dominant theology of the Tamils in Montreal is the Saiva

Siddhanta system.! The first Saiva Hindus of Montreal held

their pujas2 in the hall of the Hare Krishna Temple of

Montreal. In 1984, they moved to the Hindu Mission of

Quebec temple, operated by the Punjabi and North Indian

Hindus, which the Tamils continue to rent for Friday evening

pujas. 3 The Saiva Mission was formed in June 1985, and

registered in 1986, and caters to the needs of the Sri

Lankan Hindus in Quebec, including weddings and other

ceremonies which involve a priest, as weIl as the Friday
'"' ~

pujas. The mission also hosts the annual Pankal festival (a

!This school of thought places emphasis on the grace of
the god Siva, and on the importance of attaining salvation
(Shulman 1980). Two of the most revered deities for the
Tamils in Montreal are the two sons of Siva, Pillaiyar and
Murukan. The typical Saiva marks of three horizontal lines
of holy ash on the forehead distinguish Saiva Hindus from
Vaishnavas, or worshippers of Vishnu.

2"puja" is the term for the Hindu worship service. The
Tamil spelling (pUcai) will not be used here, since "puja"
has become relatively weIl established in the English
language. A glossary of Tamil and Sanskrit terms used in
this dissertation appears in Appendix C.

3The building itself is a converted Mechanics Union
hall. Images of the god Visnu and his various avatars
(incarnations) line the walls of the temple hall, and the
altar holds life-size marble statues of the deities Krishna
and Radha, Lakshmi and Narayana, and Durga. For their
services, the Tamils use much smaller god-images, placed on
a temporary altar that is set up prior to each service.
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harvest festival) in mid-January.

Members of the Saiva Mission plan to construct a new

temple, to the god Murukan. Evening cultural programmes

have been held since the late 1980s to raise funds for it,

and by 1991 enough money was collected to purchase a piece

of land on the western part of the island of Montreal. The

temple will be constructed in traditional South Indian

architectural style, and will be large enough to house a

"cultural library" containing books including Tamil

classical literature.

A second temple, the Ourga temple, was opened in 1990.

It is organized and run (and the space rented personal1y) by

one man who was dissatisfied with the workings of the

Be11echasse temple.! Besides their involvement in these

two Tamil-operated temples, sorne of the Tamil Hindus

occasionally take a pilgrimage to a temple in Val Morin, a

small town outside of Montreal. Many also visit St.

Joseph's Oratory,2 and have incorporated St. Joseph into

the Hindu pantheon. Approximately five percent of the

Tamils in Montreal are Christian. While most of these are

Catholic or Anglican, and attend church services in either

!The temple to Ourga is housed in a sewing factory
warehouse. It is model1ed after a very famous Ourga temple
located near Jaffna town, where people as far as thirty
miles away come for special events. A well-known local
Tamil artist did the interior of the temple, modelling it
after the original with such precision that it is an exact
(smaller) replica .

2This is a very large and famous Catholic shrine.
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English or French in the wider community, there are

individuals who hold Christian evangelical services in

Tamil, in their own homes.

Several support services exist within the Tamil

community. These include a Tamil medical clinic, several

Tamil-operated grocery stores and video outlets, a Sri

Lankan Tamil restaurant, classes in bh~rata n~tyam (the

classic Indian dance form, which many in tha community

simply refer to as "Tamil dance"), printing presses catering

to the Tamil community, Tamil films shown in two theatres,

and video artists specializing in recording special events

such as weddings. 1 As well, there are freelance "social

workers" who operate independently of the community

associations, charging a fee for filling out immigration

forms and doing translations in legal offices and hospitals.

As Figure 2.1 (map of Sri Lankan Tamil refugee

community organizations in Montreal) illustrates, most of

the Tamil community organizations and support services are

clustered in two locations on the island of Montreal -- the

Côte-des-Neiges area, and the Jean Talon area. Unlike in

Toronto, where the Sri Lankan Tamils have created a "Little

lOther support services, such as marriage brokers and
astrologers, are easily found in Toronto but not in
Montreal. People performing those tasks in Montreal are
often considered to be not as skilled, and are used as a
first measure un~il more expert advise or help is sought in
Toronto. Similarly, cooking and sewing for single men are
sometimes provided by individual arrangements in Montreal,
but in Toronto there are people providing these services in
a more organized m~nner.
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Il organization metro

CULTURAL-POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

18 0nxiyam (1985-1987) Atwater
1 OQJiyam (1987-1990) Côte Ste. Catherine
6 OnIiyam (1990-1991) P1amondon

21 Op (1985-1986) Charlevoix
20 O~i (1987-1988) Guy
19 O~i (1989-1990) Guy
11 OF (1990-1991) Jean Talon
6 Wor1d Tamil Movement P1amondon
2 Têtakam Côte Ste. Catherine

-,
TEMPLES

17 Saiva Mahasuvai Beaubien
8 Ourga Temple Parc

CLINICS

4 Clinique Médicale Lanka Côte Ste. Catherine

GROCERY STORES, VIDEO OUTLETS

3 U Can Buy Côte Ste. Catherine
5 Depanneur Bourret Côte Ste. Catherine
7 Marché Victoria Plamondon
9 Marché Thurga Parc

10 Marché Maruthy Jean Talon
12 Marché Trinco Jean Talon
14 Marché Ganesa Jean Talon

RESTAURANTS

15 Anantharusuvai Jean Talon
--

THEATRES SHOWING TAMIL FILMS

13 Amala Theatre Jean Talon
16 Zenith Theatre Beaubien
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Eelam" in one area of the city, in Montreal the population

is relatively scattered, living around each of the metro

(subway) stations beginning at the streets labelled "Queen

Mary" and "Rosemont" on the map, and moving northward. The

metro stations are used as points of reference by people

describing where they live. For instance, a Sri Lankan

Tamil who says she or he lives "at" Côte-des-Neiges doe; not

mean the area, but rather the few-block radius around the

Côte-des-Neiges metro station. In this way, the metro

stations are used to define "villages."

2.3 Kallrcclrram.

The Tamils equate culture with "kallrcclrram," a term

which has been in existence since the times of the ancient

Tamils. "Kalai" means art; "<rcara{lam" means practice or

usage. Thus, "kal;rcc;rram" means classical dance, music,

drama, and the concepts contained in the classical

literature. 1 This is differentiated from valakkam, or

•

custom. According to the University of Madras Tamil Lexicon

(1982), v~akkam means usage, practice, habit, custom; that

which is ordinary and common. In the Montreal Tamil

community the term valakkam is the one generally used to

mean "life-style," and encompasses behaviours such as work

ISo, for instance, one community association, the
Canada Tamil Cultural Association, which is dedicated to the
preservation of Tamil culture through the medium of drama,
is the "Canada Tamil kal;rcclrra cafJkam."
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and leisure time, preparation and consumption of food, and

so on. The va~akkam is said to be necessarily radically

different in Montreal from Sri Lanka, while the kal~ccaram

should, ideally, remain the same in Montreal as it was in

Sri Lanka. 50, for instance, even though in Montreal one

cannot go to temple with a bared upper body, or wash one's

feet before entering the temple (part of the va~akkam), the

method of and intent behind praying to the deities should

remain the same (part of the kalaccaram). Similarly, during

the temple celebration that is part of the festival

Mah~sivar~ttiri, sorne radical changes to the celebration are

necessary in order to accommodate the new lifestyle.

Instead of fasting, feasting takes place, and instead of an

all-night puja, most people leave by one o'clock in the

morning, to accommodate those who have to work the next

day -- but the "culture" -- the kal';§.cc~ram -- is said to

remain the same.

Members of the community directed me toward studying

culture in the sense of kal';§.cc~am, which, therefore, meant

that l was oriented toward the "authenticated" or classical

aspects of culture -- traditional dance, drama and music,

the principles contained in the classical Cahkam literature,

and the Saiva Hindu methods of worship. As weIl, l was

encouraged to learn about their valakkam (life-style), in

the sense of people's daily routines. While learning about

the lifestyle was seen as usefuI for me to understand the
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socio-economic hardships which they faced as refugees in a

new country, it was also considered necessary for me to

understand the difficulties of maintaining proper kalaccaram

in the context of the altered lifestyle in Montreal.

A great emphasis was placed on my observation of and

participation in the annual Saivite Hindu festivals -

Put~~tu (a new year celebration), Navar~ttiri (or the

festival of the "nine nights"), Tai pollkal (a harvest

festival), and Mahasivarattiri (a solemn occasion observing

the god Siva). Depending on the festival, and with slight

variations from year to year, these celebrations took place

in the temple and/or the home, and invariably concluded with

a kalai vil~, or evening cultural programme. The kalai viLa

are evening concerts featuring performances of bh~rata

n~tyam, Tamil folk dances, dramas by both children and

adults depicting scenes from the classical Tamil literature,

comedy skits, and music. Besides the kalai vil~ which were

part of the annual festivals, many other fund-raising

concerts were held by community associations, and were

considered an ideal way for me to observe Tamil culture. l

was also urged to attend private family life-transition

ceremonies including birthdays, weddings, and

c~marttiyakaliy~~ams, or ceremonies marking menarche.

l was told that to really understand Tamil culture, l

must read the Tamil literary classics, which l did. l was

cautioned to rpad a wide variety of anthropology books and
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not just rely on the work of one or two people. One of my

friends who had reviewed sorne of the anthropology books on

Tamil culture which l was using was quite concerned that l

would get the wrong idea about their culture, feeling that

the studies were based on the views of villagers, who were

not really knowledgeable about, and certainly not experts

on, Tamil culture (in the sense of kal~ccJram).1 There was

also a concern that the anthropologists in general had

focused too much on sexuality ("The sivalinkam is a model,

so they think everything else is based on it,,).2

Just as l was encouraged to maintain my focus on the

"culture" of the Tamils, l was firmly informed when

something l was interested in did not fall under the

categoryof "culture." For instance, once when l was

watching a performance of modern dance during one of the

evening stage programmes (kalai viIJ), one friend informed

me that this was not Tamil culture, but was "Ceylon pop,"

influenced by the West, and that l should pay more attention

to items such as bh~rata n~tyam, the classical South Indian

dance form. When l pointed out that most of the audience

appeared to be really enjoying the "pop" music, and that

during the bhJrata n~yam there had been a noticeable

lThe books included Wadley (1980), Trawick (1978), and
Daniel (1984).

2Interestingly, the fact that so many of my
anthropology books on South Asia dealt witil sexuality was
seen as a reflection of the "Western" culture where people
are obsessed with sex.
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movement out of the auditorium, he explained that this was

the fault of Western-influenced singers and film stars

they want to make a hit record, or a film that sells well,

so they put in this "pop" music but this is not Tamil

•

culture, and hence l would do well to ignore it.

Similarly, when l tried on various occasions to get

wore information about the comedy skits that are part of

many evening stage programmes, l was told that these do not

have any "deep meaning" and are not worthy of attention.

The following conversation illustrates this:

(FB): l'm interested in hfaring more about that
play 'Welcome to Canada.'

(Natarajah): Oh, that is comedy. Comedy, just to,
you know, make the people laugh.

(FB): Who was the person who did that?

(Natarajah): l know the boy, he sometimes writes
jokes, drama. lt doesn't have deep meaning. lt
is called 'Welcome to Canada,' and it is a
humorous play, where the father cornes to see the
son.

(Talaivar): Then the father doesn't know English,
right? He's a village man, so if he cornes to
Canada, what he is facing here -- the immigration
officer will ask something, he will say something,
it makes you laugh, you know. lt's a humorous
sketch. Then he finds that his son went with a
Canadian girlfriend, so that he could not come to
meet his father when he arrived. Humour, you
know.

(Natarajah): lt's for the jokes.

lThe title is the same as that of the Canadian National
Film Board' s film on the "lifeboat Tamils," but the play was
written before the film was released, and bears no relation
to it.
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(FB): l'm interested in that --

(Talaivar): Yes, but it was just humour. Now,
say, someone dials the son's number and the answer
on the phone is a human voice, and the number has
been changed, 50 it is the operator who has come
on and the father says "Say, there's a girl
talking" [we all laugh]. That sort of thing.
lt's humour. There's no deep meaning.

(FB): Are there many other people doing plays
besides your group, then? For instance, there was
that fellow who did the humorous play, are there
many people doing the sa~e thing?

(Talaivar): Yes, but you know, that has no
meaning, but to make people laugh. Really.l

The conversation then switched back to the discussion

of the re-enactments of the classic Tamil literary texts,

which Natarajah's drama group focuses on in order to teach

the children about their Tamil culture.

Similarly when, in the context of a Tamil language

lesson with Shakti, l was attempting to explain in Tamil

what l enjoyed most about a kalai vil~ l had recently

attended, l spoke of the play "Two-Way," another humorous

sketch about a son in Montreal trying to get his father to

come to Canada. Like Talaivar and Natarajah, Shakti

emphasized to me that these plays have "no real plot

anyway," and are just a way to get people to laugh for the

moment -- she encouraged me instead to talk about a drama

which l had seen at the evening programme, which d~picted

lUnless otherwise indicated, all quotes in this thesis
were originally in English. In sorne cases, they have been
altered slightly to correct for mistakes in the English
language.
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the story of the Tamil saint-poet Auvaiyar and her encounter

with the God Murukan.

That Tamil culture (kal~cc~ram) can be the object of

discussion and analysis by scholars -- both Tamil and

foreign -- is not new to the Tamils. An International Tamil

Research Conference is held every four years, in different

centres around the world. This conference was begun in the

early 1960s in the context of Dravidian nationalism in

India. 1 According to Cutler, the conference is based

primarily on the notion of a distinctive Dravidian, as

opposed to Aryan, race, and the papers chosen by the

~ê~ection committee are those that emphasize rel.ationships

between Tamil and other non-Aryan languages and peoples

(Cutler 1983:286).

A member of the World Tamil Movement in Montreal told

me about the Tamil Research Conference in the context of a

aiscussion of the emergence of militant groups in Sri Lanka.

flccording to him, it was during the conference in 1972 in

Jaffna that one of the major riots was sparked, when the

Sinhalese police stormed in and killed eleven people. This

event, he claims, was indicative of the suppression of Tamil

language and culture by the Sinhalese, and marked the

beginnings of militant Tamil action.

The Onriyam Tamil Women's group had honoured the

lThe importance of Dravidian nationalism to Tamil
cultural identity in Canada will be discussed in Chapter
Three.
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founder and president of the first of these conferences,

Reverend Father Thaninayagam, in the pageant celebrating the

history of Tamil culture (discussed above). In the

biography about him in the programme accompanying the

pageant it was noted that he was a "true lover of Tamil and

a great Tamil scholar," who did "much research at Annamalai

University in South India and also fought for the rights of

the Tamils in Sri Lanka" (Eelam Tamil Association of Quebec

1989) .

For the Tamil culture keepers in Montreal, the

possibility of hosting one of the Tamil research conferences

is talked about often, and is seen to ba the epitome of

honouring the greatness of Tamil language and culture.

2.4 Panpatu.
• •

The term pa~patu also means culture, and refers to what

one "has" if one is knowledgeable about kali1fcci1fram. The

term was coined in 1937 by a Tamil writer, T.K.

Ch~dambaranathaMudaliar, and came into vogue in the

renaissance of Tamil language and literature that was part

of the Dravidian movement in India (Mahadevan 1981:18).1

In Cailkam literature, the suffix "patu" was used to means

universal discipline; duty, conduct, sweetness; value; and

justice. The words paQputaimai and paQpu were used to

denote cultural excellence (Ibid.). The University of

IThiS will be discussed further in Chapter III.
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Madras Tamil Lexicon (1982) states that the term panpatu

means: (1) to become refined or reformed; (2) to be suitable

for tillage, as land; (3) to be obedient, submissive; (4) to

help, serve.

The term pa~patu was explained to me by one of the

Montreal Tamils as meaning "cultured" or "well-bred," and

that unlike kal!ccaram, panpatu is something in a person's. .
nature -- a person can only become "cultured," in this

sense, after several generations of "good breeding." It is

related to, but not synonymous with, caste, because

generally people who are cultured are from the higher

castes, and they marry their own kind. However, one could

also become cultured in only a few generations with

sufficient good education, because through education the

character can be "polished" sufficiently that the

undesirable elements are "rooted out." In Montreal, sorne

people are starting to rise above their families in Sri

Lanka in terms of social status, because they are receiving

the education and the wealth to make them "cultured."

In Sri Lanka, caste boundaries are still important,

with rules of endogamy and exchange of food products1 based

on caste divisions (Pfaffenberger 1982). In Montreal, where

the caste status is difficult to discern but the economic

status is highly visible, it is possible to marry one's son

lFor instance, at a wedding, those who are of a higher
caste than the families of the married couple would refuse
to eat the meal afterward.
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or daughter off to someone who appears to be of equally

"good breeding" (pa{lpatu) without realizing that they are of

a very low caste. The problem is complicated by the fact

that many of the young people's parents are not in Canada to

arrange marriages for them. In cases where the family is

separated geographically or the parents are deceased, the

usual practice is for a sister or brother to take the

initiative. If there is no one to do this, then the person

has to find a partner by him- or herself, acting through a

marriage broker. It is of utmost importance that a marriage

should take place between people within the same caste,

economic background, and social status.! In Canada, it

continues to be important to have an "appropriate" marriage

partncr, because even if the husband and wife of a "mixed"

marriage are happy, it will be the farnilies of the couple

who will bear the brunt of it, as this story illustrates:

There was a man who was very well educated.
He died, leaving four unmarried daughters. The
eldest was about fifteen, and the other three were
close behind in age. Having one daughter was bad
enough, in terms of paying the dowry, but four was
very difficult for the widow to manage. There was
a man in his thirties, who was a doctor with a
private practice and a huge palatial house, but
who was from a mixed family [Tamil with the blood
of Burghers, English, or Sinhalese), and also of
low class. That man wanted a Jaffna bride from a
good farnily. And the widow decided to give the

!An example given to me to explain the importance of
matching backgrounds was that a girl from a large town and
from a family of educators would not be able to marry
someone from a fishing village -- she would not be used to
the lifestyle, and even the smell of the fish would make her
sick.
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eldest daughter away to this man, hoping that she
could help the other daughters in a better way
later on. The next daughter remained unmarried
for a very long time, and then married in her late
thirties. Her husband got involved in an accident
and lost his sight, and the second daughter led a
miserable existence. The third girl married a
Sinhalese man. The fourth girl remained unmarried
for a very long time, but eventually married a
poor doctor, half Tamil and half Sinhalese.
Eventually the husband of the eldest daughter [the
doctor] left her because she was having an affair
with someone closer to her own age.

So this is what happens when you take the
wrong step [i.e., inappropriate marriage],
especially with the eldest girl. But now [in
Canada] the whole world has been turned upside
down, and one doesn't know what to do.

Just as l was urged toward a certain understanding of

what "culture" is and how l should be studying it, 50 too

there were clear notions about who in the community were

experts on culture and actively working to promote and

preserve it. These people produce the kalai vil~, are on

the executive of community associations, teach the children

Tamil language, religion, and culture, and are called on to

speak about Tamil culture to Canadians who request it. They

are educated, often artistic, are able to write and speak

eloquently in Tamil, have a wor!~ing knowledge or better of

English, are knowledgeable about Tamil language and culture

and are concerned about passing this information on in sorne

way to both the children of the community and to interested

Canadians. These culture keepers are well known to any Sri

Lankan Tamil who is even slightly knowledgeable about the

people and events within the community.
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Montreal is said ta have a scarcity of people

knowledgeable about culture and interested in passing this

information on ta the children or ta interested Canadians.

This is claimed ta be because many of the refugees who

entered Canada are young men who are not highly educated and

who are more interested in making money and integrating ta

Canadian society, rather than reflecting on the future of

Tamil culture. Many of the educated, English-speaking

people leave for Toronto; and those who stay in Montreal and

are concerned with the preservation of Tamil culture are

usually working at full-time jobs and unable ta be involved

ta a great extent in community efforts ta safeguard the

Tamil language and culture. Those who are involved are

self-professed to he "the best of a bad lot."

In places like this [Montreal] they
have ta choose the best out of a bad
lot. Sometimes you musn't think that
these are the so-called "leaders" -
there are plenty of others who are far
better qualified in every way, but they
prefer ta keep out of aIl this, sa the
choice is limited ta two or three who
have spare time (Shakti, in response ta
me using the term "leader").

Often the culture keepers who are involved in the

community associations are recruited by association members

who have targeted them as having the knowledge and ski Ils

necessary ta promote Tamil culture bath ta the children of

the community and ta interested Canadians. This is

reflected in Shakti's story about how she became the head of
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the Onriyam women's group:

l came here in January of 1987, and my sister
introduced us to Father Joseph. In fact we spent
the first few days in Montreal at his place, he
was supposed to show us how to set about applying
for immigration, having the medical exam, and 50

on. That's how we came to know him. Later we got
this apartment and moved here, and to return their
hospitality we invited them to dinner one day.
The whole family came, and we were discussing
about politics and things, and that at that stage
he realized that l could be useful in sorne way.

Then, one fine day there was a telephone call
to say we want you to come and attend a meeting.
50, although it was cold and l was unable to get
about, l went, in January. They had a meeting
with a few men, who he introduced as members of
O~iyam, committee members. 50 they had a meeting
and then we spoke of starting a women's group, an
organization. 50 l had nothing to do and l said,
yes, l wouldn't mind doing that. And it was
planned ~hat there would be another meeting the
next week or something, and we would invite women
of the area and have an election, eventually with
a head. 50 it was soon after that, l don't know
how long after that, l went there, and we had
fifteen or twenty women, plus all these committee
members from Onriyam....

In the meantime, l had met a cousin of mine.
She was visiting us and l asked her to come along.
And she di,d, and they said we should call for
nominations as to who should head this women's
group. There were two nominations -- someone
nominated me, and l nominated my cousin. She's in
her sixties, l thought she'd be a good head of the
group. And they began voting. She had only one
vote, that was mine, and all the others -- l think
it was pre-planned -- they voted for me (Shakti).

Talaivar's involvement in Onriyam also came about

through recruitment:

(Talaivar): l went to these associations just to
see the library and how they operate and all that,
and l got interested, and they, the members there,
had identified me and they wanted my services for
their associations. OU4iyam and the Hindu Saiva
Mission. 50, with Ouriyam, l said well l don't
want to be involved in any outside activities or

71
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politics, things like that 1 don't like them.
So 1 said l'Il be able to help your association in
sorne form. And they said they were looking for an
administrative secretary and 1 could fit in there,
and' 1 said yeso So 1 was working there.

(FB): And when was that?

(Talaivar): That was, um, somewhere around
February 1988. That's the time you came there.
So, 1 was working there as administrative
secretary, attending to aIl of the official
functions of the association. In the sense of,
you know, later the administration of the office,
maintaining the library, and other functions. So
somewhere in August of 1988 1 was elected
president to the Saiva Mission. That was only for
one year, really. And they wanted me to continue
but due to lack of time and other activities 1 did
not. But my services were always available. And
whenever they wanted anything, any advice, they
would contact me, and l would oblige.

2.5 The Observed and the Observers.

l also was considered to be an emerging expert on Tamil

culture, and my Ph.D. research was seen by the culture

keepers as a convenient way to facilitate their own efforts

to pass on information to future generations in Canada and

to inform Canadians about who the Tamils are.!

1 was held up as an example to the Tamil children in

Montreal. The fact that 1 spoke "pure" Tami1 2 and could

!ThiS desire t'..l inform Canadians about just "who" t.he
Tamils are arose o~t of the feeling that many Canadians did
not want to have refugees in C~nada, particularly in the
wake of the media coverage of the "lifeboat Tamils," to be
discussed in Chapter Four.

2Tamil is a diglossie language, with a literary form
and a spoken forro which are differentiated structurally as
weIl as functionally (Karunakaran 1978:8). The literary
forro, whir.h is closest to written Tamil and is free of
"N01:thern" letters, is that which is known as "pure" Tamil.
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also read and write the language, meant that l took the

Tamil language and culture seriously, and l was encouraged

to use the "pure" form rather than to speak colloquially.l

As a scholar of Tamil culture, l confirmed the beauty and

worth of Tamil culture (since l had chosen it over any

other) and legitimized the importance of preserving it in

Canada. Using me as an example, parents were able to show

their children that even Canadians are interested in Tamil

culture, so that the children would realize the value in

learning Tamil language and culture. One man who asked to

do an interview with me for a Toronto Tamil-language

magazine explained it like this:

When another man, another race, another
community is trying to find out sorne things which
are beautiful and which should be followed [in
Tamil culture] they [Tamils] will be thinking oh,
we ourseIves are not knowing this. They will be
ashamed of it.

Finally, since l was considered to be an emerging

'fhe Tamil language in i ts "pure" form is an emblem for Tamil
culture and for Dravidian nationalism in India, as well as
for Tamil resistance against Sinhala nationalism in Sri
Lanka.

lThe "performance" of my use of Tamil language thus
tended to be highlighted at the expense of the content of
what l was saying. l did not use Tamil as my principle
means of communication with members of the community -- l
spoke English with those who spoke it weIl and "Engframil"
with almost everyone else, which, depending on the age of
the person l was speaking to, would require different
emphases on either English, French, or Tamil. My six-week
trip to India in the summer of 1990 was also seen as
something of utmost importance, since it confirmed my
seriousness in wanting to learn about Tamil culture.
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authority on Tamil culture, the resources that l had access

to and information l had gathered about Tamil culture were

occasionally used by the culture keepers. For instance on

two separate occasions, when articles on Tamil religion and

Tamil culture were being written by members of the

community, l was asked to select and provide sorne books on

the topic.

My research, then, was being directed toward a certain

interpretation of culture, given by those who were

consciously reflecting on their own cultural identity, in

order to meet with their own preconceived and ideologically

constructed image of Tamil culture that they wanted to have

carefully preserved. In short, they were turning me into an

authority to create them as the "other." With this

framework in mind, l was able to use my fieldwork process as

a tool to understanding the personal and political

motivations behind local ideologies of culture.

In Chapter Three, l will turn to the historical context

of symbols of Tamil cultural identity, in order to

understand why and how certain aspects of everyday life are

being promoted as "authenticated" Tamil culture by the

culture keepers .
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CHAPTER THREE: SRI LANKAN LEGENDS

In understanding why and how an "authenticated" image

of Tamil culture is being promoted and preserved by Tamil

culture keepers in Montreal, the historical context of

previous affirmations of cultural identity must be brought

to the forefront of the analysis, since present-day cultural

identity is developed from internalized knowledge re-worked

in new ways (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991:21). In this

chapter l examine the historical context of symbols of Tamil

cultural identity, focusing on the 450 years of European

colonialism in Sri Lanka, the Dravidian movement in India,

and Tamil resistance to Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism in Sri

Lanka.

3.1 Brief Overview of Sri Lanka.

Sri Lanka, former1y known as Ceylon, is an island to

the southeast of India, with an ethnically p1uralistic

population. The Sinhalese constitute about 74 percent of

the population, their language belongs to the Indo-European
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family, and the majority of them are Buddhists. 1 They

believe that their ancestors came to Sri Lanka from northern

India in about 500 Be (Kemper 1991:20). The "Ceylon

Tamils, ,,2 who consider themselves indigenous to Sri Lanka,

comprise twelve percent of the population. Their migration

from South India began in the early centuries AD, and

continued until the fifteenth century (Tarnbiah 1986:4). The

Indian Tamils make up about 5.6 percent of the population,

and were brought from South India to Sri Lanka by the

British, from 1825 onwards, to work on the tea plantations

of the central highland area of the island. The Tamil

language is Dravidian,3 and the majority of Tamils are

Hindu. 4 Despite differences in language and religion, the

Sinhalese and Tamils share many paraI leI features af

traditional caste, kinship, popular religious cuIts, and so

on (Tambiah 1986:5).

Although the Tamils are the majority ethnic group in

the Northern and Eastern Provinces, nearly half of the Tamil

lThe remainder are Christians, among whom the Roman
Catholics dominate. They are principally f.ound among the
coastal fishing villages (Tambiah 1986:5).

2The tE:rm "Ceylon Tamils" is cornmonly used to refer to
the indigenous Tamils of Sri Lanka; the "Indian Tamils" are
those who were brought by the British from South India to
work on the rubber and tea plantations.

30ther Dravidian languages include Telugu, Kannada, and
Malayalam.

4As with the Sinhalese, the Tamils who are not Hindu
are Christians, and are mainly living in the coastal fishing
villages.
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population live in areas of Sinhalese dominance. For the

Ceylon Tamils, this is due to the necessity of finding

employment outside of the Northern and Eastern provinces;

for the Indian Tamils, it is because the tea plantations lie

in the Sinhalese-dominated central highland region of the

island.

3.2 European Colonialism and the Concept of "Race".

Before the trouble started, the crime rate
was low. The Tamils don't believe in violence but
now it's a necessity. And now, with all the
sacrifices that have been made, we should go for a
separate state. Not a complete separation, a
certain amount of sovereignty. It is exactly like
Quebec in Canada. There is a history of mistrust
and deceit and no faith now in any Sri Lankan
government. Therefore it is best to separate
(excerpt from a conversation with a Montreal Tamil
friend) .

The conflict between the Sinhalese and Tamil

populations in Sri Lanka is often presented as the

inevitable outcome of centuries of hostility, but in fact

modern ethnie identities have been shaped by events that

occurred under colonial rule. Sri Lanka was subject to 450

years of European colonization by the Dutch, the Portuguese,

and then the British. It was during the early part of

British rule in Sri Lanka (1796-1948) that the concept of

"race" emerged in Europe and, aided by nineteenth-century

Western scholarship on South Asia, was introduced to Sri

Lanka (Gunawardena 1990:70). Racial theory held that the

world was divided into distinct races or kinds of people,
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based on physical characteristics which were supposed to be

specifie to those groups, and which were interpreted in

biological terms. Theories of linguistic affinity developed

alongside racial theories, and it was believed that those

who spoke similar languages shared a common ancestry and

common blood (Gunawardena 1990:70).

In 1819 Friedrich Schlegel used the term "Aryan" to

designate one group of people whose languages were thus

structurally related. His racial theory, which spoke of a

common origin of the non-Semitic people of Europe and India,

had many enthusiastic supporters, including George Wilhelm

Friedrich Hegel and Max Müller. Hegel hailed the theory of

the affinity of the European languages with Sanskrit,

comparing it to the discovery of a continent, since it

revealed, he believed, the historie relationship between the

German and Indian peoples (Gunawardena 1990:70). Max

Müller's Lectures on the Science of Language (1861), in

which he classified the idioms spoken in Iceland and Ceylon

as belonging to the cognate dialects of the Aryan family of

languages, had a decisive influence over the Sri Lankan

literati (Gunawardena 1990:72). "The Aryan theory provided a

section of the colonial peoples of South Asia with a

prestigious 'pedigree': it elevated them to ~e rank of the

kinsmen of their rulers, even though the relationship was a

distant and tenuous one" (Gunawardena 1990:73) .

Robert Caldwell's study of the comparative grammar of
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South Indian languages was also a major factor behind the

hardening of opinion around the Aryan theory in Sri Lanka.

It was Caldwell who first used the term "Dravidian" to

designate a family of South Indian languages, and who

believed that there was no direct affinity between the

Sinhala and Tamil languages (Gunawardena 1990:72). The word

"Dravidian" was derived by Caldwell and other Western

scholars from the Sanskrit word "Dramida" or "Dravida" which

was the term used by the non-Tamils to identify Tamil

speakers (Pandian 1987:61).

In Europe, exponents of racial theories received strong

support from physical anthropology. According to

Gunawardena, M.M. Kunte's lecture on Ceylon, delivered in

1879, was one of the most important sources of support. In

his lecture, Kunte stated that "there are, properly

speaking, representatives of only two races in Ceylon

Aryans and Tamilians, the former being divided into

descendants of Indian and Western Aryans," and then went on

to describe the physical differences between the two (cited

in Gunawardena 1990:74).

By the end of the nineteenth century, Western theories

of linguistic grou~s and of racism had become firmly

intertwined, and linguistic groups were assigned new
:

definitions in terms of physical characteristics which were

supposed to be specifie to those groups. The Sinhalese and

Tamils were now labelled as different races by colonial
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administrators and by Sri Lankans, and different languages,

religions, customs, and clothes weretaken in various

combinat ions as markers of difference (Gunawardena 1990,

Nissan and Stirrat 1990:27).

It was under British rule, when communal representation

provided the basis for membership of advisory bodies to the

government, that "Tamil-ness" and "Sinhala-ness" were firmly

established as basic political identities (Nissan and

Stirrat 1990:33). At that time, there was a need for a

certain number of local English-educated white-collar

workers and professiona1s to fi11 positions in the British

administration. These administrative needs determined the

number of Sri Lankans who were educated in government and

mission schoo1s, and also determined which segments of the

local population would be the primary beneficiaries. As Sri

Lankans were gradually admitted to higher levels of colonial

government, it was assumed that each section of the

population could only be effective1y represented by a person

of the same race (Spencer 1990b:8).1 The indigenous Tamils

of the north, as well as the Sinhalese from the low-country

of the southwest, were the communities to receive these

advantages and become the elite of the island (Tambiah

Ispencer gives the example that, in the l880s, a mo\',e
to allow separate representation for Muslims on the
legislative council was opposed by a leading Tamil figure
who argued that Muslim~ were really Tamils (since the
Muslims of Sri Lanka speakthe Tamil language); the Muslims
responded with arguments "proving" their Arabian descent
(Spencer 1990b:8).
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1986:66-67). Tamils were perceived by the Sinhalese to be

over-represented in this elite, and were believed to have

secured a disproportionate share of public employment in the

British-run administration as well as in the legal, medical,

and engineering professions.! This belief was exacerbated

by the fact that the British had settled a number of Tamils

of Indian origin in the predominantly Sinhalese areas of the

hill country. The Sinhalese, already feeling their identity

threatened by their physical proximity to Tamil Nadu in

India, perceived a threat to the survival of the Sinhalese

race, language, and culture, leading to a surge of Sinhalese

nationalism (Phadnis 1990:192).

Under British rule, then, pre-existing differences of

language and religion between Sinhalese and Tamils were

reinterpreted in a new fashion that emphasized antagonism

and hostility instead of tolerance and exchange (Nissan and

Stirrat 1990, Hellman-Rajanayagam 1990, Pandian 1987).

3.3 Dravidian Nationalism in India.

The distinction between Dravidian and Aryan races was

further solidified through the emergence of South Indian

nationalism, which seught te create a unified and unique

Dravidian nation in opposition to linguistic and economic

domination by the "Aryan" north.

!Tambiah points out that the disproportionate
participation of the Tamils has been exaggerated far more
than reality warrants (Tambiah 1986:187).
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The Dravidian movement began in the early part of the

twentieth century, and is an organized effort among the

Tamils to revitalize the Tamil language and culture,

introduce social reforms, and attain political autonomy.

The hallmark of Dravidian nationalism is vigorous opposition

to North India, and is usually understood as being anti

Brahmin and anti.-Hindi in nature (Barnett 1974, Arooran

1980, Pandian 1987, Cutler 1983, Phadnis 1990).

During the British period, Brahmins (about three

percent of the population), who had long-established and

strong literary traditions, were the first to benefit from

English education and enter the colonial administration as

weIl as other urban professions, in disproportionately large

nuwbers. The non-Brahmin upper castes perceived a 1essening

of their social and economic status at that time. It was

these non-Brahmin elites who gavê expression to a new non

Brahmin political identity, under the wider label of

"Dravidians." The non-Brahmin Dravidian identity, urged

along by the writings and research of sorne of the British

missionaries, 1ed to the emergence of a Tamil literary

renaissance which identified Tamil as the "purest" and most

ancient of the Dravidian languages and provided the

historical interpretation of the Brahmins as being the Aryan

invaders who had subjugated the Dravidians (Barnett

1974:252, Phadnis 1990:135-140) .

This ë.nti-"Aryan" stance was exacerbated when, in 1937,
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the government in Madras decided to make Hindi a compulsory

subject in school, as part of the cornrnitment to make Hindi

the official language after independence (Phadnis 1990:138).

The non-Brahmin elite considered the imposition of Hindi a

calculated Brahmin affront to Tamil nationhood,l one which

would give the Brahmins even more of an advantage over them.

Public reaction was so widespread that the government

eventually changed the policy, making Hindi an optional

subject, rather than compulsory.

During the post-independence period (1947 and onward),

the Dravida Munnetra Kalagam (DMK), or Dravidian Advancement

Association, emerged on a secessionist p1atform as the

harbinger of Tamil ethnicity and nationhood (Phadnis

1990:140). As was the case with other globally emerging

nationalist movements in the context of independence and the

end of colonial rule, the DMK separatist demands hinged on

the distinctiveness of the language and culture of their

nation. They stressed the values and morality of the

ancient Tamils, wrote in "pure" Tamil (avoiding the use of

Sanskrit derivatives) and published thousands of books and

journals elaborating on the theme of the greatness of Tamil

culture and Tamil language (Pandian 1987:65). In

lThe Dravidian movement had been largely a Tamil
movement right from its early stages, since most of its
leaders were drawn from Tamil-speaking areas. By the 1930s,
however, aIl Te1egu leadership had faded out, and the only
strong Malayalee leader had died, making the Dravidian
movement virtually a Tamil movement (Phadnis 1990:139).
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particular, the opposition between AryanjHindijNorthernness

and DravidianjTamiljSouthernness was promoted (Phadnis

1990:147).

The rise of Dravidian nationalism in India had, and

continues to have, an enormous effect on Tamil resistance to

Sinhalese nationalism in Jaffna, particularly in terms of

the opposition set up between the concepts of "Dravidian"

and "Aryan." By the early 1950s, when the Sri Lankan Tamil

Federal Party held its first national convention and called

for regional autonomy on the plea that they constitute a

nation distinct from that of the Sinhalese (cited in Phadnis

1990:194), the cornbined effects of Sinhalese nationalism and

the Dravidian movement in India had led to a specifically

Jaffna Tamil identity, and with it emerged Jaffna Tamil

nationalism (Hellman-Rajanayagam 1990:118).

3.4 Jaffna Tamil Nationalism.

Jaffna Tamil nationalism, as with other nationalist

movements, links language, religion, and culture to

national identity, and emerged during the last hundred years

or so (Spencer 1990b, Tarnbiah 1992).

While much has been written about the syrnbols of

Sinhalese-Buddhist nationalism, and many attsmpts have been

made to "demystify" the myths behind them,l 1ittle is known

lSee Arasaratnam 1986; Bond 1988; Brow 1988, 1980;
Cornrnittee for Rational Development 1984; Gonwrich 1988;
Kapferer 1988a; Kemper 1991; Matthews 1969b; Obeyesekera
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about expressions of Jaffna Tamil! nationalisrn.

It is evident, however, that the political rhetoric of

the Tamils, like that of the Sinhalese, is dense with

historical allusion (Spencer 1990b:3) and that the great

Sinhalese epic, the Mahavamsa, and its legend of Vijaya, the

first king of Sri Lanka, ~as been used by both Sinhalese and

Tamils as part of their nationalist discourse, reinterpreted

to suit both claims to rightful supremacy of the island

(Kapferer 1988a, Brow 1988, Nissan and Stirrat 1990,

Hellman-Rajanayagam 1990).2

The Sinhalese claim that although they were not the

first inb.abitants of the island (the "Veddas" werethe

indigenous population) they were the first civilized

settlers. They claim to be descended from North Indian

Aryan ancestors who spoke an Indo-European language which

was eventually transformed into Sinhala (Nissan and Stirrat

1990:2, Kapferer 1988a:34). They also claim that the

Sinhalese were entrusted by Buddha to maintain the island of

1984, 1975; Phadnis 1989, 1976; Smith 1978; Spencer 1990b,
1990c; and Tambiah 1992, 1986.

IThe term "Jaffna Tamil" rather than "Sri Lankan Tamil"
is used here because, although the "Indian Tamils" were a1so
involved in anti-government movements, and were certainly
the target of discrimination by the Sinhalese government, in
Sri Lanka they are generally considered to be a group which
is distinct from the indigenous ("Jaffna") Tamils.

2The Sinhalese and Tamil understanding of the national
past of Sri Lanka as a history of opposed "races" has been
facilitated by colonial readings and interpretations of the
Mahavamsa (Spencer 1990b, Tambiah 1992).
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Sri Lanka as the stronghold of his teaching (Brow 1988:316).

The legend of King Vijaya, written down in the

Mahavamsa in the fifth century, is central to the political

rhetoric of modern Sri Lanka and vital to the self-

perception of Sinhalese nationalists that they are Aryans

and thus related to the peoples of North India (Kapferer

1988a:34). The legend is treated as fact, and Vijaya is

treated as an historical figure. The story is reproduced in

school texts and presented as fundamental to Sinhalese

cultural identity and to Sinhalese political rights

(Kapferer 1988a:35). The Sinhala version of the legend of

Prince Vijaya is as follows:

Vijaya is the ancestor of the Sinhalese
people. He was an unruly prince, the eldest son
of twins, themselves the offspring of a union
between a lion and the errant and wandering
daughter of the king of Vangu, in India. Vijaya,
because of his unruly and destructive behaviour,
was banished from India by his father, Sihabahu
('lion-arm'). It is from Sihabahu that the
Sinhalese got their name, meaning 'people of the
lion.' After various misadventures, Vijaya and
seven hundred male companions arrived on the
shores of Lanka, on the day of the Buddha's death.
When Vijaya and his followers arrived in Lanka,
they encountered the Yakkas (demons), whom Vijaya
slaughterod with the aid of a demoness, Kuveni,
who was his lover.

Vijaya then abandoned Kuveni and established
a new order and various settlements in Lanka. He
married his men off to women brought from India,
and he himself took an Indian princess for his
queen, establishing the royal line of Sinhalese
kings. In this way, Vijaya was transformed from
an unruly prince into a righteous king.

The Buddha had visited the island on a number
of occasions, and had announced that in Lanka his
teachings should continue. The Sinhalese
converted to Buddhism in the third century Be, and
from then until the ninth century AD, a great
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Sinhala-Buddhist civilization flourished in Sri
Lanka.

The Sinhalese civilization was continually
under pressure from South Indian Tamil-speaking
Hindus. The Tamil king, Elara, ruled Anuradhapura
for over forty years in the second century Be,
until he was defeated by the heroic Sinhala
Buddhist king, Dutugamunu. Eventually, pressure
from the Tamil invaders forced the Sinhalese to
retreat southwards. Sorne of the Tamil invaders of
earlier times stayed in Lanka and their
descendants form the communities of Tamils in
northern and eastern Sri Lanka today. The Tamil
communities never, or only rarely, formed separate
political entities, but always accepted rule by
the Sinhalese kings (adapted from Nissan and
Stirrat 1990:20 and Kapferer 1988a:34).

The Tamils share the Sri Lankan origin myth with the

Sinhalese, but give a different "slant" to the story. The

legend from the Tamil perspective has more than one version,

representing different types of nationalist discourse

(Kapferer 1988a:34, Hellman-Rajanayagam 1990:116, Nissan and

Stirrat 1990:20).

In what Nissan and Stirrat refer to as the "soft"

version, it is admitted that the Sinhalese people were

settled in Lanka long before the Tamils arrived. But, the

Tamils argue, they have lived in Lanka for at least 1,000

years and had formed their own autonomous political units

independent of Sinhalese control. Other Tamils, who take a

harder line, claim that the original inhabitants of Lanka

were really Tamils, that the Sinhalese were originally

Tamils who converted to Buddhism and adopted Sinhala, and

that much of what Sinhalese people now uphold as monuments

of their past greatness was actually produced by Tamils
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(Nissan and Stirrat 1990:20).

Hellman-Rajanayagam has examined the historical context

of Tamil versions of the origin myth in order to account for

the diverging views. She writes that until the 1930s, the

Tamils had tried to prove that the Sinhalese were in reality

not Aryans, but rather Dravidians in disguise, and thus had

no reason to feel superior to the Tamils (Hellman

Rajanayagam 1990:114). By the 1930s and 1940s, however, an

argument had gained weight that it was immaterial whether

the Sinhalese were Dravidians or not -- the important claim

was that the Tamils had been the first people in Sri Lanka,

and that everything great and good in Sri Lanka and in

Sinhalese culture was by definition originally Tamil

(Ibid.). By the 1ate 1960s, academic research on the

origins of Tamil settlement in Sri Lanka which did not meet

with the orthodox opinion that Sri Lanka was the land of the

Sinhalese was subject to criticism, or was silenced, under

the hardening government policies for safeguarding Buddhism

and the Sinhalese language. This contributed to a Tamil

backlash which manifested itself in exaggerated historical

claims and the call for a separate Tamil homeland (Hellman

Rajanayagam 1990:114-116).

The story of King Vijaya was told to me often by my

Tamil friends in Montreal, in the context of their

explanations of Sri Lankan Tamil culture and history. For

them, the story is a symbol of Tamil pride and heritage
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which has been distorted by the Sinhalese as part of their

anti-Tamil campaign. The most common version l heard runs

as follows:

(Rajah): You know, Sri Lanka is not a country
which belongs to the Sinhalese. In other words,
the first rulers of the country were Tamils. The
first king of the Sinhalese was Vijaya. He was a
prince from Bengal. When he came to Sri Lanka,
the Tamils were already there, but they were not
called Tamils, they were called Nagas. You know
why they were called Nagas? Naval is a boat, a
fishing boat. Their main employment was fishing.
So they were called Nagas. So, Vijaya came and
got married to the Queen. She was a Tamil, and
she was the ruler at that time. So when she
married hi~, he became the King. When Vijaya came
from Bengal, he had with him seven hundred
friends, seven hundred thugs, in other words,
hooligans. That prince, Vijaya, was not liked by
the people or by the King, his father. He was
forcibly sent away from his kingdom, so he came to
Sri Lanka and landed in Putthalam. Putthalam at
the time was a Tamil area. Even now it is in a
Tamil area. So he came to Sri Lanka, he rnarried
that Queen, and he became the king. After that,
he brought seven hundred ladies from Tamil Nadu
[he laughs].

(FB): Oh, to marry his seven hundred hooligans.

(Rajah): Yes, and he also brought down a prince
from Tamil Nadu who got married. You know, in our
textbooks, Sivan means, you know Nathesvaran, our
god Nathfsvaran? You must have seen him
dancing. One of his names is Sivan. That
prince's name was also Sivan. Therr were four or
five fivans [in Sri Lanka]: Perriya Sivan,
Cinna Sivan, and so on. Now, in our text books,
they have omitted aIl that. The Sinhalese
government has. Because they don't want it. In

INathesvaran is another name for the Hindu god
Natarajah, the cosmic dancer, who is often depicted in dance
form.

2perriya means big, or older .

3Cinna means little, or younger.
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the Sinhalese [epic] Mahavamsa it is there. But
in our students' textbooks, they have not given
that.

(FB): They've taken it out?

(Rajah): Yes, yeso Because they don't want the
Sinhalese to know Ceylon was ruled by the Tamils
first. And the Tamils know that it was ruled by
the Tamils first. The one who brought Buddhism to
Sri Lanka was Devanumbia Tissa. He's a Tamil. He
was once king of Sri Lanka. They [the Sinhalese]
say Tissa, we say Tissan. The difference is that
ours ends in an 'n;' theirs ends in an 'a.'
Tissa, Tissan. Now, he became the king, and
Buddhism was brought during that time, and
everything was in Tamil. But they [the Sinhalese]
say he was Sinhalese.

According to another Montreal Tamil friend, it was from

the union of Vijaya with the Yakka (demon) Kuveni that the

Sinhalese are descended. Although her understanding of the

legend is quite different from the above story, she, too,

believes that the Sinhalese have rewritten history by

claiming that the Tamils only arrived in Sri Lanka

"recently." She pointed out that at the time of the

Mahabh~rata there was mention only of Tamils in Sri Lanka,

not of Sinhalese. She explained the reasons behind the

Sinhalese distortion of early history, describing her own

family and friends to illustrate how easily the Tamils were

educated, causing Sinhalese jealousy. She said that the

Sinhalese are not as hard working, and never learned how to

be because they had better land than the Tamils, with plenty

of water and good soil. In the Tamil provinces (the

Northern and Eastern provinces) the land was poor, and so
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the Tamils were forced ta learn English and get jobs in

engineering, medicine, and sa on, which led ta jealousy on

the part of the Sinha1ese. 1 It is for this reason, she

claims, that the early history of Sri Lanka and the story of

King Vijaya have been distorted by the Sinhalese.

Bath the Sinhalese and the Tamils, then, are making use

of the same legend in their description of the history of

their people. In the Sinhala version of the early history

of Sri Lanka, the Tamils were the evil invaders in the third

century and later, and continue ta encroach on the Sinhalese

language and culture; in the Tamil version, the Sinhalese

were, and continue ta be, making false claims that they are

the rightful rulers of the island, destroying the Tamil

language and culture in the process. As Nissan and Stirrat

(1990:22) point out, h(wever, the two opposing versions of

the past share many features. Most importantly, bath sides

present the past in terms of interaction between opposed

entities, Sinhalese and Tamil, and present them as always

having been distinct, as they are today.

3.5 The Sinhalese-Tamil Conflict.

The current ethnic violence in Sri Lanka is interpreted

IShe went on ta a discussion of how the Tamils and
Sinhalese used ta be good friends, and that the tensions
were created in large part by the politicians, a sentiment
echoed by my friend Nanda. Nanda added that in this time of
crisis, the Sinhalese and Tamils have helped each other out,
and that many of the Sinhalese who are coming ta Canada as
refugees had ta flee because they were hel~ing Tamils.
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by the Tamils as "ethnocide." They feel that the Sinhalese

majority is systematically discriminating against Tamils and

destroying Tamil culture. The tension between the Sinhalese

majority and Tamil minority first began to escalate

following independence in 1948. 1 At that time, Sinhalese

politicians began to use their majority in the newly elected

United National Party (UNP) to improve their community's

economic and political position. One of the first steps

taken was the disenfranchisement of the Indian Tamils, under

the Citizenship Act of 1948.

In 1951, the Tamil Federal Party (FP) held its first

national convention to discuss regiona1 autonomy, on the

plea that "the Tamil-speaking people in Ceylon constituted a

nation distinct from that of the Sinhalese by every

fundamental test of nationhood" (cited in Phadnis 1990:194).

Around the same time, the Sinhalese Buddhists began to

assert their claim that in independent Ceylon, Buddhism and

the Sinhalese religion should be acco~ded their rightful

place as the official religion and language (Phadnis

1990:194) .

From the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s, tensions between

lSources of information for this discussion on the
conflict in Sri Lanka are: Arasaratnam 1986; De Silva 1986,
1981; Fernando and Kearney 1979; Goonetileke 1984; Rennayake
1989; Roo1e 1990; Ryndman 1988; Kearney 1989, 1986, 1985,
1978, 1975; Kodikara 1989; Matthews 1989a; McGowan 1992;
Pfaffenberger 1988; Phadnis 1989, 1984; Ponnamba1am 1983;
Schwarz 1983; Shastri 1990; Singer 1992, 1991; Srinivas
Iyengar 1983; Sumanadasa 1986; Venkatacha1am 1987; Wijesinha
1986; and Wilson 1988, 1974.
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the Sinhalese and Tamils escalated dramatically, with the

three major sources of conflict being language rights, the

standardization of university entrance examinations, and the

recolonization of Sinhalese peasants to Tamil-dominated

areas.

Language. Prior to the mid-1950s, the two major

political parties -- the United National Party (UNP) and the

Sri Lanka Freedom Pùrty (SLFP) -- had been committed to

maintaining the status of both Sinhala and Tamil as official

languages. In 1956, S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike of the SLFP won a

landslide victory on a "Sinhala Only" platform, in a wave of

Buddhist nationalism which demanded, amongst other things,

that the Sinhala-Buddhist majority should receive its

"rightful" share of official employment (Kemper 1991:2).1

The Sinhala Only law was passed within 24 hours of

Bandaranaike's election, making Sinhala the official

language of the country in place of English. This led to

one of the first instances of rioting between the Sinhalese

and Tamils, in the east of the country, and marked the

beginning of Tamil frustration at what was felt to be

continued discrimination.

Once the SLFP changed its earlier stand on language and

promoted Sinhala as the only official language of Sri Lanka,

lIt is interesting to note that in the early stages of
his political career Bandaranaike had addressed gatherings
only in English. It was only later in his life that he
learned Sinhala and switched to the Buddhist religion
(Schwarz 1983:6).
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the UNP followed suit. The Tamils perceived this shift in

language policy as a breach of trust, and the Federal Party

(FP) emerged as the voice for the Ceylon Tamils.

Tamils protested 50 widely against the Sinhala Only

policy that, in July of 1957, Tamil was officially

recognized as the language of the national minority. Sorne

radical Sinhalese became angered, and riots occurred from

May to June of 1958. A state of emergency was declared, and

hundreds of Tamils were reported killed.

In 1959, radical Buddhist monks (Bhikkus) assassinated

Bandaranaike, claiming that he was not sufficiently

concerned with safeguarding Buddhist interests. His widow

took over the leadership of the SLFP. By 1960, the Tamils

still felt that there had been insufficient progress on

access to services in the Tamil language (the 1957 revision

to the language law, recognizing Tamil as the official

minority language, was regarded as a "dead letter"). The

Federal Party (FP) launched a "peaceful" revolution -

setting up its own postal service, for example, -- and once

again, a state of emergency was declared.

From 1965 to 1970, the UNP was in power, under

Senanayake. He was more sympathetic to the Tamil cause than

the SLFP had been, and under his rule sorne limited language

rights were given to the Tamils. Meanwhile, the opposition,

under Mrs. Bandaranaike, was combining ideas about Sinhala

and Buddhist communalism with Marxist concepts. The result
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was that the SLFP joined forces with the Trotskyist Lanka

Sama Samaja Party (LSSP) anè the Communist Party, to form

the United Front. As a result, by 1970, Mrs. Bandaranaike

was back in power, and more receptive to Buddhist demands

than her husband had been. She nationalized the schools,

and increasingly used the army as a state power.

In 1972, Sri Lanka's new constitution was drawn up,

reaffirming Sinhala as the only official language of Sri

Lanka and giving Buddhism special status as the religion of

the state. At that time, t~~ Tamil United Liberation Front

(TULF) was formed, initiatê'~ Ly demands from Tamil youths

that a11 Tamil parties unite to become an effective force

against Sinhalese domination.

Standardization. Prior to 1960, aIl university

admission examinations had been conducted in English,l and

the Sinhalese claimed that a disproportionate number of

Tamils were being admitted, because many of them had been

educated in the English-1anguage medium. In 1971,

Bandaranaike introduced the controversial system of

standardization for university entrance. Under this system,

the credits needed to obtain entrance to university were

higher for Tamil applicants than for Sinhalese applicants,

in order to weight admission in favour of the majority

Sinhalese.

lIn subsequent years, the examinations began to be
conducted in Sinhala and Tamil.
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The imposition of this system of standardization,

combined with the Sinhala Only policy, fuelled a growing

anger on the part of the Tamils, who felt that their rights

as the largest minority group on the island were being

threatened. The issue that finally led the Tamil youth to

take up arms against the Sinhalese government was the

resettlement of Sinhalese peasants on lands which were

considered to be Tamil territory.

Resettlement. By the 1970s, the Tamils were beginning

to suspect that the Sinhalese government was using a land

settlement policy as an instrument for changing the

demographic character of the Tamil-dominated Eastern and

Northern provinces, by resettling Sinhalese in the Tamil

areas. It was under the auspices of irrigation programmes

such as the Mahaveli Dam project that the consistent

programme of recolonization by Sinhalese of areas once

dominated by Tamils (particularly the Eastern province) was

carried out.

Irrigation projects involved a peasant form of

cultivation of small farms, run by peasant households and

based on traditional technology. These projects were part

of the focus of the Sinhalese government to promote a return

to an idealized and harmonious society, centred on the tank

(reservoir), the temple, and the rice field as the most

desirable form of a Sinhala Buddhist national existence

(Spencer 1990b:10, Tambiah 1992:127). Irrigation projects,
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begun in the 19305, invo1ved the transplantation of large

numbers of peasants, most of whom were Sinhalese, from

densely populated areas to the border areas of the north and

east. These settlements have been the focus of attacks by

Tamil militant groups.!

These three issues -- language rights, the

standardization of university entrance, and the resett1ement

of Tamil areas -- 1ed to a growing sense by the Tamils that

they were being systematica1ly discriminated against by the

Sinhalese government. By 1976, there were demands from

Tamil youths to calI for the establishment of an independent

and sovereign state to be named Tamil Eelam, "Eelam" (Ï1.am)

being the Tamil name for Sri Lanka. Tamil militants formed

underground movements, the most prominent of which was the

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). On the Sinhalese

side, th~ JVP (Janata Vimukti Peramuna), or People's

Liberation Front, had been formed in the early 19705 by an

organization of Sinha1ese militant youths who believed that

the government was not acting strongly enough in support of

Sinha1a Buddhist nationalism.

From the mid-1970s until 1987, the conflict between the

Sinhalese and Tamils escalated, with the worst riots

occurring in 1977, 1981, and 1983. The destruction of

!Canada, through the Canadian International Development
Association (CIDA), has been the largest supplier of aid for
the irrigation projects, a fact which led to a major
demonstration by Montreal and Toronto Sri Lankan Tamils in
Ottawa in 1986.
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important Tamil institutions during these riots -- for

instance, the burning of the Jaffna public library in 1981

-- was considered by Tamils to be symbolic of the

suppression of their culture (Tambiah 1986:20). In response

to the perceived assault on Tamil cultural identity, Tamil

youths grew even more militant in their efforts to create an

independent Tamil nation.

The first of the major riots, in 1977, occurred just

after the Tamil United Liberation Front won the elections in

the Tami1-dominated districts on a mandate to establish an

independent homeland (Eelam). Reports linking Tamil

militants to the kil1ing of a Sinhalese policeman started a

major riot in which many Tamils were killed and at least

14,000 made homeless, and in April of 1981, 27 Tamil youths

were apprehended under the Prevention of Terrorism Act,

which had been passed in 1979. This set off a chain of

events which resulted in sorne members of the Sinhalese

government security forces in the Tamil city of Jaffna

burning the market area, the house of a member of

Parliament, the TULF headquarters, and the public library.

In 1983, the government introduced emergency

regulations which allowed the security forces to bury or

cremate the bodies of people shot by them without revea1ing

their identities or carrying out inquests. Soon afterward,

thirteen Sinhalese soldiers were killed in Jaffna by members

of the~Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), the largest
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of the Tamil militant groups. This attack resulted in a

massacre of Tamils. According to Tambiah (1986:21) this

riot was different from those which preceded it, in that it

appeared to be an organized violent mob at work and

indicated prior intent and planning by gangs who, "carrying

voter lists and addresses of Tamil owners and occupants of

houses, shops, and other property, descended in waves to

drive out Tamils, loot and burn their property" (Tambiah

1986:21). As many as 2,000 Tamils were killed in the period

between July 24 and August S, 1983, and more than 100,000

Tamils fled as refugees.

By 1986, the most powerful of the Tamil militant groups

the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) -- had

virtually taken over part of the Jaffna peninsula. In the

process it had clashed not only with the Sri Lankan

military, but had also disposed of large numbers of the

members of sorne of its rival groups, including the Tamil

Eelam Liberation Organization (TELO) and the Eelam People's

Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF). By the end of 1986,

the Sri Lankan government anticipated that the LTTE would be

declaring the establishment of Tamil Eelam. In response,

President Jayawardene imposed an economic embargo on Jaffna,

began taking stronger military action to win back control of

the peninsula, and began negotiating with the Indian

government for increased support .

India had been involved in mediatory efforts between
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the Sri Lankan government and the militants since about 1983

and, in early 1987, it continued to be the only agency

having good relations with both sides (Phadnis 1990:204).

In July of 1987, Rajiv Gandhi of India and Sri Lankan

president J.R. Jayawardene signed the Indo-Sri Lankan Peace

Accord, with the hope that Indian involvement would put an

end to the Tamil separatist war. The Accord was to provide

for recognition of the Northern and Eastern provinces as

areas traditionally inhabited by the Tamils, for devolution

of powers to provincial councils, and for a ceasefire

between Sri Lankan troops and Tamil rebels, with India

providing military assistance.

A temporary ceasefire immediately after the signing of

the Accord took place, but the efforts of the Indian Peace

Keeping Force (IPKF) to drive the Tamil militants out of the

Jaffna peninsula nevertheless increased, leading to more

bloodshed, with much of the blame being placed on the Indian

Army itself. Indiscriminate arrests, torture, and other

human rights violations against Tamil civilians by the

Indian Army resulted in it being feared even more than the

Sri Lankan armed forces had been. Hoole writes that

[f]or the Tamils of Sri Lanka, the tragedy of the
Indian action lay in the fact that India, the
source of their culture and traditions, a holy
place of pilgrimage, had always been held in the
most intimate and revered terms. When the Indian
Army suddenly started treating the local
population as its enemy and to kill and destroy
mercilessly, this metamorphosis from friend and
protector to aggressor and enemy was undoubtedly
the most shocking and psychologically traumatizing
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factor of the whole war (Roole et al. 1990:284).

As a result of the violent form which Indian

intervention took, both the Sinhalese JVP and the Tamil LTTE

wanted the Indian Army out. Now, as weIl as attacking each

other and the Sri Lankan Army, they doubled efforts to

ensure that rival militant groups on both sides, potentially

in support of the Indian Peace Keeping Force, were the

target of attacks. The intervention of the Indian Army,

then, served to exacerbate factional violence and it was the

civilians both Tamil and Sinhalese -- who were the

victims. The death toll for 1989 alone was estimated to be

over 10,000.

Since 1990, when the Indian Army totally withdrew from

Sri Lanka, the violence has continued. The LTTE continue to

wage war against the Sinhalese government in an effort to

create an independent Tamil homeland. Rundreds of thousands

of Tamil refugees have fled the Northern and Eastern

provinces of Sri Lanka and, by 1991, approximately 65,000

had sought refuge in Canada.

3.6 Sorne Key Concepts and Symbols.

You may not be able to spot the differences
[between the Sinhalese and the Tamils], but we
cano It's not so much the facial features, but
the clothes they wear and way they wear them. The
Sinhalese aIl wear the sarong, except at the top
level [high caste] -- they wear a white dhoti like
us. They have thin moustaches, like the Spanish 
- there's a lot of that blood in them. Even the
features -- they have hook noses. They talk of
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Aryan ancestry but there isn't any -- that's a11
made up. The 10w country are dark [-skinned] and
the upcountry, 1ighter, but that's because the
Malabars came to sett1e there and therefore they
have that b100d. There are so many reasons for
their 1ight complexions, but they say it is Aryan
(excerpt from a conversation with a Montreal Tamil
friend).

For the Tamils in Montreal, the history of the

Sinhalese-Tamil conflict is understood in terms of the

interaction between opposed "races," each with a distinctive

set of physical characteristics (the Tamils are considered

to be darker-skinned and shorter than Sinhalese), language

(Tamil versus Sinhala), religion (Hinduism versus Buddhism),

and culture. They draw upon the concepts and symbols of

Tamil cultural identity, central to contemporary Tamil

nationalism in Sri Lanka, which emerged as part of the

revival of the ancient Tamil CankaJ literature.

The poems of the Cankam literature -- the Eight

Anthologies (Ettuttokai) and the Ten Long Poems

(Pattuppattu) -- were classified by their themes as akam and

pu~am. Akam refers to "interior," "love," and activities

that happen within the four walls of the house, and is

lThe Cankam literature covers the period prior to 200
AD, and dates back as far as 1000 BC. Cankam means an
academy or fraternity; a seventh-century commentator applied
the term to poetry and spoke of three academies of cankams,
lasting 4,440, 3,700, and 1,850 years respectively, with a
membership of gOQS, sages, and kings as poets. All the
works of the first cankam are said to be lost; only the
grammar Tolk~ppiyam remains of the second; the Eight
Anthologies (Ettuttokai) and the Ten Long Poems
(Pattuppattu) fiêlong to the third (Ramanujan 1985:x).
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associated with things female; puram refers to "exterior,"

"war," and activities outside the home, and is associated

with things male. Akam and puxam are related to each other

like two sides of a coin, or like the inner palm of a hand

and its back, in that one cannot exist without the other

(Mahadevan 1981:10,172).

l wi 11 argue t~:at an ideological divide wi thin the

community over just how Tamil culture should be preserved is

a division along akam/puxam 1ines. On one side are those

who are concerned with safeguarding Tamil culture in

Montreal, and focus on women, the home, and the fami1y as

the means of doing so. On the other side are those whose

efforts are toward the establishment of an independent

homeland in Sri Lanka; they are concerned with the civil war

in Sri Lanka and with supporting those Tamils who remain

behind to fight. 1 Both sides draw routinely upon the

concepts and symbols of the Cankam 1iterature, particularly

the equation of "pure women" and "pure Tamil" which is

central to contemporary nationalist discourse.

A "pure" woman is one who upholds the principle of

"ka4Pu." The term kaXPu signifies chastity, but evokes a

number of associations inc1uding sacrifice, suffering,

virtue, mora1ity, justice, and asceticism. Besides

signifying faithfu1ness, it also imp1ies an abi1ity to

II am grateful to John Leavitt, who suggested that this
div ide could be expressed in the idiom of akam/puxam.
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restrain a11 immodest impulses and having the cakti, or

sacred power, which is acquired by doing so (Ibid.). Cakti

is a basic tenet of Hinduism, and refers to the power or

energy of the universe which is contained within the mother

goddess.

The notions of kaLPu and cakti have been a theme in

Tamil literature since the first centuries AD (Hart 1973),

and grew to prominence during the revival of Tamil

literature that was part of the Dravidian renaissance

(Pandian 1987). The principle of kaLPu is embodied in

Kannaki, the heroine of the Tamil epic Cilappa~ikaram

(sometimes translated into English as "The Anklet Story").

The Cilappatikaram is the first of five major epics of the•
Tamils,! and is generally considered to have been composed

in the second century AD (Subramanyam 1977:vii).

The story is as follows:

Kannaki, the daughter of a rich merchant, is
married to Kovalan, son of another rich merchant.
Kovalan is enchanted by the dance of Madhavi, a
young dancing girl and daughter of a prostitute.
The two fall in love, and Kovalan leaves Kannaki
to live with Madhavi. A girl is born to them
(Manimekalai). When Kovalan suspects (wrongly)
that Madhavi is in love with another, he deserts
her and returns to Kannaki. He has spent all his
wealth and all the jewels of Kannaki on Madhavi.
Kannaki, the dutiful Hindu wife that she is,
offers him her anklets, which are the only
trinkets she has left. Kovalan decides to sell
them in Madurai and engage in business there so
that he may again acquire riches.

!The second is Manim~kalai, the sequel to
Cilappatik~ram, and together they are referred to as the
"twin epics."
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In Madurai, Kovalan sells one anklet. He is
met by a goldsmith who has stolen the queen's
anklet. The goldsmith decides to implicate
Kovalan in the theft: the goldsmith visits the
king and tells him that it is Kovalan who has
stolen the anklet.

The king asks for Kovalan to be brought to
him to be killed, and he is killed. Kannaki
rushes to the court to prove her husband's
innocence. As she goes along the city streets
crying and challenging, the Sun god replies: 'Your
husband is no thief; fire will consume this city
which called him a thief.' Kannaki sees the
lifeless body of Kovalan, and the body comes to
life. Kovalan ernbraces her and, leaving her
there, departs to a celestial abode.

Kannaki meets the king, accuses him of
unjustly killing her husband, and shows him her
other anklet. Seeing it, the king realizes his
injustice and instantly gives up his life, and the
queen follows. Kannaki then takes vengeance on
the injustice done to her husband: she plucks her
left breast and throws it at the city. The god of
fire appears and at her command consumes the city.
She leaves the city, goes west, and from the top
of a hill in the Kongu country, she ascends to the
heavens.

The hill tribes in Sera land witness her
ascent to the heavens from their hill and report
it to the Sera king, who plans to install an image
of Kannaki for worship. He takes an expedition to
the Himalayas to find a stone with which to carve
out the image. Two princes in the north jeer at
the Tamils, so he vanquishes them by bringing the
stone down on their heads. When the temple is
consecrated, a vision of Kannaki appears. She is
now fully appeased (based on the versions by
Subramanyam 1977 and Arunachalam 1974).

In the prologue, the author says that he wrote the book

uphold three truths: that dharma1 will destroy one who

•
swerves from a just rule; that the great will always

lVharma means right conduct, in the sense of conforming
to one's duty and nature.
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celebrate the chastity of woman; and that karma1 will

accrue the fruits of one's action (Arunachalam 1974:99).

The concept of kaLPu is also a central theme of the

RâmHvanam of Kamban. 2 Like the Cilappa~ik~ram, this epic

gained prominence during the Dravidian renaissance. The

Ramâya~am glorifies the concept of kaLPu through the story

of Sita, who entered the fire to prove her chastity:

After the death of Ravana, Rama sent Hanuman
as his emissary to fetch Sita. Hanuman told her
that it was Rama's wish that she should dress and
decorate herself before coming to him. When she
got there, there was a large crowd around Rama,
and he seemed cold and distant toward her. He
told her that it is not customary to admit back to
the normal married fold a woman who has resided
alone in a stranger's house, and said there could
be no question of them living together. He left
her free to go where she chose. On hearing this,
Sita began crying. She ordered Lakshmana [Rama's
brother] to light a fire. He did; the flames rose
to the height of a tree. Rama made no comment,
while Sita approached the fire, prostrated herself
before it and said '0 Agni, great god of fire, be
my witness' and jumped into the fire. From the
heart of the flame rose the god of fire, bearing
Sita, and presented her to Rama with words of
blessing. Rama, now satisfied that he had
established his wife's integrity in the presence
of the world, welcomed Sita back in his arms
(based on the version by R.K. Narayan 1972:161
162).

lKarma refers to the force generated by a person's
actions, which has consequences for one's destiny in the
next incarnation.

2Versions of the RamHyanam are found all over South and
South East Asia (Richman 1991). The Ramayanam written by
Kampan in the eleventh century is the Tamil"version of the
epic. It varies from other versions in that it incorporates
characteristically South Indian material, including the akam
or inner division of Ca~kam poetry, structured around
conventionalized landscapes with their associated emotional
states (Richman 1991:101).
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fi third work, the Tirukku~a!, a1so exto1s the virtues

of karpu. The Tirukkural is considered by many to be the- .

•

Tamil "Bible." It was composed in the fifth century AD, and

is a series of maxims dealing with aLam (the search for

righteousness), parul (the search for wealth), and inbam•

(the search for happiness). It includes information on how

to be a chaste wife and good mot:\er, and how not to distract

men from doing their man1y duties (Lakshmi 1984:3).

The Cankam 1iterature continues to be drawn on for

symbals of cultural identity by Tamil culture keepers in

Montreal. Every Tamil male is expected to protect the

sacredness of Tamil womanhood, and to safeguard "Mother

Tamil." The akam side of the ideological div ide makes use

of the symbol of kaLPu, or the chaste Tamil woman who is

confined and protected within the home; the pULam side makes

use of the symbol of Tami.l Tay or "Mother Tamil" (meaning

Eelam) who is protected from the encroaching Sinhalese.

l will return to the discussion of these symbols and

their relevance for the reshaping of Tamil culture in Canada

in Chapter Seven of this dissertation, and turn now to the

Canadian myths and symbols that form the context for

reshaping cultural identity in Canada .
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CHAPTER FOUR: CANADIAN MYTHS

Canada: Why do you live here? Maybe you
were born here. Maybe you weren't. But you live
here because either you or your forefathers were
drawn to Canada because of what it offers
everyone. A nation of persona1 and po1itica1
freedom. A nation of many opportunities. A
nation that we1comes and respects people of a11
races, religions, creeds and co1ours. A nation of
cultural diversity. That's why you live here.
That's why your neighbour lives here too. And
that's why you're a Canadian (federal government
message on back cover of the Tamil Ee1am
Documentation Bulletin, Canada Day issue, 1984).

In any discussion of the (re)shaping of cultural

identity in Canada, it must be understood that newcomers to

Canada are arriving into a country which has an explicit

state policy of multiculturalism -- an official model for

how "ethnie others" should fit in with the dominant

Anglophone and Francophone charter groups. In this chapter

l examine the historical context which gave rise to this

po1icy of mu1ticulturalism, culminating in the

Multiculturalism Act of 1988. l show how the symbol of the

"ethnie mosaic" -- central to the policy of multiculturalism

-- emerged as an integral part of Canadian cultural identity

and how this symbol is inextricably connected to Quebec's
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calI for recognition as a distinct society.

Second, l illustrate how public sentiment toward "Third

World" immigration to Canada is also implicated in the

formulation of the multiculturalism policy. l examine the

history of the Canadian immigration and refugee policies,

focusing specifically on policies directed toward the South

Asians in Canada, and discuss the media coverage of the

"lifeboat Tamils," who entered Canada illegally and became

both a symbol of, and target for, an "anti-refugee"

backlash, culminating in a hardening of the Canadian refugee

determination process.

4.1 The Canadian Multiculturalism Policy.

On July 21, 1988, Canada's Mu1ticulturalism Act became

law. The Act declares that it is the po1icy of the

government of Canada to "recognize and promote the

understanding that multiculturalism reflects the cultural

and racial diversity of Canadian society and acknowledges

the freedom of aIl members of Canadian society to preserve,

enhance and share their cultural heritage" (Canada 1991:37).

This po1icy of multiculturalism is central to Canadian

government philosophy, and is promoted as an integral part

of Canadian identity. Canadians have come to believe that

unlike in the United states, where visible minarities become

part of an "ethnic melting pot" and ideally blend into

mainstream society, in Canada they form an "ethnic mosaic"
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and retain their cultural boundaries, which separate them

out from other cultural groups and from the regular, "non-

ethnie" Canadians.

The Canadian multiculturalism policy was officially

illtroduced by the Trudeau government in 1971, and arose

largely in response to events that happened during the 19605

in Quebec (Abu-Laban and Stasiulis 1992:366, Burnet 1987:67,

FIeras and Elliott 1992:71). Prior to the 19605, nation

building in Canada had been characterized by "anglo-

conformity," or the replication of a British type of society

in Canada. l In the 19605, the Quiet Revolution in Quebec

occurred, against the background of ethnic movements and the

birth of new nations globally.

The phrase the "Quiet Revolution" refers to the time of

rapid social and economic change which occurred in Quebec in

the 19605, sparked by the death of the long-time premier of

the province, Maurice Duplessis, in 1959. The demise of the

involvement of the Catholic Church in social services in

Quebec is generally accepted as the institutional grounding

of the revolution (Handler 1988:85). From the late

nineteenth century onward, the Church's reaction to the

lAlthough with passage of the Canadian Citizenship Act
of 1947 (which gave aIl Canadians equal status with respect
to rights and responsibilities of citizenship), and the
Canadian Bill of Rights of 1960 (which legally guaranteed
fundamental rights of aIl Canadians, regardless of national
origin, colour, religion, or sex [Canada 1987b]), a belief
that immigrants shared the same rights as members of the two
founding nations began to emerge.
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problems of modernization had been to increase its social

welfare activities. The Church's goal was "to consolidate

or stop the erosion of its hold on the social and cultural

life of French Canada," at a time when modernization was

creating an ever-growing gap between "religion and civil

society" (Handler 1988:84). During the 1930s and 40s, the

federal government attempted to intervene in provincial

affairs, including social welfare. In Quebec, the Church

opposed federal intervention on two grounds: first, it was

believed that federal involvement in provincial affairs

wou1d weaken not only the power of the Quebec state, but

also the power of the Church. Second, it was felt that the

"Anglo-Saxon" values of the federal government wou1d be

introduced into family and educational institutions which

the Church saw as the moral foundations of French-Canadian

society (Handler 1988:84). By the 1950s, urbanization and

industrialization were increasing in Quebec, and the ability

of the Church to recruit clergy was dec1ining. As a resu1t,

the Church was forced to seek the aid of the provincial

government, effectively passing power from the Church to

State (Handler 1988:85).

During the 1960s, French Canadians in Quebec (who began

to refer to themse1ves as "Québéçois") became increasinq1y

urbanized and educated, and developed a growing po1itica1

awareness. Their resentment over exclusion from the central

political institutions and symbolic order of Canadian
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society was clearly voiced for the first time (Breton

1984).1

Once the Québéçois began to assert nationalist

sentiments, relations between them and English Canadians

reached a critical turning point. In an effort to cope with

the increasing tension between the two groups, the federal

government formed the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and

Bicl J. '".uralism in 1963. Its mandate was to inquire into and

report upon the existing state of bilingualism and

biculturalism in Canada and to recommend what steps should

be taken to develop the Canadian confederation on the basis

of an equal partnership between the English and French

founding groups (Burnet 1987:67).

Aside from promoting bilingualism in Canada, part of

the task of the Royal Commission was to take into account

"the contribution made by the other ethnic groups to the

cultural enrichment of Canada" and the measures to safeguard

that contribution (Royal Commission on Bilingualism and

Biculturalism, cited in Burnet 1987:68). The Royal

Commission devoted the four th book of its report to the

cultural contribution of other ethnic groups, and made

numerous suggestions as to how the federal government should

deal with these groups (Abu-Laban and Stasiulis 1992:366).

lIt is beyond the scope of this dissertation to go into
great detail on nationalism in Quebec. l limit this
discussion to nationalism in Quebec only as it applies to
the federal policy of multiculturalism. For a detailed
discussion of the topic, refer to Handler (1988).
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Meanwhile, support for the creation of a sovereign

Quebec was growing. In 1967, René Lévesque founded the

Mouvement souveraineté-association, and a year later his

party merged with other small groups to become the Parti

Québéçois (PQ), with the goal of establishing Quebec as an

independent nation (Handler 1988:9). During the 1970

provincial elections, federal and provincial Liberals tried

to associate the Parti Québéçois with the "terrorists" held

responsible for the October Crisis, in which the Front de

libération du Québec (FLQ) kidnapped two government

officials and killed one of them. Despite this, the PQ won

23 percent of the vote and seven seats in the Quebec

legislature.

In 1969, the Official Languages Act was passed, giving

the English and French languages equal status as the

official languages of Canada. With the demise of anglo-

conformity as a central ideological construct (Weinfeld

1981, Burnet and Palmer 1988, Fleras and El1iott 1992),

Canadian cultural identity was left in a vacuum. In

response, the policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual

framework was introduced in October 1971 by the Liberal

government of Trudeau.!

!Although the policy was announced by the Liberals, it
was, and continues to be, supported by Canada's other two
major political parties, the Progressive Conservatives and
the New Democratie Party. This is not true of Canada's
recently formed, ultra right-wing Reform Party, which calls
for an end to funding for the multicultural programme and
for the integration of ethnic cultures into the "national
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The 1971 mu1ticu1tura1ism po1icy had the stated purpose

of preserving the language and heritage of a11 ethnic

groups, and removing social obstacles to equa1ity. The

po1icy was to a11'. for individua1 freedom as we11 as

national unity, with the understanding that Canada has two

official languages, but no one official culture. It thus

made Canada officia11y "mu1ticu1tura1," and financia1 aid

was given to cultural groups for purposes of overcoming

barriers to full participation in Canadian society, for

cultural interchanges in the interest of national unity, and

for assistance in official language training (Canada 1975).

In the two years fo11owing the announcement of the

mu1ticu1tura1ism po1icy, steps were taken to ehsure its

imp1ementation. In 1972, a Minister of State for

Mu1ticu1tura1ism was appointed to monitor the imp1ementation

of mu1ticu1tura1 initiatives within government departments,

and a mu1ticu1tura1 directorate within the Department of

Secretary of State was approved to assist in the

imp1ementation of mu1ticu1tura1 po1icies and programmes

(Canada 1987b:13). A year 1ater, in May of 1973, the first

Canadian Consultative Counci1 on Mu1ticu1tura1ism (later

renamed the Canadian Mu1ticu1tura1ism Counci1) was

estab1ished, with the mandate to advise the Minister

responsib1e for Mu1ticu1tura1ism. Its members were drawn

culture" (Abu-Laban and Stasiu1is 1992:372).
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from 47 ethnocultural backgrounds,l but were chosen "not as

spokesmen [sic] for their respective cultural communities"

but as individuals, on the basis of their concern "with

challenges facing Canadians in the implementation of the

multiculturalism policy" (Canada 1975:1). With their

guidance, the Department of the Secretary of State began to

operate the federal Mu1ticultural Grants Programme (Canada

1987b:13).

The 1971 policy had been created at a time when the

"ethnie others" of Canada were 1arge1y European immigrants.

The policy was geared toward their needs, and focused on

cultural preservation through support for festivals and

heritage language classes. By the early 1980s, with an

increasing number of immigrants and refugees coming from

non-European countries, and racism in Canada on the rise,

the policy was coming under a great deal of criticism for

not responding to issues of racism and human rights.

The Canadian Consultative Council on Multicultura1ism

responded with a report which attempted to distinguish the

"reality" of multicultura1ism from the "myth," stating that

"multiculturalism in Canada has reached a plateau. We are

now beyond the song and dance stage. We must face the

challenge of reaching the millions of Canadians who believe

the myth, and don't know or understand the reality" (Canada

lBy the mid-1980s, the Counci1 was composed of more
than 100 representatives of various ethnie groups (Canada
1987b:13).
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1982b:l). Parliament had already passed the Canadian Human

Rights Act (in 1977), to provide legal safeguards against

discrimination based on race, origin, or religion (Canada

1987b:13). In 1982, equality rights and multiculturalism

were enshrined in the new Canadian Constitution and in

sections 15 and 27 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms (Canada 1990:4). Making further efforts to deal

with issues of racism and inequality, in 1984 the House of

Commons Special Committee on Visible Minorities in Canadian

Society issued the report entitled "Equality Now!," after

holding hearings across the country. That report called for

legislation introducing major reforms in the way Canada

deals with minorities in the workplace, in the justice

system, in the mass media, in education, and in the broader

area of social integration (Canada 1984). In keeping with

its recommendations, the Employment Equity Act was passed in

1986. All of these measures to improve the status of

visible minority immigrants foreshadowed the formulation of

a new multiculturalism policy.

On July 21, 1988, Canada's multiculturalism policy was

revised, and made law in the Multiculturalism Act. The

goals of the new multiculturalism policy were: advancement

of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework, equality

of opportunity, preservation and enhancement of cultural

diversity, elimination of discrimination, establishment of

affirmative measures, enhancement of heritage languages, and
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support for immigration integration (Canada 1987a). This

policy differed significantly from the previous one in that

it focused equally on cultural maintenance and social

integration within a framework of equal opportunity. It was

no longer dealing solely with obvious cultural difference;

it was less geared toward folklore and more concerned with

issues of racism, justice, and social equality.

Furthermore, it was based on a policy of multiculturalism

for all Canadians, not just the "ethnie others" (Canada

1991).

The 1988 Act included the provision that federal

institutions and agencies would be held accountable in cases

where the principles of cultural diversity and social

equality were not adequately addressed. To this end, all

government agencies, departments, and Crown corporations

were expected to provide leadership in advancing Canada's

multicultural ideals. In early 1990, the government

announced the formation of the Canadian Multicultural

Advisory Committee to ensure that the Multiculturalism Act

would be properly implemented (Fleras and Elliott 1992:74).

Approval to establish a federal Department of

Multiculturalism and Citizenship in May 1990 completed the

restructuring process. 1

lSince the 1988 Act was passed, the Department of
Multiculturalism and Citizenship has been committed to
funding three programmes to which individuals, groups, and
institutions may apply: $7 million goes to fighting
discrimination by promoting understanding among Canadians of
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Quebec and multiculturalism. AlI provinces except

one -- Newfoundland -- have followed the lead of the federal

government and adopted their own form of multiculturalism

with their own versions of multiculturalism policies and

programmes (Abu-Laban and Stasiulis 1992:366, FIeras and

Elliott 1992:80).

During the 1970s, Quebec policies regarding cultural

communities a1ready had a decidedly different flavour from

those of the other provinces. The Quebec po1icies were

balanced between supporting the maintenance of cultural

community groups and promoting integration into the wider

Francophone milieu through the francization of community

institutions and practices (Rosenberg and Jedwab 1992:267).

In 1977, the Parti Québéçois passed Bill 101, The

Charter of the French Language, in a direct response to the

introduction of the federal policy of multicu1turalism

within a bi1ingual framework. Multiculturalism angered

Quebec nationalists, who saw it as an attack on themse1ves

(FIeras and Elliott 1992:82, Handler 1988:142), since they

different cultural backgrounds, through the programme called
"Race Relations and Cross-cultural understanding"; $14
million goes to helping new Canadians and minority groups
integrate into and participate in Canadian society, through
the programme on "Community Support and Participation"; and
$6 million is for research to increase the understanding of
multicultura1ism, and he1ps bring various minority artists
such as writers, film makers, and performers into the
mainstream, through the programme cal1ed "Heritage Cultures
and Languages" (Canada 1991:25-27). In total, approximately
$27 million, or one dollar per Canadian, is spent on
multiculturalism.
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would thus become just another "ethnic group." The Charter

included programmes to francize businesses, the policy that

French must be the language of signs, programmes to teach

French to immigrants, and the policy that immigrants to

Quebec must attend French-language schools.

At the end of the 1970s, the Parti Québéçois had been

accused of under-representation of minorities in the civil

service. Responding to this accusation, the PQ government

called for immigration policies that were explicitly

tolerant of minorities (Handler 1988:178). Thus, in April

of 1981, the Ministry of Immigration (created in 1968)

became the Ministry of Cultural Communities and Immigration.

At that time the ministry defined i ts policy on c _,] ~"ral

communities in the report "Autant de façons d'être

Québéçois" (Québec 1981). The three main objectives of the

government detailed in the report were: (1) to develop

cultural communities and ensure the maintenance of their

uniqueness; (2) to sensitize Quebec Francophones to the

contribution of cultural comnlunities to Quebec's heritage

and cultural deve1opment; and (3) to facilitate the

integration of cultural communities into Quebec society,

including the move to assist Allophones' in acquiring

competence in French to enable them to participate more

fully in Quebec society (Québec 1981).

'The term "Al1ophone" is used in Quebec to mean those
minorities whose first language is neithar Eng1ish nor
French.
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At that time, the Ministry of Cultural Communities a1so

estab1ished the supremacy of French as the language and

culture of Quebec (F1eras and E11iott 1992:83). In keeping

with this princip1e, the Ministry continued its mandate ta

ensure the maintenance and deve10pment of the heritage

cultures, but was alsa responsib1e for ensuring the ongoing

links of the A11ophone community with the Francophone

".,mmunity.

By 1990, in the wake of the fai1ure to ratify the Meech

Lake Accord,! the tension between Quebec's own need ta

affirm a distinct1y Québéçois society, and the need to

provide support for mu1ticu1tura1ism within the wider

framework of Canadian society, had become increasing1y

incompatible. Evidence of 1essening support for the

princip1es of mu1ticu1tura1ism in Quebec, in the wake of

Meech Lake, is imp1ied in the dwind1ing funds avai1ab1e to

social service organizations invo1ved in immigrant

!In 1982, The Constitution Act was signed by a11
provinces except Quebec, which refused to sign un1ess there
was the inclusion of exp1icit recognition for Quebec's
rights as a distinct nation within Canada. A compromise was
not reached unti1 April 1987 when the "Meech Lake Accord"
was drawn up. It was to forma1ize Quebec's re-entry into
the constitution by making further constitutiona1 amendments
which wou1d give Quebec its recognition as a distinct
society and a110w it to preserve and promote its cultural
and 1inguistic heritage. Many were concerned that a
commitment to the distinct society clause would Mean
disrupting minori~y multicultural rights and women's
equality rights. As FIeras and E1liott point out, the
distinct society provision has sharpened the conflict
between multiculturalism and biculturalism as competing
principles of organization (1992:173-175).
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adaptation. At the time of its creation, the Ministry of

Cultural Communities had set up six programmes to ensure aid

to cultural communities and to the social service

organizations invo1ved in immigrant adaptation. Jacob and

Blais report that the portion of the budget which had been

a110cated for these services diminished considerab1y after

1984-85, and by 1989-90 it was 1ess than it had been in 1981

when the Ministry of Cultural Communities and Immigration

was created (Jacob and Blais 1992:51-60). Simi1ar1y, in

1990, the Montreal Catho1ic Schoo1 Board proposed a ban on

the use of any language but French on schoo1 property during

c1assroom hours. The proposa1 was eventua11y overturned,

but it i11ustrates how the "A1lophone" languages were

increasingly viewed as a threat to the maintenance of

Quebec's language and culture.

In keeping with the Quebec government's desire to

ensure that the integration of new immigrants was directed

to the Francophone milieu, its policies used the term

"interculturalism," rather than "multiculturalism" (Fleras

and E1liott 1992:82). The po1icy of intercultura1ism is

concerned with the acceptance of, and communication and

interaction between, the A1lophones and the dominant groups,

without implying any intrinsic equality between them (F1eras

and E11iott 1992:83) .
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4.2 Canadian Immigration and Refugee Policies.

The development of the Canadian multiculturalism policy

must be understood not only in the context of Quebec's call

for recognition as a distinct society, but also in the

context of public sentiment toward so-called "Third World"

immigrants to Canada. The ways in which the policy emerged

and has been transformed over time is inextricably connected

with changes to Canadian laws regarding entry of immigrants

and refugees from "Third World" countries.

Canada's first Immigration Act was passed in 1896.

Before that time, while there had been much "ethnie

diversity" among new immigrants to Canada, there was no

coherent policy in place regarding immigration from non

European countries (E1liott and F1eras 1990:54-55). The

1896 policy actively promoted immigration from China to

supply labourers for work on the railroad, and from Russia

(mainly Dukhobours) to work in agriculture (Elliott and

Fleras 1990:54-55).

Under the second Immigration Act of 1910, a distinction

was made between applicants from "preferred" and "non

preferred" countries, and from then until the Immigration

Act of 1952, anyone cou1d be refused entry into Canada on

the basis of nationa1ity, citizenship, ethnie group,

occupation, class, or geographic area of origin (Hawkins

1972:102) .

In the late 1950s there was a downturn in the Canadian
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economy, demand for unski11ed workers diminished, and the

emphasis turned towards procuring ski11ed workers. In 1967

the "White Paper on Immigration" was formu1ated, stating

that Canadian immigration po1icies must invo1ve no

discrimination by reason of race, co1our, or religion, and

consequent1y must be universa11y applicable. Ref1ecting the

shift from the demand for unski11ed to ski11ed labour, the

1967 Act was based on a points system, with points given for

characteristics such as education, hea1th, and ski11s.

Country of origin and "race" were e1iminated as criteria for

admission.

At the time of this 1967 White Paper, four classes of

immigrants were defined: family, independent, entrepreneurs,

and refugees. Immigrants could apply under three

categories: sponsored, independent, or nominated. Refugees

were not treated separately from other immigrants -- the

government responded in an ad hoc fashion to each wave of

refugees or, alternatively, accepted individuals seeking

refuge as immigrants.

Following the 1967 White Paper, an influx of educated

economic immigrants from the "Third World" into Canada

caused a backlash against visible minority immigrants,

especially in Vancouver and Toronto. In response, the

government decided yet again to re-examine its immigration

policy. In September of 1973 a task force was formed to

prepare a Green Paper on immigration policy. The purpose of
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the task force was: 1) to inquire into the kind of

immigration that Canada wanted, and to identify prob1ems and

analyze policy options in those terms; 2) to review the

procedures by which immigrants would be recruited; and 3) to

review the lega1 framework within which new policies should

operate. A special joint committee of the Senate and House

of Commons travelled from coast to coast to elicit opinions

about a future immigration and refugee policy.1 The report

was submitted in November of 1975.

The resulting Immigration Act of 1976 (passed in 1977

and operational in April of 1978) was designed to link the

entry of independent (non-sponsored) immigrants to the

specifie needs of Canadian employers. The Act has been

repeatedly criticized for introducing racism into

immigration policy (e.g., Arnopolous 1979, Bolaria and Li

1988, Kanungo 1984). The new Act divided Canada into

citizens and landed immigrants. Under the act, all landed

immigrants, no matter how long they had been in Canada,

could be deported if suspected of "subversive activities"

(Arnopolous 1979, Ng and Ramirez 1981, Whitaker 1987).

This 1976 Act distinguished between family class

immigrants (whose sponsors must maintain them for ten

years), independent class immigrants (who were assigned

point~, which were accumulated based on factors such as

1Wood reports that this task force ended up focusing
negative attention on "Third World" immigration and its
"consequences for national identity" (1978:16).
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education, vocational training, experience, personal

stability, and having relations in Canada, witt a minimum of

70/100 required for acceptance), and refugees. A Refugee

Status Advisory Committee was set up to determine the

validity of refugee claims. The committee was composed of

three government officials -- one from the Department of

Immigration and Manpower, one from the Department of

External Affairs, and one representative to the United

Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR). Under this new

system, the refugee claim would go through a three-stage

process of status determination, including: 1) the inquiry,

which produced a formal statement and transcript; 2) the

commission decision, which was based on the transcript; and

3) an appeal to the Immigration Appeal Board if the decision

was negative. Under this system the claimant could not get

a full hearing in person, but rather, the commission would

see the written transcript from the senior immigration

officer and make a decision. In the event of a negative

decision, the claimant would not be informed of the reasons

why she or he was not accepted.

This 1976 Act differentiated between "Convention

refugees" (based on the 1951 UNHCR Convention definition of

"refugee" which had been adopted by Canada in 1969) and

"designated classes," in order to extend the criteria for

refugee admission to include individuals or groups not

included within the United Nations Convention definition.
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This was seen as a positive step, since people who were

still living in the country of persecution could be accepted

as refugees.

As Whitaker (1987) points out, however, the creation of

a separate category of refugees from designated classes

actually added to the already prejudiced policy. He argues

that the •.istory of Canadian immigration was one of "Cold

War" tactics,l and that soon after the 1976 Act was passed,

three groups of designated classes emerged (refugees from

Indo-China, the Soviet Block, and Latin America), but by far

the vast majority admitted were those fleeing from communist

countries (Whitaker 1987:294).2 Both Dirks (1984) and

Whitaker (1987) point out that while Latin American refugees

were rarely allowed entry, the Canadian government admitted

60,000 Indo-Chinese refugees and made an appeal to the

generous and humanitarian impulses of the Canadian people to

sponsor individual refugees. 3

lwhitaker points out that from 1945 to the early 1980s,
about eighty percent of the refugees accepted into Canada
were f1eeing from communist states (1987:294).

2The Act thus gave these c1aimants a decided advantage
over Convention refugees. The numbers of designated class
refugees tended to exceed how many Canada actua1ly was
willing to accept, 50 that the numbers accepted were able to
fluctuate to match exact1y labour market conditions. The
point system is fair1y subjective and thus worked "well" for
this purpose (Kanungo 1984).

~hereas, in 1987 the government wou1d not welcome
many Latin American claimants because they were f1eeing the
oppression of "our" (Le., capita1ist) side (Whitaker
1987:294) .
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By the mid-1980s, an estimated 20,000 people were part

of a "backlog" of refugee claimants. This slowed down the

entire refugee determination system. In the late 1970s, a

claim for refugee status took less than a year to process;

by the mid-1980s, it was taking three years to complete. l

In May of 1986, the federal government announced plans to

begin cleaning up the backlog. Interimmeasures were

introduced, whereby people from countries which were

classified as unsafe (including Sri Lanka) were dealt with

under a special programme. All those who had claimed

refugee status before May 21, 1986 received top processing

priority, followed by those who had arrived after May 21 and

were from countries not on the list of "unsafe" countries

(in other words, countries to which Canada would deport

people). The refugee claims of those from the unsafe

countries, including Sri Lanka, who had arrived after May

21, 1986, were dealt with last. They were given ministerial

permits that allowed them to stay and work in Canada while

they were waiting for their claims to be processed.

The introduction of this procedure of giving

ministerial permits to refugees fuelled an already angry

public outcry against the entry of "Third World" refugees to

Canada. It was the arrival of 152 Sri Lankan Tamils off the

east coast of Canada, who were given permission to stay and

lllBacklog mires 20,000 seeking refugee status,"
Montreal Gazette March 25, 1988.
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granted ministeria1 permits, that 1ed direct1y to proposa1s

to create a harsher refugee determination process. Before

e1aborating on the story of the "lifeboat Tamils," l will

turn brief1y to a discussion of the historica1 context of

anti-South Asian sentiment in Canada.

4.3 South Asians in the Canadian Mosaic.

During the period of 1900 to 1908 about 5,000 South

Asians, main1y Sikhs, arrived in Canada (Buchignani 1979)

and sett1ed main1y in and around Vancouver. Canadians were

far from receptive to these, and other, Asian immigrants.

Asians were not a110wed to vote in Canada and were not able

to join professions such as law and pharmacy. They were

required to carry identification cards at all times. In

addition to this kind of "institutionalized racism," Asians

were subject to various kinds of individual prejudice.

Bolaria and Li report that whites refused to sit beside

South Asians on trains, that they were called "ragheads,"

and that they could not attend public events in native dress

(Bolaria and Li 1988:148). The Vancouver press at the time

featured headlines such as "Hordes of Hungry Hindoos Invade

Vancouver City" and "Hindoos a Menace to Women and Children"

(Raj 1980, Indra 1979). According to Buchignani and Indra,

immigration officers in Vancouver in 1906 also exhibited

racist attitudes (Buchignani and Indra 1981) .

From 1906 to 1907, anti-Asian hostility was 50 intense
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that during the "anti-Oriental riots" of that time, white

exclusionists were on the streets of Vancouver singing

"White Canada Forever" (Jensen 1988:62). In January of 1908

"White Canada" slogans were used in election campaigns -

for instance, McBride of the Conservative Party campaigned

for premier of British Columbia on an anti-Asian platform

(Jensen 1988). Prime Minister Laurier, in response to the

anti-Asian hostility, reported that the government could do

nothing, but in 1908 he refused to let recent Indian

immigrants use the Vancouver drill hall as a refuge, and

ordered a boatload of 150 Sikhs to be deported (Ibid.).

In 1908 an order-in-council was passed stating that aIl

immigrants entering Canada through Pacific ports must come

by a continuous journey from their point of origin. No such

route existed from India. South Asian immigration under the

Continuous Journey arder diminished considerably. Whereas

from 1907 to 1908, 2,623 Indians had entered Canada, from

1908 to 1909 there were only six, and from 1909 to 1911,

fifteen (Jensen 1988:72). Furthermore, during the period of

1908-1947 (the duration of the ban), many South Asians moved

south to the United States, so that their numbers in Canada

dropped from 5,000 and stabi1ized at about 1,100. It did

not reach 5,000 again until the 1950s (Buchignani 1979).

The Canadian government had not only adopted a

discriminatory po1icy of immigration to restrict the flow,

but had adopted a theory to justify such a practice. The
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"assimilation argument" (that South Asians shou1d not be

admitted because they could not assimilate for reasons such

as climactic incompatibility) became the popular rationale

for refusing South Asians (Bolaria and Li 1988:146).

In 1947 South Asians were given the right to vote

(coincident with the end of British colonial rule in India)

and the continuous journey ban was lifted. In 1952 a quota

of South Asians eligib1e to enter Canada was set: 150 from

India, 100 from Pakistan, and 50 from Ceylon (now Sri

Lanka). By 1957, the Indian quota had risen to 300 (Bolaria

and Li 1988:148). In the late 1950s, with a downturn in the

Canadian economy, the need for unskilled workers diminished

and by 1967 the point system (discussed above) came into

effect and "race" was theoretically no longer a valid

criterion for admission. Between the 1961 and 1976

censuses, the Indo-Canadian population (including Fijians

and Ugandans) increased twenty times (Johnston 1984b).

Anti-Asian sentiment rose once again, and peaked between

1975 and 1980, with "Paki-bashing" in Toronto and Vancouver

becominq a major concern (Walker 1985, Buchignani et al.

1985}.1 While hiqh levels of racism have been reported

toward all immigrant groups to Canada during this period of

lFor other studies of racism toward South Asians in
Canada, see Henry (1983), Kallen (1982), and Daniels (1981).
This increase in·anti-South Asian sentiment was also
occurring in other countries receiving large numbers of
Asian immigrants, such as Britain (e.g., Richmond 1979,
Buchiqnani 1980a).
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the mid- to 1ate-1970s (Berry et al. 1980, Canada 1984),

there is evidence that "East Indians" were the most dis1iked

(Frideres 1978). Frideres suggests that this is because

they represented the greatest potentia1 for economic

competition (Ibid.:27).1

This rise in anti-Asian sentiment was coincident with a

decrease in the number of South Asians admitted to Canada.

Wood (1978:16) reports that whi1e in 1974 there were 12,868

immigrants from India, in 1975 the number dropped to 10,444,

and in 1978 6,733 were admitted.

Into this atmosphere of rising anti-South Asian

sentiment, compounded by increasing intolerance for "Third

World" refugees by the Canadian public at large, the Sri

Lankan Tamil refugees arrived in Canada. The Tamils had

begun seeking refugee status in large numbers in 1984, in

the wake of the 1983 riots in Sri Lanka, but their arrivaI

into Canada went relatively unnoticed until media coverage

of the 152 "lifeboat Tamils" sparked an angry public outcry

and fears that Canada was being "invaded" by "illegal

aliens."

lThis study was conducted in western Canada (Calgary,
Alberta), and Frideres cautions that the findings must be
interpreted accordingly. Of aIl Asian groups, he found that
the Japanese Canadians were thought of the most favourab1y,
and suggests that this is because they are not as vocal
politically as the Chinese and East Indians (Frideres
1978:27).
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4.4 The "Lifeboat" Tamils.

[The 152 Sri Lankans] may be the tip of the
iceberg ... opening the door to a flood of Third
World castaways seeking entry to Canada by turning
up on [Canadian] shores ....Canada will review its
generous refugee policy if it is misused and if
there is more of the kind of 'adventure' used by
the 152 srf Lankans (Immigration Minister Benoit
Bouchard) .

On August 12, 1986, the front-page head1ines of

newspapers across Canada broadcast the first of a series of

bizarre stories about 152 Tamil refugees, who had been found

adrift in two open lifeboats off the coast of Newfoundland.

It was soon suspected that the Tamils were not legitimate

refugees, as they claimed to be, but rather were "illegal

aliens."Z An extensive search by the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP) was begun to track down the "mother

ship, ,,3 and the media warned Canadians that their east

coast is "vulnerable to landings.,,4

The initial story about the 152 refugees, based on

interviews with passengers and with the president of the

Quebec Tamil Eelam Association (Onriyam), was reported in

the Canadian media as follows:

lCited in "152 refugees 'tip of iceberg'
Montreal Gazette August 14, 1986, Al.

Z"Many 'refugees' simply seeking economic gains:
investigator," Montreal Gazette August 14 1986, Al.

3."'Blip' may have been mother ship," Toronto Star
August 14, 1986, A16.

!"East Coast vulnerable to landings," Toronto Globe &
Mail August 16, 1986, A4.
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On Monday August 1r, 1986, two open
1ifeboats, carrying 152 Sri Lankan Tamils, were
found 'bobbing' off the coast of Newfoundland.
The passengers had been to1d by the captain of the
boat that they were ten kilometres from Montreal
when they were set adrift, and were told to steer
a course of 350 degrees to reach Montreal. One of
the lifeboats was equipped with an outboard motor,
but it broke down after the first day. They had
with them no food and only a limited supply of
water. Only the three women and five children had
cabins. The passengers ate rice soup three times
a day, used a bucket for a toi1et, and slept only
with a blanket. The month-1ong journey had begun
on July 7 in Madras, India, at a cost of $2,210
Canadian per person, raised from savings and by
selling jewellery and what 1ittle land they had
owned. The Tamils were requesting refugee status
'because they are dark-skinned, account for
eighteen percent of Sri Lanka's population of
sixteen million, and have long accused the light
skinned Sinhalese majority of persecutfon.' The
Tamils want to form a sovereign state.

In those first newspaper reports, there was already

much speculation about whether the Tamils had indeed set out

from South India, as they had claimed, or from West

Germany.3 The allegations of a German connection first

surfaced because sorne of the refugees had German currency

with them, and one passenger had sorne possessions wrapped in

lAlthough initial reports were of 152 passengers, by
the following day the number was reported to be 155
passengers.

2Adapted from the following Canadian newspaper
accounts: "Sri Lankan refugees will be a110wed to remain in
Canada, officials say," Montreal Gazette August 13, 1986,
Al; "Tamil conununity in Montn,al ready to assist refugees, "
Toronto Globe & Mail August 13, 1986, A4. Phr~ses in
citation marks are the original phrasing from both accounts.

3"West German link seen in mystery of castaways,"
Toronto Star August 13, 1986, Al.
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German newspapers dated June 25; reports from Hamburg that a

boat1oad of Tamils had 1eft from there were a1ready under

investigation by the RCMP. As we11, the media reported that

Canadian officia1s were puzz1ed by the refugees' good

condition after five days without food, citing their dry

c10thing as an example. The Tamils, represented by Na11iah

Wijayanathan, denied that there was a connection with

Germany and claimed that the goods came from the "black

market."

By August 13, two days after the Tamils had arrived,

the question was being raised as to whether the Tamils were

"legitimate" refugees or "illegal aliens." On August 14, an

investigator from the federal Department of Immigration

stated that the lifeboat Tamils were "only a small number of

hundreds of aliens flocking to Canada every month" and that,

while sorne are fleeing persecution in their homelands, "many

more are nothing but economic migrants, who are merely using

the refugee claims route to reap socio~economic benefits and

prolong their stay wherever they are." He added that while

it was too soon to know whether the 152 Sri Lankans were

"legitimate" refugees or not, "what is clear is that,

generally, Canada receives a high number of bogus refugees

originating from Sri Lanka, many of whom live for several

years elsewhere and sometimes are granted refugee status in
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other countries before arriving here.,,1

On August 18, one week after their arriva1, the Tamils

admitted 1ying about the origin of their voyage. A news

conference was he1d in Montreal, hosted by the Eelam Tamil

Association of Quebec (Onriyam). Wijayanathan Nal1iah,

spokesman for the group of arrivals, read from a prepared

statement, apologizing for the Tamils and asking Canadians

for forgiveness and compassion. He stated that they had

begun their voyage in Germany, not India, and that they

feared being deported to Sri Lanka if they told the truth.

He said that they had left Germany because they were not

granted refugee status there, were forced to live in camps,

were not allowed to work, and had their movements

restricted.

The story as reported by the media was then re-told,

with a new twist to it: the Tamils had boarded a ship from a

drydock in Strade, Germany, the evening of Ju1y 27, and

sailed the next morning. On August 9, the refugees were led

into two small lifeboats, with two barrels of water and a

can of gasoline for fuel. They were spotted two days later

by a fishing boat. 2

1"152 refugees 'tip of iceberg' -- Bouchard," Montreal
Gazette August 14, 1986, Al.

2It should be noted that the only reference that l came
across to the fact that the refugees' "adventure" might well
have ended with tragic consequences was in an article
published the Tamil Times of London, England ("Now, Tamils
on boat to Canada," Tamil Times (London) September 1986).,
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Except for the point of departure, the rest of the

story remained simi1ar to the original, but the details were

more voyeuristic. It was reported that the living

conditions aboard the boat were inhumane. Except for three

families with children who were given small cabins, the

passengers were crammed below deck in the cargo hold, which

contained one light and no mattresses; they were fed mouldy

bread, jam, and soup once daily others said they were not

•

given anything; they used pails as toilets, which splashed

cnte the floors and fouled the air. AlI but two of the

passengers had been living in Germany for an average of two

years, and the trip cost about $4,500 Canadian per person.

The money was reported to have gone to two Sri Lankans in

Germany.l

A nation-wide polI on attitudes toward refugees,

conducted in the wake of the Tamils' arrivaI, surprised

pollsters by the intensity of the backlash against refugees.

This attitude was attributed to the fact that the Tamils had

lied. 2 Reflecting the mood that Canada's refugee policy

was too "soft,,,3 much media attention focused on how the

l"Refugees can stay even though they lied," Montreal
Gazette August 18, 1986, Al.

2"Backlash predictable, but intensity surprises
pollsters," Montreal Gazette August 19, 1986, Al.

3The Tamils: Are we a soft touch? Montreal Gazette
August 16, 1986, Bl.
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Tamils were allowed to stay "even though they lied."l

In February of 1987, the controversy re-surfaced again,

as German authorities reported that another boat with Tamil

refugees might be sailing to Canada soon. 2 While this was

being investigated by Canadian intelligence officials, the

Montreal Gazette featured articles on what had happened with

the first boatload of Tamils. 3

On July 11, 1987, the front page of the Toronto Globe &

Mail featured the headline "Boatload of Tamils reported off

coast, ,,4 the Montreal Gazette headline read "Nova Scotia

set for more boat people: Mystery surrounds 'refugees'" and

"First Tamil refugees remembered. ,,5 The Toronto Star' s

headline was slightly more cautious: "Tamil report fogged by

conflicting stories."i On July 12, the "boat people" --

Sikhs, not Tamils -- arrived. The Sikhs never were made the

centre of attention in the controversy -- instead, it was

once again the original Tamil boat people who made the

l''Refugees can stay even though they lied," Montreal
Gazette August 18, 1986, Al.

2"Bonn warns of plot ta ship in 250 more Tamils,"
Montreal Gazette February 10, 1987, Bl.

3"Tamil refugees all found jobs," Montreal Gazette May
2, 1987, A6; "Tamil refugees rebuild lives in peaceful
haven," Montreal Gazette June 3, 1987, AS.

4Toronto Globe & Mail July 11, 1987, Al.

5Montreal Gazette July 13, 1987, Al; Montreal Gazette
July Il, 1987, Al .

6Toronto Star July 11, 1987, Al.
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head1ines. Furthermore, whereas the Tamils were referred to

as "Tamils," the Sikhs were referred to as "more Asians, " or

as "East Indians," thus 1inking them direct1y with the

Tamils as being more "queue jumpers" and "bogl1s

refugees. ,,1

Two days later, on July 14, 1987, xenophobia increased

when it was rumoured that yet another ship was on its way.

An article in the Montreal Gazette stated that even though

the "boat people" (the 174 Sikhs) had said there was no

second ship, Canadian authorities were "taking no chances,"

and were "continuing to look for the vessel, whether it

exists or not. ,,2 A few days later i t was reported that the

oceans were being "combed for new i1lega1s"; that "the naval

might of Canada was deployed in the seas off Nova Scotia,

scanning the waves for an invading party of alleged bootleg

refugees." It was also reported that Benoit Bouchard, the

federa1 Minister responsib1e for immigration, had said of

the mystery boat that "if it is found to be carrying aliens,

l"Asian boat1oad sets off furious backlash," Montreal
Gazette August 1, 1987, B4.

Also, on May 28, 1988, when the Montreal Gazette
reported that "immigration officials are bracing for another
flood of refugee claimants -- possibly even another boatlaod
-- over the summer," readers were reminded that "last summer
a boatload of 174 Sikh refugee claimants arrived in Nova
Scotia, and the summer before a boatload of 152 Tamils was
found drifting off the coast of Newfoundland." ("Immigration
officials are bracing for another flood of refugee claimants
-- possibly even another boatlaod -- over the summer"
Montreal Gazette May 28, 1988, Al).

2"A second ship? Boat people say no," Montreal Gazette
July 14, 1987, Al.
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aIl of Canada's powers will be brought to bear to have it

returned to its port of origin."l According to an article

in the Toronto Star, $3.6 million was spent on hunting

refugee ships at that time. 2 On August 3, the suspect ship

turned up in a small English port, with no refugees

aboard. 3

4.5 Bill C-55: Closinq the Doors.

Compared to the welcome that the Indo-Chinese refugees

had received in Canada a decade earlier, the Canadian

government and the public had quite a different reaction to

the arrivaI of Tamils and Sikhs. Instead of reception

committees and adopt-a-refugee programmes, their arrivaI

sparked an intense refugee backlash and led to the

introduction of two controversial new Bills which would

speed up the refugee determination process, and weed out

unwanted "aliens." Bill C-84 gave officiaIs the power to

turn back ships up to 40 kilometres offshore if they were

deemed to be carrying allegedly bogus refugees, and included

tougher laws for refugee "smugglers." Bill C-55 was aimed

at curbing abuse of the refugee system by those who claim to

l"Oceans combed for net: illegals," Montreal Gazette
August l, 1987, Al.

2"$3.6 million spent hunting refugee ships," Toronto
Star November 18, 1987, A8.

3"Mystery ship found -- without any refugees," Montreal
Gazette August 4, 1987, Al.
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be refugees in order to get around normal immigration

procedures. This Bill gave immigration officers the power

to deport refugee claimants without a hearing if they

arrived from a designated "safe" third country (such as

Germany, in many of the Tamil cases).

The new refugee determination process came into effect

on January l, 1989. Under the new system, as soon as a

refugee arrives he or she undergoes an interview by an

immigration agent. If the case is deemed contestable, an

order is made to detain the person. During the following

two days, the person requesting asylum must present him- or

herself in front of an official from the Ministry of

Immigration as weIl as a member of the Commission of

Immigration Status. At that point, the commission decides

whether the fear of persecution 'in the home country is

legitimate. The candidate is then either deported or

granted a further hearing by two members of the commission.

This body is independent of the Ministry, and decides

finally whether or not to grant refugee status. If the

person is to be deported, an appeal must be sought within 72

hours. l

Faced with much controversy and extreme opposition to

the new policy, especially from Church-affiliated refugee

lUnder the old system, refugee claimants could live in
Canada for seven years after appealing the government
decision. Church groups estimated that the number of
deportations and appeals would be considerably higher.
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relief workers, Prime Minister Mulroney stated pub1ic1y that

introduction of the new measures was not in response to any

racist bias toward the Tamils and Sikhs, but rather in

response to the unfairness of "queue jumping.,,1

4.6 The Attack on the Mosaic.

The culture keepers in the Montreal Tamil community are

very much aware of the fact that they as a group were

sing1ed out as a symbo1 for and object of the "refugee

back1ash. ,,2 They are a1so aware that the Sri Lankan Tamils

have often been cited by the media as examp1es of those who

are "queue jumping," and used to justify changes to the

refugee determination process. 3

lIt was the abi1ity of the 1ifeboat Tamils to instant1y
receive a ministeria1 permit ("queue jumping") which is said
to have angered many Canadians, especia1ly those who had
arrived as economic immigrants through "proper" channe1s.

20ne friend pointed out, in the context of a
conversation about stereotyping in Canadian hospita1s, that
it is unlikely that a nurse would automatically assume, on
seeing a South Asian, that a "scientist" had come to the
hospital, and that this is something that cannot be avoided.
"1 think it is the media which has portrayed us in this way.
If they think that you are from India, then they think of a
snake charmer, or a beggar, or the tribals, or they think
that you are a fugitive by boat or something like that. Of
course, you can't avoid that. That's the media, what it
does."

Many people from the Montreal Tamil community
expressed concern to me that Sri Lankan Tamils are being
wrongfully deported under Bill C-55. One of the Montreal
Tamils wrote an article for a local Tamil newspaper, in
which he criticized Bill C-55, saying that it is anti
refugee in nature, going against Canadian traditions,
closing the door against refugees, violating human rights,
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In a Montreal Tamil newspaper, Ndyaka~, the editor used

his wit and sarcasm to respond to the media representation

of Sri Lankan Tamils. He wrote an article in response to

newspaper coverage of the arrests of six Toronto-area drug

dealers who were reported to be Tamils. The Globe & Mail

and the Toronto Star had reported that six men had been

planning to se11 heroin in order to purchase machine guns

and a he1icopter to carry out a p1anned tactica1 assau1t on

a penitentiary and free three other drug dealers. The

police had code-named the project "Project Sri List,"

because "most of the suspects in the case are from Sri

Lanka. ,,1 In fact on1y two of the men were from Sri Lanka.

Sivan wrote the fo110wing article, which he printed in

newspaper format, a10ngside a copy of the Toronto Star

article. Above the article he added: "The way things are

going, we may have such incidents reported. This is just

fiction."

pushing out foreigners "in the sight of" Americans and
Europeans (in other words, setting a poor examp1e), igvQring
the research findings of Par1iamentary committees, rejecting
the views of church and refugee aid groups, and fai1ing to
consider the views of immigration 1awyers. He ca11ed on the
Tamil community to "oppose it, with the he1p of Canadians of
good will" (Tamil Eli1 1987).

IWhi1e the Star reported that most of the men were Sri
Lankans ("Drug dealers jai1break plan foi1ed," Toronto Star
January l, 1988), according to the Globe article, a11 six
were from Sri Lanka ("Three drug raids yie1d heroin supp1y
worth $70 million," Globe & Mail January 1, 1988).
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"Onions Stolen"l

It is reported that a supermarket was
attacked by helicopters and heavy weapons and a
kilo of onions was sto1en by Sri Lankan Tamils.

Dissatisfaction: New facts have come to light
in this connection. Supermarkets are usually
locked up at night in Canada. Sorne Tamils were
unab1e to get onions, indispensable for their
dinner. Six dissatisfied Tamils hired two
helicopters, attacked the store, and made off with
a kilo of onions.

Police astounded on seeing the nature of the
attack: A nearby store, open round the clock, had
onions. In spite of knowing this the Tamils
carried out the attack. The police pursued the
Tamils and endeavoured to arrest them.

Arrested with a spoon: Late news -- The
Tamils who were cooking meat bought at the U.S.
border were caught, spoon in hand, with the
onions. The sme11 of the curry powder caused the
police to sneeze severa1 times in the street and
run down the cu1prits.

The six Tamil refugees arrested are all under
twenty. Five of these arrived in Canada only a
week ago (Nayaka~ aippaci, 1989).

By the late 1980s, a great deal of media attention was

being paid to rising intolerance toward immigrants and

refugees from the "Third World" to Canada. For instance,

the July 10, 1989 issue of Canada's 1eading national

magazine, MacLean's, featured an article entit1ed "An angry

racial backlash: Canada's ethnic mosaic under attack: the

rise of third world immigration."

In 1990, the publication of Reginald Bibby's Mosaic

Madness -- a book which 1ambasted Canada's policy of

lTitles of Tamil newspaper articles used in this
dissertation will appear in quotation marks and italics.
Unless otherwise indicated, all newspaper articles have been
translated from Tamil. In some cases, l have included the
original (transliterated) version in the Appendix.
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multiculturalism -- gained much media attention and aroused

a great deal of controversy within the academic community.

Bibby's longitudinal survey of Canadian attitudes over a

ten-year period showed that support for multiculturalism is

dwindling and that many Canadians view the policy as

contributing to a breakdown in Canadian society, the

loosening of group ties and moral values, and the

destruction of familiar symbols and ways of doing things.

Bibby's (1990) findings were supported by those of the

Spicer Commission (The Citizens' Forum on Canada's Future)

which re1eased its findings in June 1991, based on

interviews with 400,000 Canadian groups and individuals.

This survey found that Canadians value cultural diversity,

but wou1d like different cultures to become part of an

"evolving mainstream" (cited in Abu-Laban and Stasiulis

1992:370).

The federal government responded to what it saw as an

attack on the ethnie mosaic by the Canadian public at large,

and in July 1991, the same year that the federal Department

of Multiculturalism and Citizenship was established,

published a booklet entitled "Multiculturalism: What is it

Really all About?" (Canada 1991). The booklet, written in

question and answer format, is geared toward dispelling sorne

of the arguments critical of the Canadian multiculturalism

policy. For instance one of the examples of "common

questions" about multiculturalism included in the booklet
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was: "Are Canadian symbols and traditions being eroded by

multiculturalism'?" The answer given included the statement

that "as Canadian society evolves, our symbols and

institutions also change" (Canada 1991:22) and, presumably

in response to the issue of whether or not Sikh RCMP

officers should be allowed to wear turbans,! mentioned that

"another symbol the Canadian Mountie -- has also changed

•

its image, most recently when the RCMP began to actively

recruit women and minorities. These changes recognize

Canadian diversity and the right of all Canadians to be part

of their country's institutions.,,2

The debate over whether the Canadian multiculturalism

policy is an appropriate model for Canadian unity and

identity will be returned to in Chapter Six, in the context

of a discussion on how the "authenticated" culture being

promoted in the policy meshes well with the concept of

culture being promoted by Tamil culture keepers. First, l

will turn to an analysis of the ideological divide within

the Montreal Tamil community over just how and why Tamil

culture should be promoted and preserved.

!The familiar symbol of the Canadian Mounted Police
officer's hat is perceived as threatened by Sikh RCMP
officers, who now wear their turbans.

2It is interesting that while the multiculturalism
policy was, and ~ontinues to be, directly concerned with
perceived threats to Canadian unitY resulting from Quebec
nationalism and the increase in "Third World" immigrants, it
was not formulated in response to the call for self
government by First Nations peoples.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE STORY OF THE SPLIT

Within the Tamil community in Montreal, there is an

ideological split over how and why Tamil cultural identity

should be maintained. Both sides see it as a split between

those leaders who are mainly concerned with the

establishment of a Tamil homeland in Sri Lanka and those who

are mainly concerned with passing on Tamil culture to Tamil

children in Montreal. This split is described within the

community as being between "politics" and "culture."l Each

side wants to unite the Tamil community under their belief

system, in order to ensure that the Tamil language and

culture are safeguarded.

l will describe how this split within the community

developed, focusing on the 1989 onriyam Annual General

Meeting, when the growing rift between the culture keepers

reached a crucial point and led to a perceived "take-over"

of two of the community organizations by the "political"

•
side of the divide.

ITaylor discusses a split along similar
discussion of Sri Lankan Hindu immigrants
(1987:152).

lines, in his
in Britain
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5.1 The "Cultural" Side.

"Message from the President"

Tamil, which is sweeter than nectar, can best
be made known through cultural activities. We
implore Goddess Sarasvati, the source of the 64
arts, to grant us the skill to portray all these
arts through the medium of drama. Drama
incorporates dance. The two together are termed
kuttu. This comprises literature, music, and
drama. The last is the best vehicle for cultural
renaissance. Drama is essential if we are to
unite and guide our fellow TamiL, in foreign
lands. If we are to hand down our language and
culture to coming generations struggling to
survive in the midst of alien cultures, such
cultural shows as these are indispensable. The
Tamil Associations in Montreal are rendering
yeoman service in this respect. l feel Tamils all
over Canada should be served by a united cultural
association such as ours. While dedicating our
efforts to the goddess, it behooves us to honour
those who participate in these activities and
encourage them. May our activit~.es grow and get
enriched (President, Canada Tamii Cultural
Association, Kalai vil~ programme, 1989).

The cultural side of the ideo1ogica1 div ide is most

c1ear1y evidenced in the work of the Canada Tamil Kal~cc~ra

Cankam (Canada Tamil Cultural Association). The association

was organized by Natarajah, a local writer, in 1989. He

wanted to have an organization that was pure1y "cultural,"

with no invo1vement at a11 with Sri Lankan po1itics. His

association invo1ves over twenty local Tamil artists

(musicians, dancers, playwrights, and actors) who work

together to promote and encourage the Tamil arts in

Montreal. Natarajah's goals are to support local Tamil

talent and to teach the Tamil chi1dren of Montreal about

their culture through the medium of drama.
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The association meets at the home of Natarajah to plan

and prepare for the plays which they perform for the kalai

vi~~ that are part of the celebration of the annual Hindu

festivals in Montreal. Every year in the Tamil month of

puratt~ci (October-November) Natarajah's association hosts a

Vani vili programme as part of the Sarasvati puja. The

concert includes dramas reenacting scenes from the classics,

performances of Bh~rata NHtyam, and classical Tamil music.

At this programme, a few local artists are awarded gold

medals for their contribution to Tamil culture, in order to

encourage them to continue developing their own talents and

promoting Tamil culture in Montreal. 2

Natarajah has not yet applied for government funding,

but eventually wants to register the association and do it

"the proper way." Funding currently cornes from "well-

wishers," people who are not directly involved with the

l"Vani" is another name for the goddess Sarasvati, who
is the goddess of education and the arts.

2The biographies of those honoured are also printed in
the concert programme. For example:

Kandiah Therulognathan was born in Arijalai,
Jaffna. He is a good actor, and like others from
that area, has brought fame to his birthplace. He
has made a na~e for himself acting in 'Welcome to
Canada,' 'Cantaipam' ['Opportunity in a Meeting'],
and 'Pattatup~tum' ['l've had enough']. He is
also joint èditor of Tamil Elil. Stories, plays,
dialogues, acting, production, and direction -- he
turns his hand to all these and is the only young
artist who has been doing this for the past five
years. He is skilled in humorous narrative, too .
May Goddess Sarasvati bless and praise him with us
(Kalai Vi~~ programme, 1989).
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association but enjoy attending the plays that are

performed.

Natarajah's newspaper, VInaikkoti, officially launched
• •

at the Vani vil~ of 1990, was to be a voice for the Tamil

arts in Montreal, but has never been published past the

first issue due to lack of funds. Eventually Natarajah

plans to expand the association to continue the publication

of the magazine, to allow for the performance of many more

dramas, and to open a cultural 1ibrary where community

members can learn more about the Tamil arts.

Natarajah is very concerned that his organization

remain completely apolitical, in order to unite the entire

Tamil community. Through a unified Tamil voice, he

believes, Tamil language and culture will be able to

survive:

(Natarajah): We have all come here [to Canada] and
found that political1y it is all destruction [in
the Tamil community]. Therefore, l wish to be rid
of politics. l want to see that our culture and
our traditions do not perish. That is my
objective. My objective is to see that the young
generation do not forget their culture, their
traditions. In that hope, l want to see that even
the chi1dren who are born here do not forget our
cultural traditions. This is my motive, to see
that they are educated. Not politica11y, the
political education has been a mess here -- our
people [i.e., the people of his association] do
not like po1itics. So our idea is to see that our
culture and tradition is not forgotten by the
future generation.

If you invite these po1itical people to a
meeting, only their supporters will come, the rest
of the people won't come. But to a cultural
programme, everybody will come. So, we get a
chance to get together. So that the entire Tamil
community will be united.
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(FB): Oh l see what you mean: for a lot of the
other organizations, only a few people are
actually involved, because there's a clear
political viewpoint.

(Natarajah): Yes, that's right.

(FB): But with your organization, people, no
matter what their politics are, will still show
up, so it's a way of uniting the whole community.

(Natarajah): Yeso l can talk to them, l can make
them laugh, so that they're not so long-faced.
It's just a diplomatie way to get the community
aIl in one place. So that's my idea. It is best
to be aloof of politics. That is my opinion.
Culture is the only bridge to bring aIl of the
people together. If l write certain things, or
promote plays or dramas, eventually those people
[the 'political' side] will understand what they
really want for the community. 50, even if it
takes time, it may help in the long run.

(Talaivar): As a writer, he feels that if, in
writing, by accident he touches on something a
little political, it is twisted [by the political
side] to serve their purposes.

(Natarajah): Most recently it has happened on one
occasion to me. So they [the 'political' side]
don't understand what l am expressing. It is,
maybe, lack of understanding or education l
suppose.

(Talaivar): Because most of the people who are
here and who are speaking politics do not have
that educational background, so there's no point
in trying to convince them on something. They
will not agree. 50, the best thing is to keep out
of it. If he [Natarajah] writes something, you
know, even one line, if it misses something, then
it is spotlighted in the papers [meaning the local
Tamil papers].

(Natarajah): The aim is to unite not only Sri
Lankan Tamils. My policy is that the Tamil people
anywhere in the world, whether it be Indians,
Malaysian Tamils, or Singapore Tamils, any Tamil
from any country should be able to unite, not just
Sri Lankan Tamils. That is my goal. l feel that
my point of view is recognized by even other
communities, like the Indians and the Malaysians,

150
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who have been at sorne of my cultural shows [kalai
vila]. 1 find that unlike other cultural shows,
l'm gradually getting the crowd, the Tamils from
other countries, and 1 feel happy about it. So
that is the easy way to bring all of the Tamils
together, united. When they are all united, our
problems will be solved easily.

(Talaivar): When he says 'Tamil culture' he is
referring not to Sri Lankans alone, he means
internationally, say Malaysian Tamils, all of
those put together.

(Natarajah): So once united in such a way, they
will speak for us one day. Now there's isolation
[between different groups of Tamils]. We don't
want to get in trouble with Sri Lankan politics.
The Tamils should speak as one voice,
internationally.

Natarajah appeals to the community of Tamils in

Montreal to unite under his organization, with the common

goal of preserving Tamil culture in Canada. He feels that

education of the children is the key to maintaining Tamil

culture in Canada.

(Natarajah): Communities of various cultures and
manners have settled down in this country, 50
because of that we must educate our children in
the correct approach in what they are to do and in
what our culture is, also.

To educate people in that way, we have to
study the stories like the Mahabharata, Ramayanam,
50 it is our intention to somewhat educate them by
having dramas, concerts, so that even the children
here will understand what it [Tamil culture] is.
Because when you ask them to read Ramayanam or
anything, they will not. So the only easy way is
to produce a play. In our country, we teach them
[about the Tamil classics] in the school. Here
they don't have the opportunity to learn about the
Ramavanam and the BhagavadgYta, all the spiritual
education. Our children have actually no access,
no opportunity to read this, sa it is our
intention ta sort of educate the people in those
staries, by acting plays, that's an easy way of
putting it across.
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Given that chi1dren have 1itt1e desire or time ta 1earn

about language and culture, Natarajah be1ieves that the

medium of drama is a high1y effective means of passing on

information in a way that the children will grasp.

5.2 The "Political" Side.

"Vikatan Answers Your Question"

Q. Is right ta broadcast news of the struggle in
Eelam, abroad'?

A. It has been done ta a great extent by Tamils
living abroad. The rest need not be considered
Tamils (Tamil Elil Aipacci, 1985).

The Montreal chapter of the World Tamil Movement (WTM)

exists ta support the activities of the Liberation Tigers of

Tamil Eelam (LTTE, or "Tigers").l The Montreal group was

organized in the early 1980s and at that time was composed

of a small group of men who met in members homes. The

association members remained "underground" until 1984, out

of fear of being deported for their pro-militant stance. By

1991 the Wor1d Tamil Movement had a membership of about 900

people, which was by far the largest membership of any of

the associations. The members of the WTM see themselves,

and are recognized by others, as being the only po1itically

oriented association of Tamils in Montreal. Their

lThe "Tigers" are the largest and most powerful of the
groups fighting for an independent Tamil homeland (Eelam) in
Sri Lanka.
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orientation is to the well-being of Tamils in Sri Lanka,

rather than to those in Canada.

The WTM centre contains a library with a large

selection of current newspapers from Sri Lanka and India; a

24-hour telephone hot line with the latest news about events

in Sri Lanka (which they receive by fax directly from the

WTM office in Colombo); an impressive selection of videos

and photographs documenting the horrors of the civil war,

including sorne of the atrocities committed by the Indian

Peace Keeping Force which WTM members have managed to

smuggle out of the country; and Tiger propaganda videos.

WTM members also occasionally help new refugee claimants to

find accommodation and lawyers, but these activities are

considered secondary to aiding the Tigers in Sri Lanka in

their struggle for a separate Tamil homeland.

One of the services WTM members provide is informing

interested Canadians about the situation in Sri Lanka. They

are occasionally invited to educational institutions where

they lecture about and show photographs of the war in Sri

Lanka. As well, they lobby the Canadian government to take

action against the Sri Lankan government, writing letters

and meeting with government officials. At one time the WTM

had their own newspaper, Takum, but it was only published

briefly. They distribute the Toronto WTM newspapers in

Montreal .

About every three months or so the WTM in Montreal
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hosts a kalai vilâ evening programme, with Indian artists

who sing popu1ar Indian film songs, to raise money for the

Tigers. l Because of their large membership, they are able

to go door to door to se11 tickets to these fund-raising

events, which places them at a decided advantage over other

associations in terms of funds raised, and in fact

practica11y guarantees that they will not lose money on the

event. The evening programmes are distinctive in the Tamil

community, in that they are not loca11y organized and

operated events. They are organized by middle-men from

India, stationed in Toronto or the United States, who are

specialists in organizing concerts and receive a fee of up

to $6,000 to cover their expenses and services for bringing

in "playback singers" from India. Although the financial

outlay is significant, the programmes are very popular in

the Tamil community and usually make a profit.

A major concern of those on the "political" side is

that Tamils living in Canada can not possibly retain their

cultural identity -- they believe that only in a truly Tamil

land (Eelam) can the Tamil language and culture survive.

Chandran was vice-president of the World Tamil Movement at

the time of my fieldwork. This is what he had to say about

lOf the three branches of the WTM -- the political
wing, the fighters, and the "social work" done by the Tamil
Rehabilitation Organization -- the group in Montreal only
sends money officially to the Tamil Rehabilitation
Organization (TRO), to help LTTE members injured in fighting
for Tamil Eelam.
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the goals of the WTM:

(Chandran): The Tamil militant Tigers are fighting
for a separate state. We have to lend them good
support. We are not giving them proper support,
you know.

(FB): Because there's not enough funds being
raised?

(Chandran): Yeso Yeso And you know they expect a
lot of money from abroad, you know. Their people
are not willing to give a lot of money for
fighting you know.

(FB): Why do you think that is because people
are in Canada now, and removed from ...

(Chandran): Yeso That's also there. And there
are many other groups also [other supporters of
militant groups, in Canada]. Say, a person from
the TELO group [Tamil Eelam Liberation
Organization], he won't give any money to the
Tigers. 50, that is involved. Mainly they
[people in Canada who are not involved with WTM]
are not interested. Once their children and wife
are here, they have nothing ta worry about. They
won't be worried even about their sisters and
brothers who are in Sri Lanka. 50 that is there.
And many people are not interested in po1itics
also, you know.

The culture keepers on the "political" side claim that

those on the "cultural" side of the split do not understand

the need for creating Eelam. They are concerned that by

focusing on life in Canada, rather than helping in some way

to aid the "boys" in Sri Lanka, those on the "cultural" side

are detracting from the Tamil cause and unwittingly leading

to the downfa1l of the Tamil nation.

Both Natarajah of the Canada Tamil Cultural Association

and Chandran of the World Tamil Movement are striving to

preserve the Tamil language and culture. Both feel that
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their organization is taking the best approach to ensuring

that Tamil cultural identity will survive, and both ca1l for

the Tamil commul,ity in Montreal to unite under their

leadership, in order to reach that goal. Both rely mainly

on evening "cultural programmes" (kalai vilèl') as the vehicle

for promoting and preserving Tamil culture.

For the Canada Tamil Cultural Association, hosting a

kalai vil~ not only provides entertainment and brings

together the entire community for the event itself, but the

preparations for the event -- involving the children, their

parents, artists, and association leaders -- are seen as an

ideal way to pass on the Tamil language and culture to the

children, thus making the programmes an ideal way of

preserving and promoting Tamil cultural identity in Canada.

For the WTM, hosting a kalai vil~ not only ensures that

the children learn about their language and culture through

their participation in the programme, but the large crowds

drawn to the entertainment enables the association to raise

money to help those fighting for a Tamil homeland in Sri

Lanka, an ideal way to guarantee the preservation of Tamil

cultural identity.

5.3 Onriyam and the 1989 Annual General Meeting.-
According to those on the "cultural" side of the

divide, the "political" side has gradually begun to take

over the community organizations, effectively diminishing
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the power of those on the "cu1tura:''' side to work together

to preserve and promote Tamil culture. It was at the Annual

General Meeting of Onriyam in 1989 that this perceived

"take-over" is said to have occurred.

Onriyam was organized in 1982 and registered in 1983

for the purposes of helping Tamil refugees settle in

Montreal. In the early 1980s the association was actively

involved in and very devoted to community work, aiding Tamil

refugees with advice on immigration, referra1 to lawyers,

translation of documents, and interpretation for meetings

with lawyers or for required medical examinations. As well,

the association lobbied the Canadian government for action

against the Sri Lankan government, published the Tamil Elil- =
magazine, and hosted the annual putta~tu vi~~ (New Year's

programme) .

The association continues to do al1 of these

activities, but by the late 1980s, one of its chief

activities became the preservation and promotion of Tamil

culture in Canada. The Onriyam Women's Group is responsible

for many of the association's educational and cultural

activities. The women have held classes in Tamil, French,

and religion for the children, and classes in English and

French for adults, and have taught music, handicrafts, and

drama to the children, in the context of preparing them for

participating in the kalai vil3S .

There are many versions of just how the WTM came to
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"take over" Onriyam, but a11 agree that Father Joseph was a

major player in the "take-over." At the time of the 1989

Onriyam Annual General Meeting, Father Joseph was the

president of Onriyam.

Father Joseph is an Anglican priest who was one of the

first Tamil refugees to arrive in Montreal. In Sri Lanka,

he had been active in aiding Tamil refugees through the

Gandhian association which looked after the needs of the

Indian Tamils (the indentured labourers of the hill country)

who were coming to the North and Eastern provinces for

protection from persecution. He had intended to continue

his work in India, with Tamil refugees there, but after a

period of imprisonment in Sri Lanka was forced to flee. He

went first to the U.S., where he attended a seminar to

update his skills in counselling psychology, and then came

to Canada in 1983. Once in Montreal, Father Joseph

illUnediately became involved in the refugee-reU.ef effort

through the Anglican church. He was, and continues to be, a

key figure in the Tamil refugee cOllUnunity, and was

instrumental in the resettlement of the first Tamil refugees

arriving in Montreal. As part of his work through the

church, he set up a monthly support group which he called

"Kutumpam" (family). It was an informal gathering over a

"pot-luck" dinner, where newly arrived Tamil refugees could

meet with him and receive sorne much-needed support with the

process of resettlement. He later became active in the
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World Tamil Movement, and then with 0nLiyam.

There are many versions of the story of the role that

Father Joseph played in the "take-over" of O~iyam by the

WTM. According to one version, Father Joseph was a naive

victim of the WTM. He had decided to stack the membership

in his favour in order to win the presidency, and managed to

increase the membership from about thirty people to around

100 people over a period of a few days. The new members

were WTM members who were signed up and paid for by Father

Joseph -- thus, he managed to maintain the Onriyam

presidency but ended up being the unwilling puppet of the

WTM. In a variation on this story, Talaivar had been

brought in by Joseph to help him to win the presidency.

According to this version of the "take-over," it was

Talaivar's idea that the WTM should be brought in, and the

two of them, Talaivar and Joseph, made arrangements to do

so.

In a second version, Joseph was originally anti-Tiger

in his political sentiments, but he brought in the WTM

members in order to oust two men who belonged to a rival

militant group. Others say he just wanted to oust Oariyam

Vice President Velan and a second man, now in Toronto, who

had been working hard for O~iyam and were threatening

Joseph's power, and the Tigers were just waiting for an

opportunity to gr~b at the organization and gain control of

it.
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In yet a third version, Sivan confessed to me that it

was he who was responsib1e for bringing in Joseph.

(Sivan): l caused Father Joseph to be the
president. 1'11 say that was me. And nobody
wanted him to be president. l knew him because he
used to calI me to attend an organization called
Tamil Kutumpam, to participate in the activities.
And at the sarne time, of course, he wanted to do
sorne cornrnunity work -- speaking about refugees,
the kind of view which the Church is taking. When
[a popular BBC cOLrespondent] carne to Montreal,
who was very involved in Sri Lankan affairs -- he
was asked by the Sri Lankan governrnent to get out
of the country twice, something 1ike that and
Father Joseph organized that and he asked us to
he1p, and we helped. And he got invo1ved in
O~iyam in that way. He didn't have much support
arnong the cornrnunity at that time. Then, when l
was about to leave from 0nriyam, what we thought
is that we want a person who can really do
business with the cornrnunity. We suggested that
Joseph shou1d be the person, because he is
involved in politics, and he was the most suitable
person to be the president of 0nriyam.

(FB): Because you wanted someone who knew about ...

(Sivan): He knew about the past and the future [of
the organization], you know, we didn'~ want to
brinq in a new person and start again. And when
he carne of course he had sorne problems, when he
carne here. After he arrived, Shakti and Velan qot
involved with Oariyam -- this was aIl after l
left, after l resigned from the position of
secretary, although l was still there as a
committee mernber at that time. Then Father Joseph
and Velan, they always had problems. Velan was
vice president, Father was president, so of course
they had sorne problems in that sense, because
Father Joseph started to openly support the LTTE 
- that was the basic problem. And of course,
Velan doesn't support the LTTE. Velan fe1t that
there were a lot of things to be criticized [about
the LTTE] and that Oariyam should be a neutral
organization and not take any position on
politics, that we have to be like that.

So, we had a general election at that time.
Father Joseph wanted to be the president aqain, so
we kept quiet at that time, because we felt, and l
had an argument, very heated with Father Joseph
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before that but l decided to keep quiet because l
didn't want to get involved in aIl that, and Velan
and people they wanted to challenge him. So, of
course there were two groups again, and we had a
big and most vulnerable election in 1989. Of
course, Joseph won with the support of the LTTE.

Father Joseph maintains that he has always been

sympathetic to the Tigers and to the work that they are

doing to help the Tamil cause in Sri Lanka, and was a

supporter of the WTM long before 0nriyam and WTM joined

forces. This is his account of the community divide:

(Joseph): Among them [the WTM] there were the most
committed people. So what they did was, they were
able to meet people, go door-knocking, and they
gained such strength that they were able to have a
sportsmeet much better than either 0nriyam or 0fi
could have. So we [Oariyam] thought that we are
not going to join [i.e., they were reluctant to
join with WTM]. At one point there was a big
conflict, and debating within me, and with our
committee, about what we were going to do. Are we
to isolate ourselves from these fellows, from the
other two [WTM and 0Ji], or do we join with them.
So we went forward and said we would like to work
with you, but we are independent, we are not a
political group. We won't, some of us may be
sympathizers of the Tigers, but we won't openly
say that, or do it.

(FB): Yes, this is what Selvan1 was saying.

(Joseph): Or, even, we may not be sympathizers at
aIl, but we want to have the general good of the
Tamils, cultural and things, and of course
exposing the human rights violations of Sri Lanka
and things like that.

The meeting. No matter who actually helped to elect

•
Joseph for president, the rift that had been developing

lSelvan succeeded Father Joseph as president of
°wiyam.
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within the community carne to be the "split" that it is today

at the October 1989 annua1 genera1 meeting when Joseph was

voted in as president. The meeting was quite a rowdy event:

on the "cultural" side of the divide was a group of people

headed by Velan, vice president of Onriyam at the time, who

began laying charges against Joseph for having stacked the

mernbership and rigged the voting. On the "political" side

were Joseph's supporters, including the many mernbers of WTM

who had recently become mernbers. 1

According to a statement by the chief elections

official2 (later reprinted in Tamil E~il) this is what

happened:

"Statement by the Electicns: Officiais"

l took charge of all the ballot papers and
the ballot box and with both my assistants went
back to the hall. There were a lot of
disturbances, sorne wanted to speak but there was
much objection from the floor of the House. At
times the president was unable to control the
House and police was [sic] called in twice to
bring order. Sorne carne to me and to my assistants
and said that the elections should not be held.
They indicated to us that the whole process was
faulty. However, we had no mandate to held an
inquiry ....We decided to call for a show of hands
to see if they wanted the elections or not ....
When we called for those who did not want the
elections there were only eighteen hands that went
up [of 350 people present]. The scenario was now
becoming clear to us. At this point eleven of the
contestants led by [Mr. Velan] who was a

lThere were 259 registered mernbers, with 22 contestants
to fill eleven executive positions.

2The election officials were from the South Asian
Woman's Community Centre, the firm Pratt and Whitney, and
the Ecumenical Working Group for Refugees.
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presidential contestant withdrew their names ....
It became obvious to us that a slender minority
wanted to frustrate the electoralprocess
(statement by the e1ections officia1s, reprinted
in Tamil Elil Tai, 1990 [orig. in English]l.

The fo1lowing is the Onriyam executive's pub1ished

account of what happened at the meeting. In their account

it was both Velan and Sivan who caused a disturbance, which

started not at the meeting, but on the previous day, when

they submitted "bogus cheques" for their membership fees.

"The Truth Clarified"

A person who interrupted proceedings,
disregarded rules, asked questions and created a
disturbance was requested to resume his seat. He
had been nominated for the post of sefretary .
Even though the former vice-president and his
supporters took the wrong approach and submitted
bogus cheques, they were accepted and forms were
given because Onriyam always welcomes those who
wish to serve the Tamil community. But the bank
rejected the cheques. The latter should have been
given five days prior. to the date specified or
should have been certified. One of the signatures
admitted he had credited the money on the eleventh
when the closing date was the tenth. Why didn't
those who gave the cheques take action? They
cou1d have filed 1ega1 action or acted through the
bank, if they fe1t 0nriyam had acted wrongly.
Messrs. [Velan], [Sivan] and party did not hand in
subscriptions in cash or by cheque. Instead they
gave three blank cheques which were rejected by
the bank. Why? What happened to the money that
they collected?

They removed the membership register from the
O~iyam offi"e without the permission of the
0nxiyam executive committee. The fema1e treasurer
was reduced to tears. They threatened to throw
out [Father Joseph] bodily and abused him. If the
latter had demanded cheques, as they stated, why
didn't they take legal action? Their behaviour
was condemned by other Tamils in the apartment

lVelan.
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building that very day. The Onriyam executive
sought police protection for the election meeting.
Only five percent of those present voted against
having the elections. There was anger shown
against those who tried to disrupt the
proceedings.

The editor and photographer of Tayak~ from
Toronto attended the meeting. They said that they
were prevented from taking photographs. They had
neither identified themselves nor obtained
permission from the executive committee to report
on proceedjngs. Onriyam never opposes the press
or artists. While describing the ugly incidents
of the tenth at the meeting, the treasurer said
that the cheques had been forced on her. Later,
this statement was withdrawn. She said only
[Velan] and [Sivan] were known ta her among those
who cause the disturbance. N~yakan, when
reporting this, objected strongly to the use of
force. But why didn' t they menb.on the names of
[Velan] and [Sivan]? Why didn't they censure
Velan for signing without permission in the
membership register? Why didn't they query those
who maintained that the cheques were genuine, for
not taking action through the bank or legal
action? Why not even query Onriyam for not
summoning the police when the aforesaid caused a
furore in the OQIiyam office?

Our main objective is to respond to the
violation of human rights in Sri Lanka and make
known the political ambitions of the Tamils [in
Sri Lanka]. Only those who oppose the growth and
development of the Tamils would take up a stand
against us here. When the president quoted a
couplet in praise of Tamil Eelam, the former
secretary and the individual nominated for the
secretary's post by this group shouted 'vantë
m~taram. ,3 Know them, ye people (by the
Executive Committee of Onriyam, Tamil Elil
Karttikai, 1989 [orig. in English]).

lTayakam is a newspaper published by a close friend of
Sivan.

2~yakan is ~ newspaper published by Sivan.-
3This was a slogan in India during the country's fight

for independence, and means "Welcome, Mother," or "looking
forward to Mother," with "Mother" referring to the homeland.
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The Toronto newspaper T~yakam which was mentioned in

the passage above (in which it was stated that the press was

not a110wed to photograph the proceedings) a1so accused

Joseph of misusing Onriyam funds. In response, Ogriyam

hired 1awyers who threatened to sue, and a letter to this

effect was published in Tamil Elil:-- ~

"Letter to the Edi tor of Thayaham [si cl"

We represent [Father Joseph] and the
directors of the Eelam Tamil Association of
Quebec. We wish to protest in the strongest
possible terms your slanderous comments which
appeared in the November 3 edition of the Thayaham
Newspaper. Your dishonest attack on both the
President [Father Joseph], and the executive
members of the association with the suggestion
that sorne $8000 were misused is unconscionable.
As you well know, the association's books are
audited and available for inspection. We require
immediate retraction of your slanderous writings
in the November 3 edition of the Thayaham
newspaper. You are also called upon in the future
to refrain from all malicious, slanderous writings
about our clients. Failure to respect the terms
of the present will result in immediate injunctive
action. Our clients hereby reserve also their
right to civil damages (Tamil Elil k~rttikai, 1989
[orig. in English]).

Shortly after that meeting, the offices of OnIiyam were

closed, and the association began to share office-space and

resources with the WTM.

Gradually, pro-Tiger membership within a third

association, Tamilar OJi, had grown sufficiently that it,

too, was believed by those on the "cultural" side of the
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community div ide to be run by the WTM people. Tamilar O!i1

was officia1ly opened on May 20, 1984. Like Onriyam, it was

established to provide aid to incoming refugees in Montreal,

and also functioned as a community centre where Tamil

culture, language, and religion could be promoted and

preserved in Canada. According to Mr. Rajah, president of

Ofi since 1987, OJi's purpose is similar to that of O~iyam,

except that whereas Onriyam is an association for Sri Lankan

Tamils, Ofi was formed for "aIl Tamils," whether they be

from Sri Lanka, India or Malaysia.

By aIl reports, Ofi was a booming organization in its

early years, due largely to the fact that it was organized

and run by a group of ~d~cated, English-speaking Catholics,

with funding froID ~he Catholic Church. According to one of

the members from those early years, the building itself was

quite large, with a library, a room for taping the radio

programme, an administration office with a full-time

administrative secretary and other full-time staff, and a

special room assigned for the young volunteers. Throughout

the years, OJi has published three different magazines -

IlankTffu, Tami~ O~i, and the latest, parvai. Under Mr.

Rajah, classes were initiated -- English and French for

l"OJi" means light. The slogan of the organization is
"OJi etuv15m" ("Light the lamp"). l was told that this means
"Be a light unto the nation," and that just as one lights a
lamp at the beginning of every auspicious event, likewise
0li "will lead the people from the darkness and bring them
to the light" (Raj ah) .
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adults, and Tamil language and Hinduism classes for

children. In addition, Ofi provided a weekly Tamil language

radio programme which featured news, small dramas,

interviews, and a children's programme. Every August, Ofi

hosts the Muttamil vila evening programme, a celebration of

Tamil culture involving plays, dances, and drama.

By 1991 financial problems and the lack of volunteers

had left substantially reduced the Ofi organization. Their

publications had been discontinued the previous year,l the

radio programme was temporarily on hold, and they had only

one teacher of English and French. OJi joined forces with

the WTM and Onriyam in 1991.

According to Father Joseph, it was only with great

difficulty that the WTM was able to persuade Ofi to join.

Speaking of the WTM's sportsmeet of 1991, he said:

(Joseph): And l told the man in charge of the
World Tamil Association, be careful, get the
Tami~ar OJi people to come and distribute prizes.
Everybody else has visitors or prominent people
who are coming to give prizes. So, when l said
that, they tried to say 'Father you also give
one.' l said '1 don't want to do that. Because l
am one of yours. You calI the Tami~ar Oli
president and ask him to give a prize to'
somebody.'

So, you know, little, little things that we
did and we had sorne voting, but you know the thing
is they even went to a lawyer, and the lawyer said
if you join them you won't get your grants. And
so we also went to see the lawyer, and the lawyer
called them and told them they would still get

11 was told that Oli had stopped publishing Parvai not
just because of lack of funds, but because the editors had
allowed a poem to be published which the WTM people opposed
because of its anti-LTTE content.
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their grants.
So l met the secretary [of Oli]. And the

[lawyer who was advising about government grants]
told the people [of OJi] that there would be no
problem with the grant, that when they start a
project, the grant will still be given, but that
they should try to work together [the
associations] so it would be easier on everyone
[to get grants], and also everyone would spend
less money. But they still don't want to join us,
really, fully, but sorne inroads have been made.

Just last year this happened. After we moved
from Victoria to Plamondon, Van Horne.! But
there were sorne people, you know, who had sorne
kinds of advantages [i.e., sorne people of OJi were
reluctant to give up the advantages that came with
total independence] -- we don't know what that is
and we didn't want to -- we tried to pressure them
and it was about to break [i.e., the agreement to
join forces nearly fell through]. But they came
[Oli did join with Onriyam]. Now, you know, the
grip of business is in the hands of the World
Tamil Association. Whenever they call, they
[Onriyam and Ofi] come.

5.4 The "Culture" Side Abandons Onriyam.
~

Many of the culture keepers on the cultural side of the

community divide left O~iyam shortly after that annual

general meeting. While there were many reasons why their

personal ideologies regarding "culture" clashed with those

of the new executive, all hinged on the belief that the

introduction of politics into the community associations

would interfere with the goal of preserving and promoting

Tamil culture in Canada.

Sivan not only quit 0ariyam because he disagreed with

introducing politics into the organization -- he also

!Meaning after OD4iyam moved into the same office space
as the WTM.
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disagreed with the type of politics being introduced, that

is, the pro-LTTE stance:

(Sivan): l started that newspaper, ~yakan,

because l was so angry with these things [with
political events within the Onriyam organization]
and l thought okay it is time to start a place to
educate, and of course l had financial trouble
with that and l couldn't continue. At the same
time, one of my friends started a newspaper
[Tâyakam] in Toronto. His was successful
financially, and we have similar opinions on
politics, so it's going pretty good, so l support
and write for them.

They [the 'political' side] don't want to
have any open relations, or open discussions about
what they are doing. If you go and start
criticizing them, there won't be any reaction to
that. That's the reason why we thought there
should be SOit:? other newspaper, or some other news
media to tell about the WTM, because it's a small
community here, and most of them are not aIl that
educated. Now, our newspaper, this rayakam, is
still in Montreal. We always criticize the WTM
and the LTTE, we try to publicize and say that
this [what WTM and LTTE are doing] is wrong. And
we have gained a lot of unpleasant friends at the
same time.

(FB): So how many copies of this are distributed in
Montreal?

(Sivan): Now it's small. WeIl, we had about a
thousand at one time. Now, it's difficult. What
it is, is this WTM, they went intp these shops and
they forced them not to carry it. So now we
have only three major grocery shops [in which to
circulate the newspaper]. So the sales are
reduced. But it doesn't mean that they don't read
it. They will get and read it, somewhere.

Talaivar had enjoyed his position as administrative

lThere also were copies of the American-published book
The Broken Palmyra circulating within the Tamil community, a
book which people on the "cultnral" side claim the WTM had
outlawed in Montreal because it contained information which
presented the LTTE in a negative light.
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secretary of Onriyam, but after the WTM took over he found

that his freedom of expression was being curtai1ed by the

WTM, who'on1y wanted pro-LTTE viewpoints presented.

Ta1aivar is an examp1e of sorneone who may be supportive of

efforts toward the establishment of an independent Tamil

home1and in Sri Lanka, but fee1s that freedom of expression

must be maintained in Canada, and a11 perspectives

presented.

(Ta1aivar): The Ee1am Tamil Association [Onriyam]
was getting more and more po1itica1 and people
were trying to sort of interfere in my decisions
and a11, 50 l thought the best thing was to quit
and not be invo1ved. So at that annua1 genera1
meeting there was a keen contest of e1ections, and
de1egation of offices, e1ections to offices, 50
[laughs slight1y] l found that the trend was very
bad, because l was a1ways keeping a100f of
po1itics. And l found that po1itics were getting
in, po1itics in the sense of not Canadian
po1itics, local po1itics -- Sri Lankan. So then
they tried to identify so-and-so as a member of
this or that group, which l did not 1ike. So,
from that day onwards, l did not accept the post
of administrative secretary, or of any office.

Velan expressed the same opinion:

(FB): You're not invo1ved with Onriyam any more?

(Velan): No, because after the e1ection, when WTM
began to have strong invo1vement, we had to obey
their orders at work. That l don't 1ike.

(FB): Because it's compromising your own ideas?

(Velan): They put their fingers into everything
you are doing. Their po1itics affects what you
are doing. So you exp1ain to them what you are
doing, and tota11y ignore it [the po1itics]. You
don't want to get invo1ved in further prob1ems.
What we don't want is a bitter and violent
community. We want a peacefu1 place here. There
are sorne incidents that took place here and there,
threatening people, this and that, but l say no,
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that's not the way it should be. Even in my
country, there must be first freedom. If you
think something, you must be able to speak. So
stopping the other people's ideas is no good.

Shakti, the head of the Onriyam women's association at

the time of the "take-over," was concerned that the cultural

activities of the women's group were being interfered with,

because under the new Onriyam administration, sorne of her

own executive members had been moved cnte the Onriyam

executive, effectively undermining the power of the women's

group. Furthermore, she felt that sorne of the executive of

0ariyam affiliated with Joseph were presenting an anti-Hindu

bias in dealings with the association, and that a Tamil

cultural association must necessarily be able to include

celebrations of Hinduism.

This was most clearly felt by those involved with the

1988 Navar~ttiri celebrations, and the Onriyam executive's

opposition to the festival being celebrated in the OQ!iyam

building:

(Shakti): In October we planned to have this
Navarattiri. At the meeting l asked them whether
it could be done, and Father Joseph said yeso But
later, pressure was applied, l don't know by whom,
and he revoked his permission. But in the
meantime we had already made the arrangements.
They [the O~iyam executive] said it shouldn't
take place in OQ4iyam, because they said we don't
want any religious functions here. They used to
have their Christmas party. OQ!iyam had a
Christmas party every year, and all these
children, the majority were Hindus, and they would
go, sing hymns, and they were given presents.
That was a tradition they had built up and no one
interfered with that. But it was always held in
different places [other than OQ4iyam]. In various
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church halls. They said nothing religious was
ever done in this office and we said okay, we'll
take another room somewhere else. So we did -- in
the same building, but upstairs.

And we started everything, and you know you
have tOI establish that niraikutam to sow the nine
grains, and 50 on, and aIl that was done. And
this man [Joseph] was set up by someone, l don't
know who. You know, there are sorne very narrow
minded Christians, they were in that group. And
Father Joseph told the landlord to stop aIl this
'nonsense,' it's not being done by 0n4iyam, just
lock up the place and take the key. He stopped
the ceremony. The other members were opposed to
this [to the decision to stop the festival], and
they were determined to see it through. And they
had it [the festival] for ten days.

Every day, l asked one woman member or the
other to take charge of preparing the food that
was necessary, the offering, and she would go
there and be in charge of the puja for that day,
and the music teacher would bring sorne of the
children along, and we had the puja. We would
sing devotional songs, and after that the
pirac~tam was distributed to aIl those who came,
many of the men also came, men, women, children,
in that room.

The place was decorated very nicely. Unril
then, l didn't know that they had pictures of aIl
the Hindu gods and goddesses in the 0nriyam
office. No one told us about that. It had
happened that sorne years back, at that initial
stage [of Onriyam] there was a Hindu president and
somehow he had got pictures done -- the whole set
of large, beautiful pictures with gold frames,
done for Onriyam. And then the pictures were hung
up inside the office. But when this man [Joseph]
became president, he said everything should be
removed and they were aIl packed away somewhere.
And no one talked about it.

Then in spite of aIl of this, we had the
puja. l think mine was the first day, or
something like that. Each of the others took a
day. In fact sometimes there were two women -- we
used to combine two or three women -to bring the
food, and it was really enjoyed by everyone. It
was the first time it had been done in Montreal.
Nobody had done this kolu before. Navar~ttiri was
celebrated in that manner for the first time

IOnce pla~ted, the nine grains must not be moved.
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anywhere l think, outside a temple. It had never
been done e1sewhere. Everyone e1se was, they
appreciated it. But the unp1easantness began over
that issue. 50 that October l decided to quit.

In response to the perceived "take-over" of the

community associations by the WTM, the organization Tetakam

was formed in January 1990, with a mandate of providing an

equa1ly political counter-voice to the World Tamil Movement.

It involved a group of about fifteen to twenty young men and

was formed as a branch of the Tëtakam organization in

Toronto, which had over 100 members at the time. The

Montreal T~takam was informally organized, with no

constitution or executive and no hierarchy of members.

Those involved had little or no experience with

organizations, and recruited 5ivan and Velan, two

experienced culture keepers with a sympathy for the

political standpoint of the T~takam "boys,"! to help them

with the initial stages of organization. The main activity

of T~takam was their newspaper T~tal, which was devoted to. .
opposing the views of the WTM and the LTTE. Five issues in

total were published. The group folded after just one year.

Its failure was said to be partly due to lack of funding,

and partly to organizational problems. The membership had

been a fluctuating one, ranging from five to 25 men involved

IThis is significant only because many others in the
community assumed that ~takam was actually organized and
operated by these two men -- in fact, they were only in the
background, helping out.
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at any given time and, of the original group of men, ha1f

had moved to Toronto, 1eaving the others with 1itt1e

know1edge of how to manage the organization, and no externa1

funding to keep up with the expenses.

5.5 Unitinq the Community.

There are many sub-themes running through the

ideo1ogica1 div ide within the community: Hinduism versus

Christianity, the male executive of Onriyam versus the

women's group, LTTE supporters versus those who oppose the

activities of the militant group, and, as we11, persona1

riva1ries. For each of the culture keepers invo1ved, then,

there are persona1 motivations which feed into their stance

of wanting either to affirm Tamil culture in Canada, or

affirm it in an independent Tamil home1and in Sri Lanka.

Sorne of the people in the Tamil community are aware

that these two perspectives exist and are strong supporters

of one side or the other. There are those who are members

of the WTM, who donate money to he1p the Tamil cause in Sri

Lanka, and who fee1 that it is not necessary to take time

out of their busy lives to be invo1ved in "cultural"

activities in Montreal. Simi1ar1y, there are those active1y

invo1ved in "cultural" activities -- for examp1e, writing

and producing dramas, or teaching the chi1dren Hinduism -

who are adamant1y opposed to the efforts of the militant

groups in Sri Lanka and to the work of the WTM.
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Most of the people in the community do not know about

or do not care about either perspective. Most of the people

in the c6mmunity are not actively involved with promoting or

preserving Tamil culture -- they are bearers of a culture,

but not recognized as experts on culture. When l asked how

many people in the community were directly involved in

"cultural activi ties," one of 'che leaders told me that only

about five percent of the community were involved, and that

the others simply do not care, although they all like to

attend the kalai vi~as. The culture keepers on both ~ides

of the community divide see this as a real problem, since

without the support of the community at large working to

continue their culture, the culture will be lost. These are

the people to whom the culture keepers on both sides of the

divide appeal, largely through editorials in their

publications, to unite under their leadership for the well-

being of all Tamils. The following two excerpts, one from

O~iyam, and one from the Canada Tamil Cultural Association,

illustrate this call for unity:

"From the President"

The thousands of Tamils here must unite. It
is to foster unity, carry out our duties, and make
known our past greatness and present grievances,
that O~iyam was formed. It is the child of the
Tamils in Can .da. Care advice, help and affection
are all neces.~ary for a baby' s growth. Increased
membership will prove our interest in the welfare
of all. To strengthen our power in order to
reduce our suffering we must unite and work
through O~iyam. Let us try and live for others,
not only for ourselves. Let us make Tamil and the
Tamils grow and develop. Therein lies fulfilment.
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To achieve this, you must take an interest in this
democratically elected body, Onriyam. You must
attend its meetings, voice your opinions and give
suggestions and become pillars of the society.
Though the faults be many, a child is a child to
its mother, not a villain. Onriyam is doing all
that lies within its power and is looking to you
for patronage, interest, and enthusiastic support.
After much suffering and heartbreak, we have come
here to brighten our darkened lives through hard
mental and physical work. We can not forget one
thing, whatever our age of wherever we may have
come from. We must not forget it: that is the
greatness of our race (Tamil Elil Purattaci, 1985
[excerpt). = ..

* * *
"Nara tar 1 s Vi si t"

Sage Naratar visits Brahma10ka and tells
Goddess Sarasvati the news that the Tamils in
Canada are celebrating her festival. She is
saddened to hear that they have gone there as
refugees. He reassures her that they have been
made quite comfortab1e there and are busy
spreading the Tamil word through a1l through the
media. 'But,' he says, 'there is one flaw -- they
are not united. Today's festival is different.
The organizers have broken new ground and formed a
new society.'

It is their festival that he is going to
witness. The goddess blesses him and sends a
message to the new group asking them to get the
rest to unite (Canada Tamil Cultural Association,
Kalai Vila programme, September 1989
[sununarized) •

The culture keepers on both sides of the divide are

concerned with "culture" in its sense of kalllcclIram. This

is "culture" in its "authenticated" sense -- as song, dance,

and the concepts of the classical literature. Both sides

make use of funding from the federal and provincial

departments of multiculturalism -- often to host the kalai

vijLà evening stage programmes -- in arder to strengthen
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their organization to ensure the preservation of Tamil

culture.

In the next chapter I.will argue that although the two

sides of the community divide are promoting different

"stated" ideologies of culture to the Tamil community, both

sides are promoting culture in its "authenticated" sense,

which is congruent with the concept of culture implicit in

the federal policy of multiculturalism .
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CHAPTER SIX: THE INTERPRETATIONS OF CULTURE

"Dedication"
The new year is born. The years fly. The
tribulations of the Eelam Tamils continue like an
endless seriaI story. Tamil is ancient. So are
the Tamil festivals and cultural traditions -
they have histories with depths of meaning behind
them. Eelam Tamils live in many foreign
countries. Our descendants are going to live in a
different cultural environment. At this time, by
celebrating our cultural festivals from time to
time, we are surp to get a chance to tell them
about our cultural history. The thought that our
enemies slaughter and pile our people in heaps
made us leave our country. Let us resolve anew
that our future generations will grow with the
knowledge of three-fold Cankam Tamil and our
culture (Tami~ Elil cittirai, 1989).

Nations are not natura1 entities but modern inventions

created out of a reconstructed mythical past and a purported

common cultural identity (Handler 1988, Anderson 1983,

Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Smith 1992). In this chapter l

argue that the image of "authenticated culture" promoted in

the Canadian multicu1tura1ism policy is compatible with the

concept of kalacc~ram being promoted by Tamil community

culture keepers. largue that this is because they arose in

similar contexts: for the Tamils, in the context of

Dravidian nationalism, British colonialism in South Asia,
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and the need to be affirmed as distinct from the Sinha1ese;

and for the Canadian government, in the context of Quebec

nationa1ism, the increase in "Third World" immigrants, and

the need to be affirmed as distinct from the Americans.

Both concepts of culture are grounded in colonialist

constructions of the "other" and both reflect an effort by

the elites of the "nation" to promote a firmly bounded and

distinct culture, coterminous with ethnic identity.

l begin with a discussion of nationalism, and the way

in which "authenticated culture" emerges out of efforts to

create a mythical past and common identity. l then turn to

the Canadian policy of multiculturalism, which emerged as a

means of unifying the nation around the common identity of

the ethnic mosaic. l examine the historical context within

which the symbol of the ethnic mosaic became so central to

Canadian identity, and the academic and public debates

around whether the "authenticated" culture being promoted

through the ethnic mosaic model is in fact a positive force

in Canadian society.

l then turn to an analysis of the way in which the

Tamil concept of kal~cc~ram intersects with the concept of

"culture" being promoted by multiculturalism, focusing on

one of the more obvious ways in which the two constructions

of culture intersect -- the evening cultural programmes, or

kalai vil~. l conclude by analyzing why the Tamil culture

keepers make active use of the policy of multiculturalism,
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arguing they do 50 not only because it enhances access to

resources controlled by the state, but because the promotion

of "authenticated culture" in multiculturalism meets with

the Tamils' own agendas for promoting and preserving a

distinct Tamil culture.

6.1 Nationa1ism and Authenticated Culture.

The concept of culture evolved in close association

with the concepts of nation and ethnicity (Williams 1981),

during a period when sorne European nations were contending

for dominance while others were striving for separate

identities and for independence. Nations or ethnic groups

were perceived to possess a distinctive culture, which

served to legitimate the political goal of forming a

separate and independent state. The concept of culture is

thus directly relevant to any discussion of nationalism and

ethnicity, and any discussion of nationa1ism or ethnicity

must take into account the new uses of and forms of the

notion of "culture" -- what Wolf refers ta as the

dismantling and re-assernbling of cultural forms (Wolf

1982:387).

Theorists of nationalism agree that the nation is an

invented category, with roots in neither nature nor the

distant pasto Nations and natioualism are a phenomenon of

modernity and the past to which nationalists aspire is

mythical and usually fabricated for present political
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purposes (Anderson 1983, Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Smith

1992). Anderson uses the term "imagined communities" to

describe nations, because the members of the nation will

never know most of their fellow-members, yet in the minds of

each lives the image of their communion (Anderson 1983:15).

The birth and diffusion of nationalism has been great1y

inf1uenced by the ethnie revival movement, and the reverse

is also true (Smith 1981). The ethnie reviva1 movement has

been dated to the late 19505, when Breton, Basque, Catalan

and Québéçois movements first emerged (Smith 1981:20). In

the 19405 and 19505 the areas of study of nationa1ism and

ethnicity were separate, but the ethnie revival movement led

to a reassessment of both ethnicity and nationa1ism and to

the rea1ization that they were intimate1y re1ated (Smith

1992:1) .

More recently, then, the terms "nationa1ism" and

"ethnicity" are inextricab1y re1ated, and are often used

interchangeab1y. For instance, Connor coined the term

"ethnonationa1ism," and uses the term interchangeab1y with

nationa1ism (Connor 1984); Smith uses the phrase "ethnie

nationa1ism," and argues that no nation can be formed

without creating an ethnie culture (Smith 1981:18). He

definesan ethnie group as "a social group whose members

share a sense of common origins, claim a common and

distinctive history and destiny, possess one or more

distinctive characteristics, and feel a sense of collective
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uniqueness and solidarity" (Smith 1981:66).

Like nationalism, ethnicity is concerned with language

as an identity marker, with the image of the homeland

(whether real or imagined1), and with the existence of an

•

identifiable culture. As with nationalist movements, ethnie

separatism is based on the notirn of shared unique cultural

ties which serve to demarcate one group of people from

others. Separatism is therefore seen as not only an end in

itself, but as a means of protecting the cultural identity

formed by those unique cultural ties (Smith 1981:13).

Central to the development of nationalism and ethnicity

is the "invention of tradition" (Hobsbawm and Ranger

1983:14). Invented traditions are responses to novel

situations which take the form of reference to old

situations, and "traditions" which appear or claim to be old

are often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented

(Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983:1-2). The invention of tradition

for nationalism and ethnicity involves a process of

formalization and ritualization, characterized by a

reference to the past (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Handler

1988).

Nations and ethnie groups, revolving around a common

lEthnicity in the West involves a homeland which is not
necessarily a fixed geographical entity, but rather an
"imagined home land (Jayawardena 1980:430, Gupta and Ferguson
1992:7, Smith 1981:69) .
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"culture" and history, need myths and legends of a common

past and images of a common cultural identity to construct

themse1ves. "Myths" are stories which are regarded as true,

which narrate a sacred history, and which establish and

justify human conduct and activity; they supply models for

human behaviour. "Legends," by contrast, are stories of

heroes in recent history which are told as if they were

true, but which may or not be true. Myths concern people

directly, while tales and legends and fables refer to events

that, even when they have caused changes in the world, have

not altered the human condition as such (e.g., Eliade

1963:3-13). Nationalists and leaders of ethnie revival

movements look back to a golden age, sometimes to an

original ancestry; in sorne cases, the myth of common descent

has been given specifie content through ties to a legendary

figure; often there are stories of how and when their people

established themselves in their homeland and the events

which led them to have the national character and culture

that they have (Connor 1984, Handler 1988, Kapferer 1988a,

')mith 1992).

The processes by which certain myths are put forward,

with certain understandings of one's cultural traditions

being privileged while others are delegitimated, are

structured in part by macropolitical structures, but are

implicated, inscribed and articulated at the micropolitical

level of everyday practices. Arising out of the
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"corrunonsensical" s"':':uctures of one' s cultural and historical

context, th~ myths of nationalist or ethnic movements

operate at t:üe level of everyday culture, engaging a

reasoning which is integral to everyday realities and part

of the "habitus" (Bourdieu 1977). Everyday cultural

practices are the locus of both domination and

transformation (De Certeau 1984), and thus the processes by

which traditions are constructed, maintained, and challenged

are not uniform or univocal. People who are actively

reconstructing their cultural traditions may draw upon the

myths and legends of contrasting or even conflicting models

of identity, from multiple culturally and historically

shaped traditions.

6.2 The Myth of Multiculturalism.

In Canada, the myth of a corrunon cultural identity is

constructed out of difference, rather than cultural

homogeneity.l The Canadian multiculturalism policy emerged

as a means of unifying the nation around the corrunon identity

of the ethnic mosaic. Canada has always needed irrunigrants

to survive economically, but has been forced to balance this

need against public outcry over the influx of irrunigrants

lGupta (1992) also illustrates how sorne nationalist
narratives may acknowledge, and sometimes celebrate,
difference, creating a union through difference. He
contrasts nations with other forms of "imagined corrununity/"
focusing on the Nonaligned Movement (among Third World
African and Asian countries) and the European Community as
examples of different forms of imagined corrununity.
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whose cultural identity is seen to be radically different

from that of the Anglophone and Francophone majorities. The

policy thus emerged out of efforts to defuse mounting

Québéçois pressure on federalism and to cope with the influx

of immigrants to Canada. In keeping with nationalist

movements which refer back to a common origin and a common

culture, then, multiculturalism is promoted as an integral

part of Canadian cultural identity -- it is the cultural tie

which binds Canadians together ("unity in diversity") and

sets them apart culturally from other nations.

Central to the Canadian myth of multiculturalism is the

symbol of the ethnie mosaic -- the notion of cultural groups

in Canada existing side by side, firmly bounded and

homogeneous within. The model of the ethnie mosaic is

promoted to immigrants and refugees arriving into Canada as

something which is real, shared by all Canadians, and

representative of what Canadians are. Canadians have come

to believe that unlike the United States, where visible

minorities become part of an "ethnie melting pot" and blend

into mainstream society, in Canada they form an "ethnie

mosaic," and retain their cultural boundaries, which

separate them out from other cultural groups and from

regular, "non-ethnie" Canadians.

The symbol of the "ethnie mosaic" emerged and became

central to Canadian identity largely through sociological

and anthropological research on ethnicity in Canada. One of
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the most important links between federa1 multicu1tura1ism

po1icies and procedures and the academic community has been

through the Canadian Ethnic Studies Association, an

interdiscip1inary organization devoted to the study of

ethnicity, mu1ticulturalism, immigration, intergroup

relations, and the cultural life of ethnic groups in Canada.

The association has the support of, and is subsidized by,

the federal Department of Multiculturalism. 1

For most of its history, Canadian ethnic studies has

been dominated by sociologists (Henry 1976), and its

influences can be traced to sociological studies of

ethnicity at Chicago, which in turn influenced Canadian

sociologists (Driedger 1989, Herberg 1989, Sharma 1991).

This gave rise to two competing theoretical perspectives

within Canadian approaches to ethnic studies -- one is the

"assimilationist" perspective, which reflects the American

image of the melting pot; and the other is the "survivalist"

lFor instance in spring of 1991, a conference on
"Twenty Years of Multiculturalism: Successes and Failures"
was sponsored by Multiculturalism Canada and involved
participants from all academic disciplines involved in
Canadian ethnic studies (Canadian Ethnic Studies Association
1991). As well, the Department of Multiculturalism funds
research on ethnic groups in Canada through its Heritage
Cultures and Languages Programme, sponsors the social
science and medical researchers who make up the Canadian
Council on Multicultural Health (Canadian Council on
Multicultural Health 1989), and has recently initiated a
project with the Social Sciences and Hurnanities Research
Council of Canada (SSHRC) to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of current research and resources dealing with
research on multiculturalism in Canada (Canadian Ethnic
Studies Association 1990:3).
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or "p1ura1ist" perspective, which ref1ects the Canadian

image of the mosaic (Anderson and Frideres 1981, Weinfeld

1981, Berry 1987, Sharma 1991). Under the impact of federal

multicultural and bilingual concerns, the pluralist

perspective eventually became the dominant model for ethnie

studies research (Sharma 1991). Thus most of the research

on identity is concerned with questions of the survival of

ethnie groups in Canadian society, focusing on issues such

as how ethnie identity varies across generations, among

ethnie groups, or across regions in Canada (Isajiw 1975;

O'Bryan et al. 1976; Aoki et al. 1978; Berry 1987; Driedger

1989, 1987, 1978, 1977, 1975; Ujimoto 1990; Weinfeld 1981);

ethnie boundaries and "institutional completeness"l (Breton

1964, Breton et al. 1975, Herberg 1989, Rosenberg and Jedwab

1992); ethnie group survival in the face of dominant social

control mechanisms (Anderson and Frideres 1981), and the

relationship between ethnicity and class (e.g., Porter 1965,

Lautard and Guppy 1990).

The Canadian nationalist image of the ethnie mosaic

arises out of and is inextricably linked with Quebec

nationalism as weIl as the nationalisms of various ethnie

lThe concept of "institutional completeness" is based
on the theory that the maintenance of a group's identity is
directly related to the group's ability to maintain its
boundaries, and these boundaries in turn depend on the range
of ethnie organizational structures that the community
operates. Thus, ethnie development is seen to fall on a
continuum such that sorne ethnic communities have no
organizations, while others may have as many organizations
as there are in the wider community (Breton 1964).
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groups in Canada. Aided by academic writings on ethnicity,

this has led to the promotion of an image of "culture" in

multiculturalism which is "authenticated" and coterminous

with ethnicity.

6.3 Multiculturalism: A Case of "Myth"-taken Identity?

The emphasis on "authenticated" culture in Canadian

multiculturalism has led to intense debate and criticism,

both from the general publ ic and withi!' academic circles,

over whether multiculturalism is an appropriate model for

constructing Canadian identity (e.g., Brotz 1980, Peter

1981, Weinfeld 1981, Roberts and Cl ifton 1982, Kallen 1982,

Moodley 1983, Breton 1984, Bibby 1990, Abu-Laban and

Stasiulis 1992, Fleras and Elliott 1992).

The debate can be roughly categorized into three

separate arguments based on perceptions of the policy as:

(1) a negative force in Canadian society because it co-opts

visible minorities, (2) a positive force because it empowers

visible minorities, (3) a negative force because it empowers

visible minorities and thus is divisive to Canadian society.

(1) Those who support the first argument believe that

the policy is a means of disguising institutional racism and

individual prejudice. They argue that the policy

depoliticizes and co-opts visible minorities, ignores

evidence of a racially stratified society, and keeps the

leaders of cultural communities placated by giving overt
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public support to the preservation of cultural traditions,

thus reducing inequities to folklore (Anderson and Frideres

1981, Dahlie and Fernando 1981, Ka11en 1982, Kanungo 1984,

Moodley 1983, Peter 1981, Bo1aria and Li 1988, Li and

Bolaria 1983).

(2) Others believe that the policy indicates a move

away from anglo-conformity and racism, toward a more

egalitarian plura1ism. These theorists believe that the

focus on folklore and ethnicity is a positive aspect of the

po1icy because it unites and empowers visible minorities

(Burnet 1987, Burnet and Palmer 1988, Abu-Laban and

Stasiulis, 1992).

(3) A third perspective is that there is a tension

between the ideals of mu1ticu1turalism and Canadian unity.

The policy is perceived as being detrimenta1 to Canadian

society, and the affirmation of symbols of cultural

identity, such as the wearing of turbans by Sikh RCMP

officers, is said to detract from a united Canadian culture.

Supporters of this argument include Bibby (1990), and the

Reform Party of Canada (in Abu-Laban and Stasiulis 1992).

This perspective is reinforced by many people within the

Canadian general public, who target multiculturalism as

being one of the reasons for national political

disintegration (in Mullens 1991:54) ..
Charles Taylor (1992) has argued that the debate in

both the United States and in Canada over multiculturalism
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is essentially one of the "politics of equal dignity" versus

the "politics of difference" and that these two perspectives

are inherently irreconcilable (Taylor 1992). Using Taylor's

dichotomy, the first and second arguments over the Canadian

policy of multiculturalism -- the view that the policy co

opts visible minorities, and the view that it promotes

egalitarian pluralism -- both fall within Taylor's "politics

of difference" perspective, in which we have to recognize

and even foster particularity. The first position is that

the policy does not go far enough in supporting pluralism,

and the second holds that the policy effectively promotes a

pluralist society.

The third argument outlined above -- the

assimilationist perspective falls within the "politics of

equal dignity" perspective, in which the principle of equal

respect requires that we treat people in a difference-blind

fashion. This position is that the various cultural

identities in Canada should not be valorized, because all

Canadians should be individuals within a "Canadian culture."

While the issue of "individualism versus pluralism" is

certainly inherent in tnese arguments, l contend that to

conflate the Canadian and American debates over

multiculturalism, glossing them as the politics of

individualism versus pluralism, is to obfuscate a much more

crucial issue in the Canadian debates. In Canada, the

central argument is whether folklore ("authenticated
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culture") can and should be used by members of minority

groups as an idiom of resistance against the cultural

hegemony of the French and English charter groups.

6.4 "Culture" and Multiculturalism.

The Canadian debate over multiculturalism is markecUy

different from its American counterpart. In the American

debate, "culture" is taken to mean "authenticated" cultural

forms of art, literature, or music (Turner 1993:417),1 but

the implications of this focus on "authenticated" culture

never arise. The American debate centres on the proposed

inclusion of multicultural curricula in undergraduate

education. On one side of the debate are those who argue

for the introduction of "multicultura1" materia1s, believing

that it helps to equalize power relations between visible

minorities and the dominant Anglophone majority. On the

other side are those who are against the introduction of

multicultural content, believing that to do so would detract

from the common culture of America and from the rights of

individuals (Gutman 1992, Giroux 1992, Turner 1993, Taylor

1Turner is critical of arguments made on both sides of
the American debate over multiculturalism, for this reason.
He argues that those who propose a multiculturalist
curriculum want to avoid a focus on Eurocentric "high
culture," but in doing so, adopt an opposition conception of
minority "cultures" which continues to focus on "high
cultural forms of art,literature, or music, and thus leave
the notion of culture as high culture unchallenged (Turner
1993:417) •
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1992).

Terence Turner has analyzed the meaning of "culture" in

American multiculturalism, and contends that this focus on

the "authenticated" aspect of culture -- what he terms "high

culture" -- is due ta the context within which the issue of

multiculturalism emerged in the United States. There,

multiculturalism has been influenced by the field of

"cultural studies," which is concerned with subcultures,

media, and genres of representation of groups on the margins

of the hegemonic classes and status groups of British and

American society. Thus, in the United States,

multiculturalism has become an ideological vehicle for

ethnic nationalism and "identity politics," and a favoured

idiom of political mobilization for resistance against

central political authorities and the hegemony of the

national culture (Turner 1993:423).

In the United States, then, "multiculturalism" implies

the political empowerment of minorities. Multiculturalism

serves ta link aIl of the cultural "others" together in a

united resistance against the hegemonic national culture,

and thus represents a "metaculture," or "culture of

cultures" (Turner 1993:424). lolany argue that the liberal

philosophy of uniting aIl marginalized voices into a

univocal "other" in fact serves to reinforce their

marginalization and effectively silences them (e.g., Spivak

1990, Bhabha 1990).
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In Canada, multiculturalism has been implemented by the

state, rather than by ethnie community leaders.

Multiculturalism is being promoted by the dominant culture

to encourage individual groups to assert their cultural

heritage (by providing support for heritage languages,

public displays of culture, and so on), reinforcing the idea

that each individual group is distinct from the other

minority cultural communities, and from the dominant French

and English cultures. Thus, instead of multiculturalism

referring to the empowerment of a unified minority voice

against the hegemony of the dominant culture, as it does in

the United States, in Canada it is precisely this issue of

whether the focus on "authentieated" culture in

multiculturalism does unite and empower minorities which is

at the heart of the dispute.

For those who believe the poliey co-opts visible

minorities, the policy is seen to focus on "folklore" and

not sufficiently on issues of racism and human rights,

cornmon to aIl minority groups, and thus placates minorities

by giving overt support, while in faet not empowering them.

For instance, Dahlie and Fernando describe the policy of

multiculturalism as a "mechanism of exclusion in the guise

of inclusion" (1981:2); Bolaria states that

"multiculturalism is the failure of an illusion, not of a

poliey" (1985: 30); and Ryga cri ticizes the policy for not

extending itself to research of ethnie abuse or racism
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(1986:78).

The second argument outlined above -- that the policy

is a positive move toward egalitarian pluralism maintains

that the focus on folklore is a positive aspect of the

policy because it serves to empower minority groups.

Multiculturalism allows for a more inclusionary
political discourse than either liberal
individualist or two-nations models of Canadian
society, providing legitimacy for both the
presence and the articulation of concerns of
ethn~c minority collectivities. As such, the
policy is both relevant and necessary in the
contemporary Canadian context and for the future
(Abu-Laban and Stasiulis 1992:367).

The third perspective that multiculturalism is

•

incompatible with Canadian unity -- also holds that the

focus on folklore serves to empower mi.nority groups, but

that this is detrimental to the unity of Canadian society.

While this perspective is most commonly seen in the public

sphere, expressed in terms of the threat of minority

cultures toward Canadian culture, it also receives support

in the form of sorne academic writings. For instance, Bibby

asks the question of whether pluralism, by legitimizing

everything, in the end creates nothing except coexistence,

and whether it is therefore a threat to collective life.

When a country like Canada enshrines pluralism
through policies such as multiculturalism and
bilingualism and the guaranteeing of individual
rights, the outcome is coexistence -- no more, no
less .... Rather than coexistence being the
foundation that enables a diverse nation to
collectively pursue the best kind of existence
possible, coexistence degenerates into a national
preoccupation. Pluralism ceases to have a cause.
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The resu1t: mosaic madness (Bibby 1992:103-104).

Un1ike in the United States, then, mu1ticu1tura1ism is

not direct1y identified with the empowerment of minorities,

and the debate over mu1tieu1tura1ism is not centra11y one of

p1ura1ism versus individua1ism. Of those who support

p1ura1ism in Canada, sorne be1ieve that the focus on

"authenticated cultures" gives visible minorities a too1

with which to empower themselves; others see the

multicu1turalism as a tool of the state, co-opting minority

groups by granting them "symbolie power," therebyensuring

that they do not challenge the hegemony of the dominant

French and English cultures. l In both Canada and the

United States, the debates over whether "multieulturalism"

is a positive or negative force in society are based on the

assumption that the ideology of multieulturalism shapes

whether and how the ethnie "others" are defining and

empowering themselves.

l contend, following Young (1983), Taussig (1987),

Comaroff and Comaroff (1991), and others, that ideologies do

not function in sueh a univoeal and unilinear fashion. If

we turn from a concern with whether and how multiculturalism

defines and empowers minority groups, toward how individuals

IOn this issue, even ethnocultural leaders who are
Members of Parliament for the Liberal Party -- the party
whieh introdueed the poliey in 1971 -- are split over
whether the po1iey should be retained (Abu-Laban and
Stasiulis 1992:380).
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are defining their own culture and cultural boundaries using

the idiom of multicu1turalism (as Dusenbury [1981] has

urged), it is obvious that "multiculturalism," despite the

intent with which it was introduced by the state, will

necessarily be reinterpreted by its user. "Culture" is a

term which is itself culturally embedded and historically

shaped, and thus the way in which "multiculturalism" is used

and understood will vary significantly from person to person

and from group to group. Multiculturalism is a symbol which

is free-floating and multifaceted, and can be reshaped and

put to use in various ways, to support contrasting or even

conflicting models of cultural identity. Furthermore,

because it is a signifier which is "unfixed" (Comaroff and

Comaroff 1991:18), the relationship between multiculturalism

as a government ideo1ogy and policy, and multicu1turalism as

an idiom for identity construction and/or empowerment, is

dia1ectic -- multicu1tura1ism both shapes, and is shaped by,

how "others" construct themse1ves.

6.5 Kal~ccaram and Multicu1tura1ism.

The process of migration involves a unique way of

constructing cultural identity, since it sunders the fixed

association between identity, culture, and place (Appadurai

1991, Bottomley 1992, Gupta 1992, Ma1kki 1992). The Tamils'

status as politica1 refugees in Canada means that their

situation is unlike that of more established immigrant
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communities. For those groups, as the debates over

multicul~uralism illustrate, the chief concern may indeed be

whether the policy is useful for uniting minority groups to

combat racism and political and economic inequality. For

the Sri Lankan Tamils -- and perhaps for other refugees who

are fleeing a civil war fought along nationalist lines

the nationalist agenda remains central, and the major

concern is how to maintain their distinct cultural identity

as Jaffna Tamils.

For Tamils in Montreal, identity is (re)constructed out

of the intersecting traditions of Canadian nationalism, with

its image of an ethnie mosaic, and Jaffna Tamil nationalism,

with its image of "pure" Tamil language and culture

(kal~ccaram). Tamils actively involved in reaffirming

"Tamilness" do so at t.he conjuncture of these nationalisms,

but in ways that are specifie to their situation in the

province of Quebec. The Tamils in Montreal are sympathetic

to Québéçois nationalism, and often draw parallels between

the Tamil and Québéçois movements to safeguard the language,

religion, and culture of their nation. Despite their

sympathy for Québéçois nationalism, however, the tension in

Quebec government policies between the ideals of

multiculturalism and the ideals of preserving a distinct

Québéçois language and culture, is felt by Tamils

reconstructing their cultural identity in Montreal. They

are conscious of the fact that Quebec has its own,
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dominating, nationalist agenda of affirming itself as

distinct from Anglophone Canadian culture. The Tamils are

particularly concerned that support for their own

affirmation of a distinct language and culture is being

threatened by some provincial policies, such as the policy

requiring that newcomers to Quebec attend school in

French.!

For Tamils actively involved in (re)constructing their

cultural identity, the multiculturalism policy is an seen as

an ideal forum for maintaining cultural cohesiveness. They

make active use of the policy of multiculturalism, applying

for funding for the community associations, participating in

inter-cultural events sponsored at both the provincial and

federal levels, and acting on multicultural committees as

representatives of their community. For those on the

"political" side of the Tamil community divide, the

multiculturalism policy is an ideal way of raising funds to

send to the "boys" fighting for Eelam, thus ensuring that

the Tamil culture will he preserved in the homeland. For

those on the "cultural" side of the community divide, the

policy provides an ideal forum for preserving and promoting

Tamil language and culture to the children being born and

raised in Canada. This active involvement with the ideology

!This will be clarified in Chapter Seven. Many Tamils
move from Montreal to English speaking parts of Canada,
believing that children will be better able to communicate
with their elders, for whom English may already be a second
language.
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and policy of multicu1turalism is, then, in part because

access to resources contro11ed by the state is enhanced. It

is a1so, however, because the image of "kalacc~ram" being

promoted by culture keepers on both sides of the community

divide is congruent with the "authenticated culture" being

promoted by the Canadian po1icy of mu1ticultura1ism.

One of the most obvious ways in which the two

constructions of culture as "authenticated" culture

intersect, is in the evening cultural programmes, or kalai

vil~, which are one of the social highlights in the Tamil

community. The culture keepers know that the surest way to

obtain funding for classes in Tamil or Hinduism, or to 1end

financia1 support to the "boys" fighting for Ee1am, is by

hosting kalai vila and charging admission. When these

concerts are he1d as a celebration of a Hindu festival,

mu1ticulturalism funding may be applied for to cover the

costs of production, since the programme is considered to be

a celebration of cultural heritage.

Four major kalai viÀ~ are held every year, each hosted

by a different community organization. Onriyam is

responsible for the Puttâ~tu vila (the New Year festival):

the Saiva Mission for the PoiJ.kal vil~ (the harvest

festival): the Canada Tamil Cultural Association for ~ni

vila (as part of the worship of Vani or Sarasvati,.
associated with Navarattiri); and OJi for MuttamiÀ vila,

which is a genera1 celebration of Tamil culture. Besides
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these four occasions, other kalai vil~ are held to raise

money for individual community organizations. Not only does

the entertainment bring together the entire community in

support of the sponsoring association, but the preparations

for the event -- involving the children, their parents,

artists and association leaders -- are seen as an ideal way

to pass on the Tamil language and culture to the children,

and a way of reaffirming culture to the adults (who the

culture keepers believe would care little otherwise about

maintaining their cultural traditions).

The evening programmes are quite similar to each other

in content and format. They are held in rented high school

auditoriums, and usually have audiences of anywhere from 300

to 1,000 people (the largest l have attended had an audience

of 1500 people). The programmes begin in late afte.noon or

earlyevening (anywhere from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.) and last

approximately three hours. Sorne tickets are sold in advance

by the programme organizers, while others are bought at the

door. The programme begins with the lighting of the

vifakkum (oil lamps) at the front of the stage and the

singing of the invocation to the gods. This is followed by

a welcome address by the president of the organization which

is sponsoring the event. The welcome address is then

translated into English and French for the benefit of any

"Canadian" guests who may be present. Often this is

followed by a brief speech about the meaning of the
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festival, done by three teenagers in English, French and

Tamil. This is followed by speeches by the honoured

guests -- Members of Parliament or Members of the National

Assembly (the provincial government body) who are

responsible for multiculturalism.

The actual programmes are varied and entertaining, and

solely in the Tamil language. Events almost invariably

include classical bh~rata natyam; Tamil folk dancing; a

children's drama, in which a story from the Tamil classics

is re-enacted; one or two humorous skits by adult men (often

ad-libbed, usually poking fun at the Canadian immigration

policy, or the struggles over getting family members here);

a comedy sketch (often involving a man dressed as a wcman,

doing a soliloquy); a serious drama by adults (often re

enacting a piece from the Tamil classical literature); a

musical item (traditional); "light music" (Indian film

music, also known as "Ceylon pop"); sometimes a "fancy

dress" competition by children (this is a common feature of

the Ponkal festival -- children dress up as Tamil saints or

mythic heroes, ?nd every child receives a prize); and

occasionally a formaI debate on politics in Sri Lanka.

For the Canadian and Quebec multiculturalism officiaIs

who attend the kalai vil~, the programmes are seen as a

means for the Tamils to affirm their cultural heritage and

their place in the Canadian ethnie mosaic. The following

two messages, written by Canadian government officiaIs and
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reprinted in the programme for the 1990 ponkal vil~,

illustrate this "official" view:

Your" festival is an ideal opportunity to
demonstrate your pride in what you, as loyal
Canadian citizens, have given to Canada ... [it
creates] valuable bridges of intercultural
understanding and appreciation ... [and] ... promotes
cultural diversity (message from Gerry Weiner,
Minister of State for Multiculturalism and
Citizenship, ponkal programme, Saiva Mission of
Quebec, 1990).

* * *
This celebration is a great opportunity for you to
reflect on your cultural heritage and the many
contributions of your community to make a stronger
Canada (message from local Member of Parliament
Fernand Jourdenais, ponkal programme, Saiva
Mission of Quebec, 1990).

In the kalai vil~, the Canadian and Tamil ideologies of

"culture" as authenticated culture intersect. For the Tamil

culture keepers, this is an "emic authenticated" view of

culture; for federal policy makers, it is an "etic

authenticated" view of culture. Both are promoting

classical dance, the epics, Hinduism, and so on -- a reified

and fossilized culture which can be discussed and analyzed,

and which is being promoted to the Tamil community and to

Canadians by both the Tamil community culture keepers and

the government policy makers.

The "emic authenticated" view of culture has its source

in Dravidian nationalism, British colonialism in South Asia

(and itsassociated theories of race), and the need to be

affirmed as distinct from the Sinhalese. The "etic
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authenticated" image has its source in the ethnie revival

movement of the 1950s and 60s (spurred on by the work of

social scientists writing about ethnie identity in Canada),

in the context of Quebec nationalism and the increase in

"Third World" immigrants, and the need to be affirmed as

distinct from the Americans.

Both concepts draw upon images of progress and

refinement: for the mu1ticu1tura1ists, this is because

modernist notions of "popular culture" as art, 1iterature,

and so on, are retained in the concept; for the Tamils, this

is because the concept of "pa-\Jpatu" -- culture in the sense

of one who has culture draws upon images of progress and

the termino1ogy of crop breeding and improvement to create

an image of personal control and refinement. Both concepts

of culture, then, are grounded in co1onia1ist constructions

of the "other" and both ref1ect an effort by e1ites of the

"nation" to promote a firm1y bounded and distinct culture,

coterminous with ethnie identity.

In the next two chapters, l will take an exp1icit1y

authoritative stance, as an outsider observer looking in at

the Tamil community, in order to examine the "cultural

field" (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991:27) in which everyday

concepts of kalaccaram are grounded. l will i11ustrate how

Canadian and Quebec traditions and ideologies of culture are

implicated in everyday notions of Tamilness, but debated,

understood, and constructed in ways specifie to the Tamils'
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own culturally shaped and historically embedded concept of

culture .
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SAFEGUARDING MOTHER TAMIL

From ancient times, Tamils have made a fundamental

distinction between pure Tamil language (centamil) and

colloquial, impure Tamil (kotuntamil). The reaffirmation of

centamil as a sacred symbol occurred in the nineteenth

century in the early stages of Dravidian nationalism, when

there was an attempt to purify the Tamil language of its

Sanskritic influence (Pandian 1987:48). Tamil language is

diglossic, so th~t in the spoken language there is a

difference between everyday speech and formaI speech (used

for public speeches and so on), with the latter being the

most "pure," or closest to the written form.

It was during the Dravidian movement in India that pure

Tamil language came to be strongly equated with pure

(chaste) Tamil women and that the language began to be

referred to as "Mother Tamil" (Pandian 1987:65).1 Pandian

points out, in his discussion of Dravidian nationalism, that

ICutler points out that the most representative emblem
of the Fifth International Tamil Research conference, which
he witnessed, was this symbol of "Mother Tamil" (Cutler
1983:286).
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just as women must retain their purity or chastity to retain

their sacredness or spirituality, 50 too must the Tamil

language retain its purity to retain its sacredness or

spirituality (Pandian 1987:49). Any alien influence on the

language is comparable to the ravishment of one's own mother

(Pandian 1987:54). In contemporary nationalist discourse,

every Tamil male is expected to protect the sacredness of

Tamil womanhood, and to safeguard "Mother Tamil" (Pandian

1987:65).

In this chapter, l examine the "commonsensical"

meanings behind "kal;;zcc;;zram." largue that the culture

keepers on both sides of the ideological divide construct

authenticated Tamil culture out of concepts and symbols of

the ancient Cankam literature. These concepts and symbols

have always been pervasive in everyday thought, but during

the renaissance of Tamil literature that was part of the

Dravidian movement they were crystallized and spoken about

as being central to Tamil identity (Pandian 1987).

In order to interpret the meaning of female "purity"

(ka~pu) and its importance for preserving Tamil language and

culture in Canada, it is necessary to first explore the

commonsensical understanding of "identity" in Tamil culture.

7.1 "Kunam" -- The Essence of Being Tamil .•
Kunam refers to the fundamental quality of a person,•

including one's moral and spiritual character as weIl as his
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or her bodily "substance" (Daniel 1984:92). The soil, food,

words, and aIl other substances that flow arnong persons and

of which persons are composed contain ku~ams.l This notion

of coded "substances" exchanged in and arnong persons is

central to popular Tamil epistemology (Moreno and Marriott

1989, Daniel 1984).2 In this conceptualization, the body

is "permeable, composite, partly divisible, and partly

transmissible ... processes internaI to the person

are ... continuous with processes of exchange between and

among persons" (Marriott 1976:194). Boundaries between

people are "fluid" (Daniel 1984), and the relationships

between people, between a person and the foods which he or

she consumes, and between the environment and a person's

body, invo1ve exchanges of substances which affect the

health and well-being of the persons involved in such

exchanges. A person, then, is a "dividua1," rather than an

"individual" -- identity is extenG=d ta include one's

spouse, children, kinsmen, caste members, and even extends

ta include ancestors and ancestral deities (Daniel

lFor instance, the term "kuJ;lama~i" refers to a person
of excellent character; "ku.l}ëlmâkkutal" means healing,
curing, or restoring to health. Similarly, the term t~~am,

which refers to troubles or difficulties in life in general,
is the same word which is used for defects in the astral
realm and imbalances of the bodily humours causing illness.

2I was also told by one of my Montreal Tamil friends
who had reviewed Daniel's book on the "fluid body," as well
as sorne of Margaret Trawick's work (1978) that this
conception of the body is "correct" and is weIl known to
everyone.
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1984:103).

Daniel has shown how substance (ku~am) and action

(karmam) are interre1ated (Daniel 198q:70). A given action

a1ters or becomes a part of the actor in sorne measure after

the actor has performed a specifie action. For instance,

the re1ationship between a person and the soi1 of his or her

home village (ur) invo1ves the transfer of kUQams. Since a

person drinks the water, eats the food, and performs other

actions re1ated to the soi1 of his or her Ur, the soi1

constitutes that person.

Any disturbance in the kUQams which f10w between a

person's body and the physica1, social, spiritual, or moral

realms which affect his or her body has an effect on each of

the other rea1ms (Daniel 1984, Zimmerman 1980). As these

substances are exchanged and interming1ed, so too are the

essential attributes of identity and personhood (Daniel

1984, Trawick [Egnor] 1978).

The concept of kUQam can be understood by turning to

the metaphysical and philosophical concepts of the South

Asian c1assical medica1 traditions, Ayurveda and Siddha

Medicine. In South Asia, the everyday conceptions of the

body and the person are closely aligned with these

traditions (Daniel 1984, Moreno and Marriott 1989).

The body is conceived as being made of three t~~ams or

humours: 'ind (v~ta), bile (pittal, and phlegm (kaphal. The

wind is responsible for respiration and the 1imbs; bile for
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digestion, body heat, thirst, and hunger; and phlegm for

strength (bodily, sexual, and 50 on). Wind is subdivided

into five separate breaths or winds which control the main

bodily functions. Wind is light, dry, cold, and ever

moving. Bile is responsible for radiance, appetite,

brilliance of digestive fire, well-being, and freedom from

illness. It is hot, acrid, and liquid. Phlegm is

respons.'.b'.e for the lubrication of the limbs, firmness of

the joints, strength, and elation. It is heavy, oily, cold,

and motionless (Zimmerman 1987, 1980; Daniel 1974; Dash

1978).

The three humours must be in harmonie balance, but the

body is in a perpetua1 state of flux. When the humours are

upset they become t~sams, or troubles of the organism. 1

The crises which cause such imba1ances are brought on by the

varied cycles of astral time, or by earthly seasons in

relation to personal constitution, or by interpersona1

events (Zimmerman 1980). When a to~am is angry or excited

it increases in proportion to the other humours, and must be

reduced or controlled through healing.

Illnesses caused by an imba1ance of the humours are

described in terms of the body being overheated or

overchilled, and "heating" or "cooling" remedies are

intended to counteract the imba1ance. Foods also are

classified as either "heating" or "cooling," depending on

l"T~~am" a1so means a "defect" in any general sense.
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the action they take on the body when consumed (Zimmerman

1980, Dash 1978). Besides foods and i11nesses, certain

bodily states are associated with "heating" and "cooling."

For example, heat is associated with fertility. During

puberty, the girl is "hot" because of excess blood which has

accumulated in her body and she is given "cooling" foods to

restore her body to equilibrium (Beek 1969).

The purpose of healing is to make the environment

correspond to the conditions of the body, through

manipulating the body in its relation to the environment,

both spatial and temporal. This "principle of

appropriateness" (Zimmerman 1980) means taking into account

several factors in healing, such as the caste of the person,

the age of the person, the season and time of day, and the

physical location. For instance, the age of the patient is

an important consideration in maintaining the balance of the

humours, since phlegm is dominant in youth, bile in midlife,

and wind in old age. The season is important because phlegm

accumulates in the growing season, bile in the rainy season,

and wind in cold, dry weather. Similarly, in terms of

geographical context, bile corresponds to dry lands and

phlegm to moist lands. Bile, the sun, heat, and

"femaleness" are seen to sap strength (rasa), while phlegm,

the moon, unctuousness, and "maleness" replenish. Thus,

prescriptions for lifestyle, such as whether one should eat

"hot" or "cold" foods, oil the body, sleep in the afternoon
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or have little or a lot of sexual activity, must be made

appropriate to the time and to the place in order to

maintain the balance of the humours (Zimmerman 1980).

This "principle of appropriateness" and the

conceptualization of the person as a "dividual," along with

the associated idioms of purity and impurity, are key to

understanding the importance of kaXPu to maintaining Tamil

cultural identity.~n Canada.

7.2 KaEPu in Quebec.

"Even if You Forget Your Mother, Can You Forget
Your Mother Ton gue? "

The word 'unafraid' seems to be peculiarly
applicable to our women in Canada today. It is
causing us fear. Our women, who have lived for
centuries bearing the marks of fear, ignorance,
coyness and reluctance to be touched by men other
than their husbands, have broken free of aIl this.
They are totally unafraid. They deny ignorance
before or after marriage, say shyness is for the
ignorant, and they deem living with the last
quality [shyness] equal to being aliens •... There
are many other changes. Those who should be
fostering our language have taken to foreign
languages with a vengeance. Two weeks after l had
arrived in Canada, l went to an Immigration
Office. Not knowing the way, l spoke to two women
[Tamils] who were talking to each other in a
foreign language [French] using the term 'elu'
[vocative] in between words. l addressed one as
'akk~' [eIder sister]. They ignored me. At my
second attempt, one of them said something in the
same foreign language, which sounded very ugly to
me. She could have asked, 'What is it, little
brother.' l was sorely disappointed. l turned to
see a Tamil man smiling at me. He asked me what
was wrong and l told him. We reached the metro
[subway]. The two women were seated there. They
didn't see us. One said 'the poor boy' in the
same foreign language. We looked at each other.
He told me 'This is just the opening prayer
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[meaning beginning] for you. Our women shou1d
decide to live in a particular way, not in any old
way. Even if you forget your mother, can you
forget your mother tongue?' (Tamil Elil pankuai,
1990).

The term kaLPu signifies chastity, but evokes a number

of associations inc1uding sacrifice, suffering, virtue,

morality, justice, and asceticism. KaLPu invo1ves more than

sexual fidelity -- it means staying with one's husband no

matter how cruel he may be. The word kafPu is from the

Tamil root kal, to 1earn (Hart 1973:243). Besides

signifying faithfulness, it also implies an ability to

restrain aIl immodest impulses, and having the cakti, or

sacred power, which is acquired by doing so (Ibid.).

Cakti is a basic tenet of Hinduism, and refers to the

power or energy of the universe which is contained within

the mother goddess. The goddess provides the motivating

force for the passive inactive male; without the cakti of

his goddess, no male god can act (Wad1ey 1980:ix). In

c1assica1 Hinduism and in the everyday 1ife of traditiona1

Hindus, women's sexua1ity, 1ike that of the goddess, is

feared and must be kept under control by men. Through male

control and her own ka~pu, the Hindu woman contro1s her

dangerous sacred powers and is able to use them for the

benefit of her fami1y (Wad1ey 1980:xii, S. Daniel
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1980:67).1 If a woman loses her virtue (karpu) she also

loses her cakti, and if she becomes unchaste, then she

destroys not only herself, but her entire family (Trawick

1980:25-26). The woman, then, i~ the power that holds the

family, and hence the society, together.

The notions of kaLPu and cakti have been a theme in

Tamil literature since the first centuries AD (Hart 1973),

and, as l have discussed in Chapter Three, grew to

prominence during the revival of Tamil literature that was

part of the Dravidian renaissance (Pandian 1987 ),:

The principle of kaLPu is embodied in Kannaki, the

heroine of the Tamil epic Cilappa~ikaram. Kannaki was one

of the famous Tamil historical figures honoured in a

children's pageant produced by the Onriyam women's group.

The biography of Kannaki was written and included in the

pageant programme as fol1ows:

When her husband Kovalan was beheaded after
being wrongfully accused of stealing the Queen's
anklet, Kannaki proved his innocence, charged the
Pandyan King with his miscarriage of Justice, and
reduced his capital, Madurai, to ashes with a
terrible curse. Born in Chola Nadu, she fought
for justice in the Pandya country and attained
moksha in the Chera Kingdom. Gajabahu, a
Sinhalese King from Ceylon, attended the
deification ceremony in the Chera Kingdom and
brought the cult to his own land. Kannaki is
worshipped as the Goddess Pattini, especially in
the coastal regions of Sri Lanka even today. She

lShery1 Daniel notes that the term cakti should not be
confused with power in the sense of dominance. It is,
rather, a psycho-physio1ogica1 energy that may or may not be
used by a person to assist him in controlling another person
(1980:89).
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has been given a special place in the magnificent
Esala Perahera Festival celebrated annually in
Kandy, Sri Lanka, in honour of Lord Buddha's
sacred Tooth Relie (Eelam Tamil Association of
Quebec 1989).

The story of Kannaki is considered by the Montreal

Tamil women and men to be of great importance, since it

contains important lessons about how women should be.

Kannaki remained faithful to her husband, even though he had

forsaken her to be with another woman; she was loyal to him,

to the point of taking vengeance on the injustice done to

him; and she was self-sacrificing, plucking off her breast

and throwing it at the city, which was then consumed in

flames. For that sacrifice, she ascended to the heavens,

and continues to be worshipped today in Sri Lanka by both

Sinhalese and Tamils (Pfaffenberger 1982:163).1

The theme of chastity and its associated idioms of

purity and impurity continues ta be central to the identity

of Tamils in Montreal. When a woman is in a state of great

pollution, rituals of seclusion serve to restrict the

woman's movement to ensure that others do not become

polluted through contact with her; rituals of purification

serve to counteract pollution through the administration of

IKannaki is worshipped by the Sinhalese as "Pattini"
(Obeyesekera 1984). For Jaffna Tamils, the goddesses
Kannaki and Mariyamman are indistinguishab1e (Pfaffenberger
1982:163).
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substances which are either "heating" or "cooling."l

Themes of female pollution are played out in rituals of

seclusion and purification during menarche,2 menstruation,

and childbirth.

Talaivar and Murukan explained just how essential

maintaining traditions around the preservation of female

chastity is to the preservation of Tamil language and

culture. They explained that in Canada one must try to

change one's lifestyle (valakkam) to be compatible with life

in Canada, while preserving the core of Tamil culture

(kal~cc~ram), which is epitomized in the notion of kaLPu.

They introduced me to the term "oruva,aukku oruti"

(literally, one woman is to one man) as a way of

illustrating the principle:

(Murukan): Now, what is culture? If you define
culture, culture is a way of life. So, culture is
kalaccaram. In Tamil, kalaccaram. What is
kalacc~ram? Kalai [art], acaral}am [custom or
practice]. Kalaccaram. So that's a principle
which is built up, back home [in Sri Lanka]. Now,
we have come to this country, but the basic
foundation shouldn't change. That's what we feel.
But the way of life according to the demography,
or according to the nature of the country, should

lA concept of "pollution" or ritual impurity is common
in many parts of the world and, as in South Asia, women who
are "polluted" must be controlled and contained through
rituals of seclusion and purification during menarche,
menstruation, and chiIdbirth (Douglas 1970).

2For a Tamil girl, the onset of menstruation with its
transition into fertile marriageable womanhood is an
important event. The camarttiyakkaliy3Qam (age-attaining
ceremony) celebrates this, and also marks the beginnings of
concern for the girl's chastity. In Montreal, the
c~arttiyakkali~amcontinues to be an important event.
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change. For example, in our culture, we go to the
temple with a bare body [that is, the men have a
bare chest], because when you go with a bare body,
you get sunlight. First you go to the weIl, to
wash your legs, and then you go to the temple and
pray to God. Because that is pureness. Okay, you
cannot practise the same thing here.

(FB): Yes, that's for sure, you'd freeze.

(Murukan): Yeso But, the principles would remain
the same. Now, [in Canada] you go to the temple
with everything covered. So, actually, the
praying to God and the respect, that remains the
same. But the way of praying is different -- and
that should change. Now, in our culture it is
written when you go to the témple, you must do it
that way, you must go and wash your legs and go
with a bare body, you cannot have a hat on your
head, that sort of thing. But when you come to
Canada, okay l agree, you have to change that.
You're not changing the culture, you are changing
only the style. That's aIl that l mean. Now,
there are so many things like that. Because it
starts from the religion. For example you have ';0

go to the temple very frequently -- in our own
culture you have to go every day, and if you can't
make it every day, every Friday you go. You may
not be able to practice that, but it doesn't mean
that you forgot your religion -- instead [of going
to the temple every day] you have something at
home, and then you are still practising your
religion. The way of life changes, but not the
foundation. That's the culture.

Now, another one is oruvanukku oruti. This
is a basic principle. Here, in this country,
there's no reason why you shouldn't follow that
one. Because you meet various people, and when
you mix with people and mix with their culture,
you might try to forget or give up your culture.
For instance, these people [in Canada] are dancing
with everybody. Now in our culture the dancing's
not allowed [i.e., men and women dancing as a
couple]. When you try to mix with people and go
to dances, then things start. And that is a
hindrance to our culture. That's my train of
thought. Because when you go to dances, you start
with sorne lrquor. l mean the ladies -- because
our culture insists more on the ladies. Because
when the ladies are straightened, all things can
be easier.

So when the ladies are given the chance to go
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out, they have a drink and these people run booze
to them, and with two or three drinks, and
especia11y drugs and everything, the people [e.g.,
Canadian men] can take them for a ride. There the
breakdown cornes. So, the way of 1ife shou1d
change, but where it shou1d change is the
question. It shou1d be changed, but not in every
aspect. Certain things have to be changed, but
not a11. Things 1ike this one [the women not
going out to dances] shou1dn't be changed. We
have our own things, l don't think there's any
necessity for a dance. With another man.

Now, why didn't our culture a110w that
[dancing]? Because when you dance with anybody
e1se [i.e., a man other than one's husband], you
don't know what he is going to do. And after a11,
you are human. You are tempted to do things. And
when you are under the influence of 1iquor, then
your mind might change. So, therefore, the way of
1ife shou1dn't change in that way, on1y in certain
aspects it shou1d be a110wed to change. Not in
a11 aspects. If we want ta preserve our culture
in this country it has to change 1ike this.

(Ta1aivar): l agree in total. Because our culture
definitely deteriorates. If you go to a party,
and aIl our women are allowed ta mix, intermix,
then sorne people will get the wrong idea. When
this girl goes ta dance with him, he will think,
weIl she's alright, she's like this, or that sort
of attitude.

As weIl, l know that in Quebec there is a lot
of fighting [i.e., in Tamil homes], maybe due to
this freedom given here. l have heard, many
lawyers with whom l work have told me, that there
are a lot of Sri Lankan divorces being filed. SA
many lawyers have told me. The rate of Sri Lankan
divorces being filed is much more than it was. So
that means here, unlike in Sri Lanka where most of
the women are confined to their homes and don't go
to work, here of course to manage their living
they are compel1ed ta go to work. So by going to
work they are also getting the freedom to mix in
with people, which they have not done before in
our country. That gives them an opportunity to
lose their balance, or misbehave.

So those are the things that might contribute
to the increase in divorce cases now. l have
heard of a lot of divorce cases. l know of sorne
families where the wife has dialled 911, called
the police, and handed over the husband. l know,
in fact l have been helping sorne of those couples
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ta read and write. SA in that way l think our
culture will be forgotten, in time ta corne. Sorne,
you know, it is due, you know l don't blame anyone
for it, but our ladies who had been confined ta
their homes in our country, when they carne ta this
country and then were given aIl of this freedom,
they really think that they can do whatever they
want. Or they may get the idea '1 am working, why
should l depend on my hus~and?' That sort of
attitude might creep in. Or it might have crept
in for them ta file divorces. There are a nurnber
of murders that have taken place here in Montreal
itself over that.

(FB): Really?

(Talaivar): Yes, where the husband has stabbed the
wife because she has misbehaved and these sorts of
things. Sa these are actually the outcorne of them
[the women] coming out of their homes and mixing
freely, in other countries. But, anyway, that is
the fault of the individual lady. Not aIl ladies
are doing that. Temptation is a thing that has ta
be controlled. SA if a lady cannat control
herself, we have ta blarne only her. Not the
others. But these are the types of things we
notice. If we have ta preserve our culture,
everyone, whether it is a man or not -- sorne of
our people l know, sorne of our women, are
desperately driven into getting hold of someone
for their satisfaction, because the men, you know,
when they get any spare time they drink. They
calI friends and have a drink and do sorne things
and pretty saon the wife, she may be also feeling,
she may be feeling sex-starved and she may be
compelled ta get out. That may be a reason for
the increase in this also. So, bath ways even, l
don't say the blarne is entirely in the women.
Even the males have ta answer for such acts.

This conversation, then, illustrates the importance of

the woman maintaining her kaLPu. Women must remain

"straightened" and not lose their "balance," in arder that

"aIl things can be easier." In Canada, it is seen as

difficult for a woman to maintain her ka!pu -- the model of

oruvanukku oruti, or one woman ta one man, is overshadowed
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by the model of "seria1 polygyny" offered by Canadian

society. Arumukam1 exp1ains this:

(Arumukam): The prob1em is, in these foreign
countries, if you don't like the boyfriend, you
1eave him and get another boyfriend. If you don't
like the husband you 1eave him and go and get
another one. Actua11y, in Sri Lanka, it's one man
to one wife [oruvanukku oruti]. So even if they
fight, they live together until they die. Sorne
people have sorne prob1ems and they go beyond the
1imit a1so [in this context, meaning they become
violent]. But they must stay together. Because
the culture is 1ike that, one man to one wife.

(FB): So you think that is already starting to
change here?

(Arumukam): Oh, yes it is changing. There's a1so
the prob1em that if a man doesn't 1ike the lady,
he 1eaves her and marries another one.

The notion that Tamil women must retain their ka~pu

in Canada -- despite the temptations of Western society --

in order to safeguard Tamil culture, was a1so a common theme

in local Tamil language publications. Consider this story

about a young woman who was unfaithful, driving her husband

to commit suicide. In the story, she is being chastised by

a former boyfriend. 2

"Can Tradi tions Change?"

Rangan meets his former love, Charumathy, at

lArumukam is an independent "social worker,"
specializing in hospital interpreting.

2As mentioned previously, just as the women are
responsible for being chaste, it is the men's
responsibility to ensure that they are doing sa.
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Steinberg's.l She had cut her hair and did not
look like a Tamil girl any more. At her request,
he gives his phone number. He thinks of Mahatma
Gandhi's quotation: '1 welcome aIl winds of change
and will permit them to blow over my life, but
will not allow my culture to be blown away by any
foreign breeze'. The grapevine had informed him
that Charumathy's husband, Kankesan, had committed
suicide barely two months earlier because
Charumathy had started an affair with their
boarder.

Charumathy phones him. Rangan reproaches her
for having married another man at her father's
wish, even though she knew Rangan was deeply in
love with her. Charumathy tells him that her love
for him had never died and outlines her unhappily
married life:

Her husband believed in saving every
cent to settle the mortgage. He took on
a night job and took in a boarder. He
never discussed finances with her. He
also took her entire salary. She
borrowed from friends and from the
boarder. The latter began to make
advances toward her. She told him that
her husband neglected her, but she could
not leave him because of debt. She
finally succumbed to temptation, after
warning her husband. Her husband then
committed suicide.

'Am l guilty?' she asks Rangan. 'Yes,' he replies.
'If you had left him before misbehaving, it
wouldn't have been wrong. But you betrayed his
trust. Even if your husband hadn't trusted the
boarder, he trusted you completely and YOf let him
down. This goes against Tamil tradition. T9
me, you seem a girl from a different country.
Traditions should never change' (Tamil Elil âti,
1985 [summarized]). ~.

ISteinberg's was a large chain of supermarkets in
Montreal.

2The word for tradition here is marapu, which means
rule, law, established usage or order, -that which is
sanctioned by custom. It also means nature, property,
characteristic, and good conduct or character.

3" elWai po.ruttavarai ilU"u ni oru VëLU inattuppelWarkavë
patuki.r3Y' (You seem like a girl from a different country).
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The negative influence of Canadian society on the

ability of a woman to remain "chaste" is seen to be

epitomized in the system of naming in Quebec. In Quebec, a

woman keeps her own family name when she marries.! Since a

woman retains her own name throughout her life, identity is

no longer linked to the social ties that are created through

marriage, and her children may use either their mother's or

father's family name.

This leads to a great deal of anxiety for many Tamil

men and women in Montreal, who worry that if a Tamil woman

keeps her "father's" name after marriage, then she will no

longer have the proper respect for her husband. The system

is seen to reflect the ~exual anarchy of Canadian society,

which is the downfall of the "chaste" Tamil woman. This is

expressed in the following conversation:

(Talaivar): Then we have another problem. That is
about the names being changed. A Sri Lankan lady
who marries is unable to use her husband's name.
Our tradition, our custom, is once they are
married, they use the husband's name. They forget
about the father's name. There [in Sri Lanka]
they have one is to one [oruva~ukku oruti]: One
husband, one wife. So she can always use the
husband's name, right through. 'Till her death she
is going to be one with him. So that is why, once
they have been married, they are Mrs. so and 50.
But in the Canadian way, it's different.

(FB): It's only in Quebec, though, that a woman
has to keep her maiden name on forms. In

!This policy, which came into effect in 1981, only
exists in the province of Quebec in the rest of the
country, the p01icy continues to be that a married woman
uses her husband's family name.
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Manitoba, in the rest of Canada, for the
governrnent forms and so on, a woman can put her
husband's name on official forms.

(Talaivar): Are you sure?

(FB): Yes, but in Quebec
mid-1970s or something.
system here. l

they started this in the
There's a different legal

•

(Talaivar): But the chi Id is using the
grandfather's name! Vou see? Now you see
something like my grandson, when my son-in-law
went to register him, and they said, 'Your surname
is Sivarajah, so you must use Sivarajah.' So
actually, it's Pillai Sivarajah. It's the
grandfather's name. The fathef's name is Ganesha.
But that name doesn't come in.

(FB): And they wouldn't allow you to put whatever?

(Talaivar): No, they didn't. What my son-in-law
did is, he said okay, my son's name is Pillai
Ganesha. They had to lie [he laughs]. That way,
they managed to get his name in. But the system
is entirely different from that. l didn't know
that was only in Quebec, l didn't know that.

(FB): Yes, my sister for instance, in Manitoba,
she's married. She no longer has our father's
name now, she doesn't have Brunger, she has her
husband's last name.

(Talaivar): That's the correct procedure! So l
don't like it here -- a lady when she gets married
cannot use the husband's name.

11 found out later that the policy had come into effect
on April 26, 1981.

2Here , he is actual1y introducing a second problem. In
the traditional Hindu system of naming, one is given a name
at birth which is combined with one's father's name, with
the father's name placed before one's given name. This
causes a great deal of confusion both for Tamils and for
Canadian officiaIs in Canada, since the term "family name"
or "surname" on official forms is uS~lally taken to mean the
father's name, which in the Hindu naming system is placed
before, not after, the given name -- leaving the correct
order in which names should appear on official forms open to
debate.
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(MurUKan): Because it has a psychological effect.
The name has a psychological effect. Now, when
the father's name cornes first everywhere, that has
a psychological effect. When the wife is writing
the husband's name, she always has respect. She
signs as her husband's name, so that respect
starts. That is why it's being practised. In
fact, l know that when sorne people came here as
refugees and l was supposed to fill out sorne
forms, l changed it [i.e., on forms for women,
used the husbands's name as her last name].
Becaus they were thinking 'This is my father's
name -- this is not correct.' And they don't like
to be called by their father's name. They like to
be called, for example Mrs. Murukan. They don't
want to be called Mrs. Tambirajah.

(Talaivar): l came to this conclusion, which may
be right or wrong, l don't know. Now, you see,
according to our culture, it is oruvagukku oruti,
one lady remains with one man, right through her
life. In Canada, in Quebec or anywhere, they
marry several times. So every time you say Mrs.
A, Mrs. B, when she changes the husband, Mrs. C.,
like that you know. So it's easier if they have
one name, their father's name [all of us laugh].
That's my inference. Because sorne of them may
marry ten times, and they would become Mrs. A,
Mrs. B, and 50 on.

The Quebec system of naming, then, is seen as a symbol

of the "serial polygyny" which typifies Canadian society.

The implications of the system of naming in terms of the

daily lives of the Tamils is that the relationship of

containment which is implied when a woman takes on her

husband's name is no longer there. Trawick explains this

relationship of containment between man and woman by

comparing it ta the relationship between body and soul. The

body (~+) is male, and the self (uyir) is female; the body

protects and contains the soul as a husband protects and

contains his wife (Trawick [Egnor] 1978:174-5). Kenneth
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David (1973) exp1ains the husband-wife bond in terms of the

concept of ku~am. In the classification of kinship in

Jaffna, kinsmen (defined as those who sit and eat together)

are those who share natural substance (ku~am) and a unique

level of purity. At marriage, a woman's bodily substance is

transubstantiated, and she begins sharing bodily substance

with her husband's family, rather than with her natal family

(David 1973:530; see also Pfaffenberger 1984:155).

A Tamil woman in Quebec who does not use her husband's

name is denying this relationship of containment. By not

using her husband's name, she is no longer united with him,

in the sense of oruva~ukku oruti; she is not being the

Kannaki-like wife that she should be. Rajah, of O/i, summed

up the dangers inherent in the Quebec naming system by

saying: "In fact we can not allow that to continue, because

we will lose our identity."

In the next chapter l will explore the implications of

this perceived difficu1ty of maintaining a woman's kafPu in

the Canadian context for the preservation of Tamil culture.

l will argue that ideo1ogica1 knowledge about authenticated

("pure") Tamil culture is being constructed differently by

the culture keepers on the two sides of the conwunity

divide .
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CHAPTER EIGHT: AKAM/PURAM

In this chapter, l examine the everyday meanings behind

the two different ideologies of kalacc~ram within the

Montreal community. largue that Tamil culture keepers on

the "cultural" side of the community divide are oriented

toward the Tamil concept of akam, meaning the interior,

love, and activities that happen within the home and family.

These people are concerned that the lifestyle in Canada

makes it difficult for a woman to maintain her own purity

and the purity of Tamil culture, and thus every effort must

be made to ensure that she does. In their construction of

cultural identity, they draw upon the symbol of ka~pu, or

the chaste Tamil woman who is confined and protected within

the home.

Those concerned with safeguarding Tamil language and

culture on the "political" side of the divide are oriented

toward the concept of pULam, meaning the exterior, war, and

activities that happen outside of the home and family. They

are concerned that the Canadian lifestyle is necessarily

incompatible with Tamil culture, and that every effort must
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be made to ensure the creation of a Tamil homeland in Sri

Lanka in order that the Tamil language and culture may

survive. They draw upon the Tamil nationalist symbol of

Tamil Tay or "Mother Tamil" (meaning Eelam) who is protected

from the encroaching Sinhalese.

8 . l Il Akamll
•

"Speaking the Truth"

Even if the people around you speak English,
how can one Tamil desire to speak to another Tamil
in a language other than Tamil? Why couldn't our
cultured elders [pa~patta periyavarkal] have
thought of this earlier? Even if written Tamil is
not taught at home, they could teach the children
to speak the language. Can't they follow their
cultural traditions to sorne extent? The children
kiss their darlings in front of their parents. If
you! intimidate them for doing so, they'll dial
911 -- police. Poor 'daddy' and 'mummy' [orig.
in English]. Even a lion in a circus roars in its
own language when lashed. The parrot says
'keekee' in its own language, even if it is taught
human speech. A man can learn all the languages
and follow any culture (kalaccaram) , but he must
never forget his own language and culture. If he
does, he is a fool (Tamil Elil tai, 1990
[excerpt]). - -

For Tamils safeguarding the Tamil language and culture

who are oriented to the principleof "akam," "pure" Tamil

language continues to be conceptualized as "Mother Tamil"

(tamil, ti'l'y) , and the responsibility for ensuring tha.t "pure"

Tamil language and culture are preserved in Canada is seen

!Mention of a child or a wife (usually the wife)
dialling "911" is often used to describe how the culture is
disintegrating, since it represents a lack of respect for
the men or elders.
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to be inextricably linked with the ability of women to

maintain not only their own purity (ka~pu), but also the

purity oÎ the Tamil language and culture, despite the

temptations of Canadian society.l

It is considered to be the responsibility of Tamil

women to set an example for Tamil children, and her dutY to

pass on Tamil language and culture to them. If the woman

fails in her duty, then the traditions will be lost. This

is expressed in the following thre .. articles from local

Tamil publications (aIl written by men). The first is a

message of warning to Tamil women, and a veiled threat that

the new year should bring changes to how their children are

being raised, or the Tamil culture will not survive: 2

"The Responsibility Lies with the Mothers"

My request to my brothers and sisters who
have sought refuge from the holocaust in Sri
Lanka, following the demand for Tamil Eelam: teach
your children Tamil language and Tamil culture.
'The flute is sweeti the harp is sweet,' 50 say
those who haven't heard the lisping speech of
their children [which is much sweeter]. 15 there
anyone on earth who hasn't rejoiced at hearing the
lisping speech of their children? So many of
those children who have gone abroad have no eIders
at home other than their parents. So it is the
mother's responsibility to care for her children.
It's the mother's main dutY to encourage them and
train them to speak correctly and fluently, and to

lThe women, then, fulfil a role common to many Third
and Fourth World women as bearers of the appearance of
tradition and as the embodiment of the Nation (Taussig
1993:177) •

2The new year is seen as a time to "wipe the slate
c1ean" and reso1ve to do those things which have been
neglected.
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teach them in general.
Sorne of the Tamils who have come abroad think

that their main job is to earn money and they do
not think of their children's future. When the
child is two or three months old they leave them
in daycare centres and rush off to work. In the
end the money they make is wasted. The children
learn French and English at an early age and learn
to do as they please. In the end it is disco
during leisure time, restaurants for food,
girlfriends and boyfriends, and misery. Where is
the hard-earned money now? Think on this,
parents. Life doesn't mean money alone.

It is only when mothers devote time and
attention to their children that the latter turn
out to be good children. Children are not born
wise or learned. It's the upbringing that makes
them 50. When children begin to speak, parents
should teach them little songs and tales in Tamil
and train them to speak weIl. This has been our
custom for ages and is not peculiar to the Tamils
alone. AlI linguistic groups do it. At ages
three to four we can gauge a child's intelligence
by the questions he or she asks. They are eager
to learn at this age. They should be shown the
beauties of nature, beneficial sights, by hanging
suitable pictures in their bedro(lms. They may be
trained to admire and draw multi-coloured
pictures.

Those who live abroad must take their
children to Tamil cultural festivals. It is the
only place where they can learn about the culture
of the Tamils. Many parents fear that if their
children are taught Tamil, they will neglect the
study of French and English. So they speak to
their children in English, at home. Sorne are even
ashamed to teach their children Tamil. These are
wrong opinions. Sorne children pick up several
languages, aIl at the same time. But the
opportunities for speaking Tamil abroad are very
few. So mothers must teach them at home.

A million Tamils live on earth, but there is
no one country where they can aIl live. The race
is being destroyed gradually because they are
ashamed to speak Tamil. Parents should encourage
their children to read at home. Just as their
studies improve by daily homework, so their Tamil
will improve if the mothers talk to them daily.
How many of our people have had their education in
the Tamil medium? Many of them are great scholars
who hold high posts in foreign countries.

Think about and understand the richness of

228
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Tamil. The modern Tamil woman visualized by
Bharati was young in thought. Along with love,
soft speech, pleasant dreams, one must mingle with
children and render selfless service. Receive
friends and relations with a smiling face. The
new year will bring a new radiance in your lives
(Tamil Elil cittirai, 1989).

The story below also chastises those women who have

failed in their dutY to teach their children Tamil -- the

woman in this story ("Sarada") is shamed into changing her

attitude:

"The Curtain is Dralilll2"

Ever since l arrived in Canada, l've been
wanting to visit Uncle Sundaralingam who has been
here for 25 years. l wrote to his university in
Ontario, where he is a professor. He was the
first to enter the university from our school. He
was outstanding in math and could paint and
appreciate literature and music. He could even
sing -- an allrounder! l wonder what he's like
now? Memories of childhood ... He coached my
brothers and me in math. He loved Tamil
literature and spent his evenings by the temple
tank enjoying the beauties of nature and reading
Bharathiyai's poems. He wrote poatry himself.

The phone rang. 'l'm Dr. Sundaralingam. May
l speak to Sarada?' l was overjoyed. '1 was
thinking of you right now, Uncle. You'll live to
be a hundred!.' 'Is that so, short woman. When
did you arrive here?' He used to calI me that in
childhood. We chatted for half an hour. He
promised to come and see us here in Montreal.

'You seem very happy, Sarada,' remarked my
husband. The children rushed to hug me on their
return from school. 'Uncle Sundaralingam called.
He's coming to see us next week,' l announced
joyfully. 'You wouldn't look 50 happy even if you
had won a lottery,' joked my husband.

Finally Uncle Sundaralingam arrived on the
due date. He looked about fifty years of age,
wearing glasses, alert-looking, half-bald and
grey. Of the two of us, he was more surprised at
my appearance. 'Short woman, is it you? You are
like an old woman,' he teased.

l introduced my family. He was jovial. He
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inquired about our school and about how we'd come
to Canada. l related the manner of our leaving
the civil war in Eelam. He listened sorrowfully.
In the end, when l described our personal
suffering, he wept. 'Uncle, having been born
Tamils, we suffered so much. l wouldn't wish it
even on my enemy. What a lot we've had to bear,
after starting this war to enable the Tamils to
live with self-respect. Why even here, we have
processions and demonstrations. Old immigrants
like you have no sympathy for the refugees. Why?
Have you lost all feeling for the Tamils?' l was
bold enough to ask the question.

'Sarada, people like me came here for
employment. We left Eelam before the troubles
began. We who came to better ourseIves
economically are leading lives which will bring
honour and respect to the Sri Lankan Tamils. So
many of the Tamil refugees, after undergoing much
hardships, are involved in nefarious activities
which could dishonour the Tamils in the countries
which have given them refuge. Why? Can you
answer this?' l felt the stab. 'Forgive me,
Sarada, l'm not accusing everybody. But because
of the activities of a few, the entire Tamil
community here has to hang its head in shame. Did
you know that?' he asked.

l bent my head in shame. As for processions
and demonstrations, l have heard that the Tamils
here flock to the demonstrations demanding their
acceptance as refugees, not to those held for the
good life for the people of Eelam. Silence
reigned.

Wishing to change the subject, he called the
children and spoke to them in Tamil. They stared.
In an embarrassed tone, l explained, 'Uncle, we've
put them in French immersion. At home, we speak
English. The children don't know Tamil. He burst
out laughing. 'Saru, we are Tamils. By speaking
English at home, you are changing their very
faces. What will you lose by speaking Tamil?'

'No, Uncle, it would be difficult for the
children.'

'Did they complain?' he asked teasingly. l
remained silent. 'Look here, Sarada, when the
children go out they will pick up English and
French. They can't learn Tamil in that way. You
have te teach them that at home and preserve yeur
spiritual ties with the children. Or else
everything will become artificial and you will
become orphans later. He chatted for a little
while more and left.
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A rather different point of view is illustrated in the

following article: rather than chastising the women for

having failed in their duties, this author praises Tamil

women for continuing to set an example for their children

despite changing circumstances in Canada.!

"Sri Lankan Women in Canada"

l know of many women who have come to Canada
alone and then later sponsored their husbands and
families. Sorne have become quite independent and
bold, and fight for their rights and privileges.
They do not hesitate to calI the police or walk
into social service centres when they are abused
or assaulted by their husband. Tamil women
doctors are considered a great blessing to the
community, as they [Tamil community members] can
express their medical needs in their mother
tongue. Tamil women are good wives and mothers;
they are loving and caring. They find great
pleasure in entertaining friends and relatives.
They are full of love that makes the world go
round. They do their best to make their home a
sweet home. There are those who think that Tamil
men are hard-working, but l say the Tamil women
are much more so. Though they are advancing in
many respects, they do not forget their culture.
Most of them dress gracefully, celebrate their
festivals, observe aIl their traditions, and are
examples to their children. Let us wish them weIl
(Tamil Elil pankuai, 1990 [orig. in English]).

~ --

!It is interesting that this article was written in
English. It is rare to see articles in these Tamil
publications in English or French: those that are, are
usually written in an effort to demonstrate to "Canadians"
and to the Tamil community in general that the Tamils are
integrating effectively. (For example, one article is
entitled "Je suis Tamoule, Je suis Québéçoise").
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Among the culture keepers of the community there is a

fear that Tamil children are being absorbed into the

Canadian·way of life, have already lost the Tamil language,

and are rapidly losing their Tamil culture. One of the

greatest concerns is that sorne of the children speaking

Tamil in the dramas that are part of the kalai vils

transliterate their lines into French phonemes in order to

memorize the part. The loss of language is a symbol for the

downfall of aIl of the "good" or "pure" principles of Tamil

culture, especially chastity. For the children, especially

the teenagers, a desire to integrate into Quebec society is

of course far stronger than the desire to learn the Tamil

language. The community culture keepers recognize this, and

are struggling with ways to "gently force" the children to

learn Tamil through providing incentives.

One teen-age girl wrote an article in French, which was

published in Tami~ Elil, in which she expresses great pride

at being both Tamil and Québéçoise.

''l'm Tamil, l'm Québéçoise"

The French language pleases me a lot, and I
find it to be one of the most beautiful languages
in the world. I like Quebec a lot, and will
always be indebted to Quebecers for their kindness
and helping open arms, and now for their
acceptance as I go through the process of
integration. In the future, once my education is
complete, I would like to become a French teacher,
in order to teach others this beautiful language
which I have learned. l'm proud to be Tamil! l'm
proud to be Québéçoise! (Tamil Elil k~rttikai,

1989 [orig. in French]) .
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Mr. Rajah of Ofi is concerned about the loss of Tamil

language among the children and wishes to expand the

activities of the organization in order to prevent further

deterioration:

(Rajah): Now we are trying to have a Tamil
language class. You know a lot of our children
don't know Tamil now. They speak English or
French. Because when they go to school they speak
English and French. Whether or not the mother and
father understand French, they speak French. So
in time to come they might forget our language.
And if they forget our language, they might forget
our culture too. So in fact we are trying to get
this school, at least we can organize a school,
with students, a recognized, registered Tamil
school. If we have a school it is much better for
our people. Otherwise in time to come they won't
be holding anything (any classes]. In Sri Lanka,
we studied English, but we still knew about our
culture. But the new generation, they don't know,
they don't have the opportunity to know about
their country or about their culture. Because
even the parents don't have time to tell them.
Only the temple is there. That also they might
forget, in time to come. And the other thing is
our religion must be taught. That is why we want
a separate school. Our religion should be taught.

Talaivar expressed the same fear that children will not

learn Tamil language, and will therefore also lose their

culture.

(FB): So, what do you think is the best thing to
happen for the future of the new generation of
Tamils in Montreal?

(Talaivar): l find that there are only one or two
small services that are rendered to the Tamil
children, and it's not enough. You know, sorne of
the Tamils, of course, they think they can forget
their culture and just be like a Canadian in the
new location. If the person wants to be like
that, fine. But if the person is really
interested in building up the Tamil culture, the
Tamil language, then small children who are born
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in Canada will completely forget. There will be a
breakdown of the language; even to the religious
Hindus, it will happen.

The idea of the Saiva Mission or the other
associations is to encourage those who are
interested in building up their culture, their
language, by conducting classes, evening classes
or weekend classes. So for the small children who
are born and bred here who are doing French and
English, they could take advantage of this
situation and study their 'mother tongue,' as they
call it.

That's what my wish is, that our children,
those born in Canada, they must also be given the
opportunity to not only mix with the Canadians and
learn the Canadian way of life, they should also,
the parents must advise their children to know
something about their local customs, their
manners, their language, their religion, and all
that. Irrespective of whether they go to Sri
Lanka or not, if they wish to remain in Canada
right through, no one has any objection to it, but
to know their own mother tongue, their mother
culture, is very good. And for that we should
offer sorne chance. l know 50 many people who used
to ask me, 'Uncle, can't you find a place for my
children to study the Tamil language?' Sorne of
them, they don't know the alphabet even.

Murukan offered a similar perspective:

(Murukan): What l think is that our culture is
based upon the language. Because there is a
strong bond between the culture and the language.
Our culture is based upon the language. So,
unless attention is given to the language, the
culture can't build up. For example, as you have
read in so many books, the Ramayanam, the
Tirukkural, and Cilappatik~ram, whatever, those
books are'insisting on the culture. Now, as you
know, our culture is based on one husband and one
wife, and those are the foundations. One to one
[oruvaaukku oruti]. And the second is to respect
the elders. Now, we respect three people next to
God. First is God -- it can be any God. And the
second thing is the Guru. And then the parents,
the elderly people. So, those foundations are
insisted upon in aIl the books. Now, in our
culture, everything is built upon that. And since
these are insisted on in the books [i.e., the
Tamil epics and other literary works], if the
Tamil child cannot read them, he doesn't know what

234
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the culture is. Therefore it will be forgotten.
So whatever it is, unless you insist on the
language, in this country, the culture will be
forgotten.

And how can we insist on the language in this
country? That's the next question. Okay, there
are so many organizations, and aIl of these can
teach the children Tamil, but are those viable
solutions? l would say no. Because we have to
look at the perspective of a child. Now, l have
my children. What is going to happen in the next
generation? After sorne time, my son will come and
ask me, 'Why should l study Tamil?' The reason
why he will ask that, is that it's of no benefit
to him. So there should be an incentive for him
to learn Tamil. In Ontario this is felt. Sorne of
the Tamils have met with the Education Department,
and they have recognized Tamil as a heritage
language. By the Education Department. And it
will gfve a credit to the children when they study
Tamil. So that's a big step forward. And that
shows the multiculturalism of Canada.

";,. ,

In cases where Tamil children are maintaini~g sorne

aspects of Tamil culture, by going to South Indian films or

listening to Tamil music, many of the culture keepers feel

that there is a problem with the type of Tamil culture which

is being maintained in Canada. It is seen as "pop" culture,

not "pure" culture, as this joke illustrates:

" Don' t Laugh"

The goddess Sarasvati,2 in Canada, asks a boy:
'What is a "copy" and what is a "book"'? The boy
answers: 'A "copy" is a video cassette and a
"book" is a passport.' The goddess vanishes
(TaJnil Elil ati, 1985).- -- .

11 later read that the Ontario government had abandoned
the credit course in Tamil, which had been launched by the
North York Board of Education, because only two students had
turned up .

2The goddess Sarasvati is often used to represent
"Mother Tamil."
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In this joke, reference is made to the extensive use of

videos in the Tamil community in Montreal. Sorne of the

community culture keepers are worried that the only Tamil

culture that the children are being exposed to in Canada

cornes from videos of Tamil films ("pop" culture). Others

have expressed concern that the extensive videotaping of

events such as weddings, being done in order to send a copy

to relatives in Sri Lanka, is causing those events to be

"performed" for the camera, rather than being done for their

own ends. Others are concerned that by focusing too much on

evening programmes which bring in Indian film stars (often

organized by the World Tamil Movement and extremely popular

in the community), the "pop" culture will be preserved in

Canada, and the "pure" (i.e., "authenticated") culture will

be lost. Natarajah, with his drama-oriented Canada Tamil

Cultural Association, is actively trying to counteract this

trend by encouraging local artists to focus on dramatic

productions which re-enact the Tamil epics and reflect

traditional Tamil values such as chastity. He, like many of

the other culture keepers oriented toward the akam aspect of

preserving Tamil culture, is very worried that in Montreal

the use of the Tamil language is declining, the basic

principles of Tamil culture (such as karPu) are

disappearing, and that the Tamil nature (kuQam) is changing .
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8.2 IIPuram."

"When Will We Get that Well-being?"l

Astride the horse of the mind
We cross the street of the sky
Daily, towards our Eelam
We fly in a second.

We live like corpses here, day ta day
We think/count money alone
We change the Tamil nature [kuQam]
And abuse our race [inam].2

We came ta Canada hoping
Ta live like great men.
Who could ever know how we suffer
In the intense cold here.

At the end of the tyrant's rule
In the shade of the tall, beautiful tree
We inhale the kOQtal breeze
Can that pleasure be found here?

We've seen a thousand countries
Lived in aIl of them
But we have not felt the

3Pleasure
Given by our mother land
(Tamil Elil vaik~ci, 1985)..... ==

The image of the "motherland" is one of the Most

powerful unifying symbols for displaced peoples and for

those in nationalist movements (e.g., Gupta and Ferguson

1992:11, Handler 1988:106). Gupta and Ferguson point ta the

irony of this, since "as actual places and localities become

ever more blurred and indeterminate, ideas of culturally and

lCukam means health or welfare, but can also Mean
happiness, comfort, and that which is good and beneficial.

2Inam means race, clan, or any kind of class or group
division .

3AnDaiyin pfimi -- literally, "mother's earth."
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ethnically distinct places become perhaps even more salient"

(1992:10).

Tamil culture keepers oriented toward the principle of

pUKam believe that it is only in an independent homeland in

Sri Lanka that the Tamil culture can survive. They are

actively involved in the political events unfolding in Sri

Lanka, and are committed to supporting those who remained in

Sri Lanka to fight for an independent Tamil state. They

argue that the "true" Tamils will work for the cause in

Eelam, because it is the only hope for preserving Tamil

culture.

Just as culture keepers oriented toward the principle

of akam chastise women for failing in their duties as good

wives and mothers, those oriented toward the principle of

pULam chastise men for being too involved in making money in

Canada, and not concerned enough with the cause in Sri

Lanka. This is illustrated in the following story about two

brothers in Canada. The el1er brother is content to simply

work in Canada, but the younger brother convinces him that

if he truly wants to preserve the Tamil language and

culture, he will turn instead to helping the militant groups

in Sri Lanka.

•
"Elder brother is in Canada"

Sivaranjan: Hello brother Chinnaija!
l haven't seen you for seven or eight
Where are you working?

How is life?
months.
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Chinnaija: Alas, little brother, why talk about
it. Six of us to build a house, is it easy?

S: The eldest Bala, and the other four -- are they
all at home?

C: All are working, little brother. We are
contributing to two clttusl per head. What's
going to be left over?

S: Did any of your boys return home te join a
movement?

C: We have shit in our heads. 1 lied and brought
back the boy who went. My house -- l'm afraid
someone is going to take it. 1 appointed

3
someone

to take care of that. Still, l'm afraid.

S: Do any
notices?
[dollars]

of the boys in movements come with
If they come, give

4
them five or ten

and win them over.

groups

•

C: Alas, if you let them in once, they will come
often and trouble us. That'~ why 1 keep the door
locked and keep them at bay.

S: They [the militant groups] are at loggerheads.
What do you think of that, eIder brother?

C: 1 came as a refugee; my family also is here.
They too [the militants] can come here and lead a

lA lottery system of bartering for pooled money.

2"Movement " refers to one of the various
fighting for Tamil rights in Sri Lanka.

3In other words, one of his sons had gone back to Sri
Lanka to join a movement, but the father went and brought
him back out of fear for his life, and also appointed
someone to look after the family home in Sri Lanka, in case
it was destroyed in the violence.

'The LTTE (and other groups when they were in existence
in Montreal) go door to door asking for financial donations
to help the "boys" fighting in Sri Lanka.

SThere is fear of getting involved with one group or
other in Montreal, because family and friends both in
Montreal and also possibly in Sri Lanka may then be in
danger -- there is violence between the rebel groups.
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S: No, elder brother. We need a country of our own.
That's why they are fighting, the poor fellows.

C: I too lived in our country for fifty years. I fell
at the feet of the UNP [United National Party] for
employment and coupon rice [subsidized rice]. The
Sinhala government has done this to us. The youths
came with their fierce attacks and reduced everything
to misery.

S: What are you saying? What is there in that country
that we could call ours? Did we have freedom to live
as human beings? We were underlings, grovelling at
their feet. Is that life? When you die, which will be
your children's country? You teach them English as
their mother tongue. Even in the applications forms,
if they ask what is your mother tongue, what is your
mother country, will Canada become your native land?
Won't your relatives laugh?

C: I want to advise you, little brother. Listen, you
can do two jobs. Save a little and lead the life of a
good and great person. Let them [the Tamils in Sri
Lanka] die or be destroyed. Don't worry about them.
Collect what you can, while you can, little brother.

S: Granted. l'm young. But the blood in my veins is
mother Tamil's blood of love. We are born today and
could die tomorrow. Yet l'll try to safeguard mother
Tamil's honour ta the best of myability. That is
every Tamil's ambition.

C: I have come to my senses only now, little brother.
l'm not of any use to my country [as he is, in Canada].
What is the use of living and dying. l've been a fool.
After listening ta your sound advice, I shall set forth
ta do battle, tomorrow (Tamil Elil Pankuni, 1991).- -
Here, "doing batt1e" does not necessarily mean going

back ta Sri Lanka -- the people of the "political side" are

equally concerned that those who came to Canada alsa work

for the cause in Sri Lanka, by raising funds, lobbying the

Canadian government for sanctions against the Sri Lankan

government, te11ing interested Canadians about the horrors
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of the civil war, and 50 on. They are concerned that not

enough people in Canada are fighting for Eelam, and that

unless the community in Montreal unites to fight for Ee1am,

a1l chances of a home land will be lost. Father Joseph

exp1ains this:

(Joseph): There seems to be a frustration coming
out of what is happening in Sri Lanka, because
they always hope, the people live in the hope that
somehow or other the Tigers at the end will
conquer. But the signs are that they are being
conquered. So that's what l fee1 is important,
and l think there are quite a number of people in
the Tamil community like that. l think this issue
of having a land of their own is bui1t into the
psyche, you know, and you cannot take it away.

We, the Tamils, we have failed miserably in
rea1izing two things, you know, culturally.
First, it is common sense to know that the
Sinhalese people must a1so accept this situation
[of Tamil rights to a home1and]; the other one is
that the Tamils living in Madras must say 'yes
it's time for that [sovereignty] and we are with
you.' These two things we avoided, we bungled at
everything, from the beginning. So you know that
means this psyche is very lonely now. And the
10neliness is crushing them. On a, what do you
calI that, collective consciousness. It's very
depressing. So they want to either forget about
it, or they want to have that false hope that
someday these boys will do it. rhat these twe1ve
year-01ds and fourteen-year-olds will do it.

Tamils who structure their cultural identity around

images of the "motherland" feel that they have a moral

responsibility to safeguard their identity by protecting

Mother Tamil in Eelam. The connection that Tamils feel with

their home land is not merely political, nor is it only a

lMany believe that most of the men and teenagers who
were involved in the militant groups have fled the country,
and those left fighting are the young boys (and girls).
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psychological longing for the homeland -- the connection is

one which could be described as "politico-psycho

physiological."

This relationship between a person and his or her

(home)land can be clarified again by turning to the popular

Tamil conceptualization of the body. Ku~am substances are

exchanged in the relationships between people and between a

person and the foods which he or she consumes, and between a

person and his or her physical environment. This mixing of

soil substance and bodily substance is more than just the

mingling of bodily wastes, food, and water leavings -

Daniel points out that for the mingling of person and ur to

take place, there need be no ingestion of food or water

(1984:84-5). The most important variable in the ur-person

compatibility is the type of ku~am (quality) substance of

both the Ur and the person. The Ur has an effect on its

inhabitants, just as the planets have an effect on humans

and deities have an effect on their devotees. When a person

thinks of travelling to a new Ur, whether a new village or a

new country, his first thought is to try to discover if one

of his people has successfully settled there -- not because

of the need to have friends or family there, but because if

the new ür is compatible with one of one's own kind, there

is a good chance that it will also be compatible with

oneself (Daniel 1984:81) .

People's bodies, then, are at one with the soil on
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which they live, and with substances which flow among

persons and within a person. The following poem, written by

a Montreal Tamil refugee "missing" Sri Lanka illustrates

this politico-psycho-physiological connection with the

homeland.

"Eartb From Our Yard tbat l Want" 1

We rose in the morning, forgetting coffee
Cycled down the road to Mathagal beach
To watch them skin the fish brought in
While it was still warm.
We wondered and rejoiced on that
Earth from our yard that l want.

My mother watched me eat pittJ
Made of sifted, roasted flour
With campai and prawn gravy
And roastRd dried fish, on that
Earth from our yard that l want.

When my grandfather, mustache waxed with ghee
Twirled it and slipped as he came down the steps
l rushed to his aid 'My grandson bore my weight,
heavy as l am,' he praised me, in narrating the tale
To the people of our town, standing on the
Earth from our yard that l want. '

When l pesterfd my grandmother, time and again
To play p~~ti she knocked down tamarind pods
Poked out the seeds
Washed and dried them for use
On the heavy, hard satinwood board, made, op that
Earth from our yard that l want.

Little sister on a teakwood bench

lThe term v~.tJtum implies both want and need.

2pittu is a type of confectionary made from a
compressed and steamed mixture of rice flour and grated
coconut.

3Camp~1 is a type of savory dish•

4p~Qti is agame played with a tablet of fourteen pits
filled with dried seeds.
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Shed tears when l related the story of
The mighty Karnan! and his fall
Tears that rested a moment on her cheek
To vanish on her lip, on that
Earth from our yard that l want.

There is money in this land2 and a prosperous life
We have kith and kin and family too.
The guts of my mind refuse to digest the pasto
To rear my descendants on that
Soil l dream of, l need that
Earth from our yard that l want.

Tales of victory may spread in all dLections
Family history lies in the soil of oUL yard
When my soul departs in detachment to that other world
It's the earth from our yard that should be scattered
On my corpse -- for which they'll need that
Earth from our yard that l want
(Nayakan a;';jni, 1989).- .
The Canadian lifestyle is equated with tremendous

financial difficulties. The need for both men and women to

work double workdays is partly due to the huge costs

incurred in coming to Canada,3 the breakdown of the cittu
system,4 and the inflation of dowry priees in Canada,5 but

!Karnan, or Kannan, is one of the characters in the
epic Mah~bh~ata.

2"This land" refers to Canada.

~any of the Tamil refugees arrive in Montreal already
thousands of dollars in debt, because huge sums of money
were borrowed to finance the escape from Sri Lanka. On
average, $12,000 (Canadian) is paid to "travel agents" -
people who provide false documents and transportation out of
Sri Lanka.

4The cTttu is a lottery system of bartering for pooled
money, common' in Sri Lanka and in South India. The cittu
bears sorne resemblance to the "pyramid" money schemes of
North America, in that if one person pulls out, the others
lose their money. A standard size of a crttu in Montreal is
twenty members, with a total of $10,000 invested.
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is also attributed to the effort to fit into "Canadian

culture." Father Joseph explains this:

(Joseph): The thing here is the pressure of making
money to bring sorne of the relatives here, and
people have aligned themselves with the major
culture, so everyone has to have expensive things,
you know, a high-priced car. AlI of these things
are imitating the culture [of Canadians]. We are
picking it up [Canadian culture]. You know, the
kind of, the wealthy life. l don't believe that
sorne of our Tamil men need to have cars. There's
no need at aIl. They're right there, living in
Côte-des-Neiges [i.e., centrally located], what
need is there of a car? AlI of the metros
[subways] and buses are very easy. 50, you know,
this has become a syrnbol for them to write to Sri
Lanka about, for them [people in Sri Lanka] to
know that their son has a car, or so someone can
give up their daughter [because the family is
sufficiently wealthy to attract a wealthy husband
for their daughter]. l know of sorne of the
Tamils, this is also another point, many Tamils
are now jobless in Toronto. Sorne of them bought
houses, you know, with their brothers and sisters
they formed groups and bought houses, and now they
are folding. They can't survive. Many of them
were doing sixteen hours, twelve hours, ten hours
of work, in order to pay the bank, and now they
can't do that.

The socioeconomic difficulti.es that exist in Canada are

said not only to cause psycho-social problems in the Tamil

cornrnunity, but also problems (tosam) in one's physical,

spiritual, and moral make-up (ku~am). The Canadian

lifestyle is not regarded as isolated from other aspects of

the Canadian "environrnent." The Canadian weather, morali ty,

spirituality, and 50 on, are regarded as inter-connected and

SThe dowry often takes the form of gifts as weIl as
cash. The gifts are usually a car, or the down-payment on a
house, or sorne other expensive item, and thus the cost of
the dowry may amount to thousands of dollars.
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are seen to be incompatible with Tamil culture. The

following poem, which describes Canada as "one long fridge,"

illustrates this fusion of elements of nature, morality, and

socio-economic difficulties:

"The l cebox"

As a whole, this country is one long fridge.
In the west, snow collects in a mountain of ice.
With a running nose, we drag in our breath and cover up 
Within that we are all half-dead.

Tubers, spinach, and onions! live on the bottom shelf,
Lowly people, for three months.
For three months, shorts that reveal legs,
Full dress in Novernber;
Because of the freezing cold, bla~kets, and thermal wear.
When the season changes and the sun blazes,
Many don't wear shirts.

Who will remain in Canada if one has to walk?
Even the car stops on the highway in winter 
Those who boast of new cars have been seen
Begging for a push.
Adolescents smoke to their hearts' content,
The young may be seen kissing here and there 
Our folks, on seeing this, peep at them.
Are the pure Tamils going to delay
When they see a tasty tidbit?

Even when wrapped in furs, one is half dead, exhausted.
We shiver and dislike the country.
Like dead chickens, we pure Tamils are confined.
!nsanely one thinks of prospering in a foreign land.
All told, this land is an honour to the capitalist,
Yet our fellows put their shoulders to the wheel and attempt
to do well (N§yakan aippaci, 1989).

In much of the prose and poetry written about life in

Montreal, the word iyantiram (machine) occurs -- "We work

with machines, like machines" is how the experience of life

!."Onions" is used in this context in a derogatory way
to describe people of "low" social standing.
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in Montreal is described in the poem below. The machine

metaphor is a particularly cogent one, because it contrasts

sharply'with the image of the "fluid body" described by

Daniel (1984).

"Ta Stay or ta Go?"

'The mother who bore you and the land of your
birth are better than heaven.' Even if we didn't
understand this fully then, we are able ta do sa
now, aren't we? The aged mother totters, suffers
because of illness and there is no one ta care for
her. We who should be at her side comforting her
and supporting her in our arms, have abandoned her
-- she who bore us, the arms that fed, pampered,
and lulled us ta sleep. We have come to live in a
different world. ls this right or just? We have
abandoned our mothers.

Now let's turn to our mother country. We
were made slaves and refugees in our own land.
When our brethren rose to fight against this, we
fled the land like cowards. Those who were really
wanted by the government are still at home. We
grabbed the opportunity to get out. We dreamed of
America, Canada, and Europe, fascinated by the
glamour of foreign countries. We dreamed of a
comfortable existence.

What do we see here today? We have forgotten
our traditional culture and are leading an ugly,
mechanical, enslaved existence. We do penance for
[i.e., long for] real love. We dream of the good,
happy life that one should enjoy at nighttime. We
live like prisoners, cooped up within four walls.
We can't satisfy our intellectual hunger. We
can't show our skills. We wash the dishes that we
use today, tomorrow. We rush ta work, as there is
no time to cook in the washed pots. We work with
machines, like machines. If we had white skins
we'd be paid more for the same work. We are
treated like slaves. There are people we know who
forget this and continue to work like dogs.
Mother in one place, son in another; husband in
one world, wife in another; lovers in different
worlds. This is our world. Do we want more?
Even if we were drinking [alcohol] and living in a
hut [in Sri Lanka], we would be living a real
life, surrounded by friends and relatives in the
midst of our culture, working for the
rehabilitation of our country. Do we stay or go?
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(Tamil Elil tai, 1988).

Un1ike the culture keepers oriented toward the

princip1e of akam, who emphasized the need to retain "true"

Tamil culture in Canada despite the negative influence of

Canadian mora1s, those oriented toward the princip1e of

pULam fee1 that the "mechanica1" Canadian 1ifesty1e is

necessari1y incompatible with Tamil culture and is changing

the Tamil nature (ku~am).

8.3 Svnthesis.

At the 1eve1 of everyday culture, the ideo1ogica1

know1edge about "authenticated culture" is being constructed

different1y for culture keepers oriented toward the

princip1e of "akam" than for those oriented toward "puLam."

Those oriented toward "akam" are concerned that the un

chaste 1ifesty1e in Canada makes it difficu1t for Tamil

women to maintain their purity, 1eading to the downfa11 of

Tamil fami1ies and the downfall of "pure" Tamil language and

culture. For culture keepers oriented toward the Tamil

princip1e of akam, the process of preparing for the cultural

events (dance, drama, music) which are part of the kalai

vilâ is a way of ensuring that the chi1dren will 1earn about

their language and culture, thus preserving Tamil cultural

identity in Canada.

Those oriented taward the princip1e af "puxam" are

cancerned that the "mechanica1" 1ifesty1e in Canada is
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incompatible with Tamil culture. They believe that it is

only in an independent Tamil homeland in Sri Lanka that

Tamil culture can survive. The fight for Eelam in Sri Lanka

is a losing battle, as more and more young men flee the

country and seek asylum in Canada and elsewhere, and these

culture keepers feel that those who are in Montreal must do

as much as possible to safeguard "Mother Tamil." The

connection that is felt for the Tamil homeland is more than

political, and is more than emotional -- the home (TIr) is

connected to the physical body in a "real" way, in a

relationship of contiguity, rather than merely one of

emotion, and the 1055 of the homeland is seen to be changing

the Tamil nature (kuQam). For culture keepers oriented

toward the Tamil principle of pu~am, the kalai vil~ are a

means of preserving Tamil culture because they are a way of

raising money to sand back to Sri Lanka to help "the boys"

in their fight for an independent Tamil home land in Sri

Lanka.

Although the ideological knowledge being produced about

"kalClccël'ram" (authenticated culture) is divided between two

different constructions of Tamil identity, and draws upon

different aspects of symbols of Tamil nationalism, both

share the same "commonsensical" understanding of cultural

identity. The concept of the person as "dividual," with

shared substances flowing in and among persons is the same

for each side of the ideological divide. This is "culture"
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in its classical anthropological sense (that is, pre-Writing

Culture), and is what informs the authenticated image of

culture.

Thus, while the ideological discourse about what Tamil

culture is, is the same for Tamil culture keepers on both

sides of the community divide and for the Canadian policy of

multiculturalism, each is grounded in its own

"commonsensical" culture. Therefore its meanings differ

sharply between the (two) Tamil perspectives and that of the

policy of multiculturalism, since they arise out of vastly

different cultural and historical contexts .
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CHAPTER NINE: MULTICULTURALISM AND MIMESIS

Taussig uses the term "magica1 mimesis" to mean the

power of a copy to influence what it is a copy of (1993:59,

250). For the Tamils in Montreal, cultural identity is

being reconstructed based on ideo10gical knowledge stemming

from two different p.ationalisms: Canadian nationalism, with

its po1icy of multiculturalism and the common identity of

the ethnic mosaic; and Jaffna Tamil nationalism, in its

Canadian form, drawing on the symbol of kaD?:i or "puri ty, "

and in its Sri Lankan form, drawing on the symbol of Tami~

T~y, or Mother Tamil.

Each of these nationalist images of culture is itself

constructed out of multiple histories involving waves of

colonialism and reconstructed identities. In Sri Lanka,

British colonialism, Dravidian nationalism, and the need to

be affirmed as distinct from the Sinhalese led to the

emergence of a distinctive Jaffna Tamil culture. In Canada,

French and English colonialism, the rise of Quebec

nationalism, and the increase in Third World immigrants

whose cultural identities are seen as radically different
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from the French and English charter groups, all led to the

emergence of a distinctive Canadian culture, oriented around

multiculturalism and the symbol of the ethnic mosaic. For

Tamils actively involved in promoting and preserving Tamil

cultural identity in Montreal, the everyday constructions of

Tamilness are debated, understood, and constructed out of

the "commonsense" of these converging histories.

For Tamil culture keepers, the boundaries between being

a bearer of culture and a creator of culture are constantly

shifting. They are continually juggling their role as one

who represents and promotes "pure" culture, with their own

embeddedness in the commonsensical structures of Tamil

culture and the everyday realities of the Canadian

lifestyle. They must constantly take shortcuts, alter

practices, and, occasionally, change the norms of what

"pure" culture is, in their efforts to preserve Tamil

culture.

Tamil culture keepers restructuring cultural identity

at the level of the "everyday" are thus slipping in and out

of the realm of the "taken-for-granted" -- at times being

shaped by the structures of commonsense, and at times

shaping them, moving between "meaning," and "meta-language."

Given the post-colonial structure of the current global

system, the "commonsensical" culture out of which "everyday"

understandings of culture are constructed is one which is

not uniform it is multifaceted, because it is the produc~
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of many converging cultural and historical contexts. Thus,

everyday constructions and understandings of culture are

necessarily in fl~x, taking power from, and feeding back

into, the original, which is itself a compound of many

levels of reconstructed identity. Tamil culture keepers use

the multiculturalism policy to mirror back authentic

Tamilness to the Tamil community and to the Canadian public;

the Canadian policy of multiculturalism uses Tamil images of

Tamilness (re-interpreted through the eyes of social

scientists writing on "otherness") and mirrors them back to

Canadians and to Tamils. As Taussig put it, "we have here,

then, a sort of figure-eight, whereby mimesis curves over

into alterity, then cornes back again, enlivened by a little

joke" (1993:170).

On one hand, this thesis addresses academic and popular

movements, such as "culture studies" and

"mu1ticultura1ism," which use anthropo10gica1 notions of

culture as an idiom of resistance against dominant

hegemonies but fai1 to draw on the insights of anthropology

to problematize the notion of culture itself. l have

illustrated that while the concept of "culture" has been

appropriated for po1itica1 means by two different sides of

the Tamil refugee community and by the Canadian government,

their "commonsensica1" understandings of "culture" are

radically different, because each is embedded in the

specific cultural and historica1 context of its user.
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The meaning of "culture" in multiculturalism, then, is not

static, but is multivalent and dynamic. In Canada,

multiculturalism is used by the media, the public,

ethnocultural community leaders, and academics, in different

ways to support different ideologies. Thus, even when the

same image of "culture" is being used by federal policy

makers and by ethnie community leaders (re)shaping their

identity in Canada, it does not follow that this image of

culture will have the same meaning for each of its users.

Culture theorists and multiculturalists who focus on the

boundaries of culture, rather than on who creates those

boundaries and why, will miss this meaning aspect and its

political implications.

On the other hand, this thesis responds to current

attempts to provide new directions for anthropology. l

contend that the theories of Clifford and Marcus (1986) and

others which avoid the analysis of a culture out of fear of

violating the "other" are missing an important opportunity

to go even further in "decolonizing" anthropology. My

research on how anthropological notions of "culture" are

being used by Tamil culture keepers illustrates that "we"

are still involved in shaping the "other," because in this

post-colonial world, the myths and ideologies of both the

dominant and subordinate cultures are part of the realm of

the commonsensical of the "other" and are therefore

necessarily implicated in how the "other" constructs itself.
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It is my position, then, that rather than abandoning

anthropology, we must attempt an anthropology of post

colonialism, focusing on the "politics" of culture, in order

to reflect critically on anthropology's own continuing

involvement in imperialism.
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WHEREAS the Constitution of Canada provides that every
individual is equal before and under the law and has the
right to the equal protection and benefit of the law without
discrimination and that everyone has the freedom of
conscience, religion, thought, belief, opinion, expression,
peaceful assembly and association and guarantees those
rights and freedoms equally to male and female persons;

AND WHEREAS the Constitution of Canada recognizes the
importance of preserving and enhancing the multicultural
heritage of Canadians;

AND WHEREAS the Constitution of Canada recognizes rights of
the aboriginal peoples of Canada;

AND WHEREAS the Constitution of Canada and the Official
Languages Act provide that English and French are the
official languages of Canada and neither abrogates or
derogates from any rights or privileges acquired or enjoyed
with respect to any other language;

AND WHEREAS the Citizenship Act provides that all Canadians,
whether by birth or by choice, enjoy equal status, are
entitled to the same rights, powers and privileges and are
subject to the same obligations, duties and liabilities;

AND WHEREAS the Canadian Human Rights Act provides that
every individual should have an equal opportunity with other
individuals to make the life that the individual is able and
wishes to have, consistent with the duties and obligations
of that individual as a member of society, and, in order to
secure that opportunity, establishes the Canadian Human
Rights Commission to redress any proscribed discrimination,
including discrimination on the basis of race, national or
ethnic origin or colour;

AND WHEREAS Canada is a party to the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, which Convention recognizes that all human
begins are equal before the law and are entitled to equal
protection of the law against any discrimination and against
any incitement to discrimination, and to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which Covenant
provides that persons belonging to ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities shall not be denied the right to enjoy
their own culture, to profess and practise their own
religion or to use their own language;

AND WHEREAS the Government of Canada recognizes the
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diversity of Canadians as regards race, national or ethnie
origin, colour and religion as a fundamental characteristic
of Canadian society and is committed to a policy of
multiculturalism designed to preserve and enhance the
multicultural heritage of Canadians while working to achieve
the equality of aIl Canadians in the economic, social,
cultural and political life of Canada;

(1) It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Government
of Canada to:

(a) recognize the promote the understanding that
multiculturalism reflects the cultural and racial diversity
of Canadian society and acknowledges the freedom of aIl
members of Canadian society to preserve, enhance and share
their cultural heritage;
(b) recognize and promote the understanding that
multiculturalism is a fundamental characteristic of the
Canadian heritage and identity and that it provides an
invaluable resource in the shaping of Canada's future;
(c) promote the full and equitable participation of
individuals and communities of aIl origins in the continuing
evolution and shaping of aIl aspects of Canadian society and
assist them in the elimination of any barrier to such
participation;
(d) recognize the existence of communities whose members
share a common origin and their historie contribution of
Canadian society, and enhance their development;
(e) ensure that aIl individuals receive equal treatment and
equal protection under the law, while respecting and valuing
their diversity;
(f) encourage and assist the social, cultural, economic and
political institutions of Canada to be both respectful and
inclusive of Canada's multicultural character;
(g) promote the understanding and creativity that arise from
the interaction between individuals and communities of
different origins;
(h) foster the recognition and appreciation of the diverse
cultures of Canadian society and promote the reflection and
the evolving expressions of those cultures;
(i) preserve and enhance the use of languages other than
English and French, while strengthening the status and use
of the official languages of Canada; and
(j) advance multiculturalism throughout Canada in harmony
with the national commitment to the official languages of
Canada.

(2) It is further declared to be the policy of the
Government of Canada that aIl federal institutions shall:

(a) ensure that Canadians of aIl origins have an equal
opportunity to obtain employment and advancement in those
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institutions;
(b) promote policies, programs and practices that enhance
the ability of individuals and communities of aIl origins ta
contribute to the continuing evolution of Canada;
(c) promote policies, programs and practices that enhance
the understanding of and respect for the diversity of the
members of Canadian society;
(d) collect statistical data in order to enable the
development of policies, programs and practices that are
sensitive and responsive to the multicultural reality of
Canada;
(e) make use, as appropriate, of the language skills and
cultural understanding of individuals of aIl origins; and
(f) generally, carry on their activities in a manner that is
sensitive and responsive ta the multicultural reality of
Canada .



B.1 "venkayam ko~~ai!" ("Onions Stolen!")

helikaptarkal, karaika ayatankat utaviyutan
cupparmarkkat ou.utakkappattu oru kilo venkayam
katattappattirukki~atu! ippullarikka vaikkum campavam
ilankai tamilarkalâl natattappattiruppatâka
teriyavaruki~atu!

atirupti: ilankai tami~arkalâl natattappattiruppataka
axiyappatum venkâya katattal campantamaka mëlum pala putiya
takavalkat kitaittuttana. kanat~vil cupparmarkkattukal
iravu vëtaikalil ta~kal katavukalai i~ukki mütivituvatu
yavarum a~intatë. enavë iravil camaiyal ceyYUm cila
tamilarkal tankal camiyalukku attiyâvaciyamana venkayam
v~nka mutiyamal tavikkum apaya nilai ë~pattatu. itanal
atiruptiyu~a a~u tamilarkal helikaptarkat ira~tai

vatakaikku amartti ko~tanar. nakarin otukkuppuxamaka
amaintirunta cuppar markkat ou.ai helikaptarkat, karaika
ayutankal utaviyutaü takki oru kilo venkayattai katatti
cenrirukki~arkal.

pëlïsar payankara tikaippu: campavam natantu mutintapi~
stalattixku vanta kaAëtiya polïsar, takkutal natattappatta
mULaiyai ka~tu tikaittanar. cupparmarkkat arukë 24 ma~i

nëram tirantirukkum kataiyonril venkayam vi~kappatuvatu

terintiruntu~küta t~kkutal natattiya tamilarkatin ti~amaiyai

parattivittu, utanë avarkalai kaituceyyum muyaxciyil
ïtupattanar.

kara~tiyutan kaitu: katattiya venkayattutan yu.es.ë
pëirtaril Vll:nkiya attixaicciyil ka~i camaittu kOI).tirunta
anaittu cant~ka naparkalum karaI).tiyum, kaiyumaka kaitu
ceyyappattu vittataka pinti kitaitta ceytikat
terivikki~ana. ivarkal, kaxikkupëtta kaxittÜtin ma~attai

vaittë vïtiyil ce~u kOi).tirunta pëilïsar palamuxai tummivittu
avarkalai kaitu ceytataka teriyavarukixatu. avarkat
vïttilirunta vë~u cila venkayanka*um kaitu ceyyappattana.
kaitu ceyyappatta akati tami!arkat a!upërum 20
vayatukkutpattavarkatavar. itil aintu p~r iru varankalukku
munnar~ kanat~ vantu cëntavarkat enpatum inku
ku;ippitottakkatu.
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B.2 "talaivari't:a miruntu" ("Message from the President")

amiltinum iniyatu tamilmoli. amutana tami.lmoliyai atan
c~appai arankattil ko~arvataLku vatikalay iruppatu kalai
nikalccikal. anta kalaikalukkell~mt~vi kalaimakal.
'ayakalaikàl ~u patti n~nkinaiyum eya uQarvikkum .
ennammai ... ' en;u avalai tutipati vaQankuki~ëim. anta
a~upatti!la!lku kalaika*ul alakaiyum, kaIPanai vatattaiyum
karuttu parimaLalkalaiyum, katci amaippukkalaiyum
uttatakkiyatu natakakkalai. natakattin orupakuti nattiyam.
nattiyam, natakam iraQtaiyum c~rttu kuttu e~u colvatu
marapu. küttu kalaiyai 'iyal, icai, n~takam' enra münru
tamilalum pari~amikka ceyyalam. na~~iyatti~ku icai
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avaciyam. anal nâtakatti~ku icaiyum têvai iyal tamilum
tevai!

oru camutaya valarccikku allatu atan valarcciyin
maxumalarccikku makkalu1;an nëtittotarpai ë~patutti~kolla

ilakuvana catanam na1;akamê! oru catara~a mëkanatas kantiyai
'makiitma' enba cattiya cïlarakkiyatu 'ariccantira' na1;akamë!
intiya nattiu cutantira iitcikku pinpu ë~patta kankiras
nirvakattil irupatu varutankalaka acaikka mutiyata
nilaiyiliranta 'tami~aka aracai' mâxri a~ifiar a~~a tauatu
katciyaga ti, mu, ka, vai atcipï1;am ~iyamaikku ü~ukëlay 
makkal totarpu catanamay vilankiyatu avarum avaratu
to~tarkalum eluti natitta nâtakankalë!! ippati nâtaka
kalaiyin uyarvukku pala utaranankal küxalam. ivvitam
uyarnta nilaiyil ullatamil moliyin iyal icai
natakakkalaikalai katalka1;anta natukalilum narnrnavarkal
pë~ippatukattu valarppatu avaciyam. inxu ematu - na1;u ulla
nilaiyil tamil makkal puyalil cikkiya patakupël
tattalikkiLarkal. avarkalai orumaippa 1;utti uyarnta
nëkku1;an ceyala~uvatarkumnalla karuttulla na1;akankalai.
velinatukalil arankë~uvatu avaciyam mâttiramagri
avacaramumküta. atu pënrë ematu nâttin ilaiya
talaimuXaiyinar ankankë valum natukali~

küt1;ukkalaccaratti~kulcikkittanatu inmoliyin tanittuvattai
koccaippa1;utti ilivupa1;uttamal ara~ amaippataEku itup~nra

kalaivilakkal natattappatutal mika mukkiyam. intavakaiyil
monxiyâl nakaril iyankivaruki~a tamilar amaippukkal ciEanta
paJ;liyauuki~a~a. itu ka.!!,ata muluvatum valum tami~ar

mattiyil orunki~ainta kalâccara amaippâki tontâ~uvatu

avaciyame!la nan karutukix~n. ••
kalaimakalukku vi~â etukkum in nannalil kalaimakalin

arul niLainta ëmatu nâttu i~ankalainarkalai kelaravippatum
pârât1;uvatum kalaimakalukku nam valankum camarppaJ;lamakum.
mëlum terintum teriyâmalum, a~intum aXiyamalum
otunkittiriyum kalaiyunarvu ko~ta anaivaraiyum arankatti~ku

kOJ;ltuvara ivvakai kelaravaàkalum parat1;ukkalum oru ükka
maruntakum enpatil aiyamillai. ivvakaiyil cila
kalainarkalai innannalil para1;1;iyum, vâlttiyum maki!ki.!om.
itu ë.!!,aiya kalai~arka!i~atu kalaiccëvaiya nam ma~antu
nirki.ôm ena arttappatatu. avarkalaiyum ke~arvikkum ematu
paJ;li kalaivâJ;li arulal ni1;cayam totarum. ippa~i paratu
c~akka kana1;a tamil kalâccara caàkattin kârpil en
valttukkalai terivittu makilkixeg.

vâlka tamil! valarka tamilkkalaikal!! talaivar, kanata
tamil. kaUiccaraëcankam. -. •

B.3 "talaivaritamiruntu" ("From the President")

...ayirakka~akkilirukkumnarnrninattavararkal inku o~u

patave~1;um, avvorrumaikku valivakuttu namka1;amaikalai
carivaru â~utarkum, nam perumaiyai, nam manakkuLaikalai
palarum aXintu ko+vataxku meULe amaikkappa1;tullatu
'oULiyam'. 0ULiyam kagatâvil vâlum ilattamilarin kulantai .
kulantaiyin valarccikku nam karicanai, aLivurai, utavi,
p~cum y~vum mikamika avaciyam. ankattavarka! atikarippu
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tëvai. atikamana ankattavarka1 tokai nammavarka1
potuna1atti1 k~ttum akkaLaiyai ·paLaicaLLum. .
tugpattaittutaikkum cakti atikarikka nam ourupattu
ouriyattiu mülam ceyalarra vë~tum. 0LLumaivaluvataiya ouru
cëruvom. namakkâka m~ttiram valamal piIarukkâkavum koncam
vâlntu parppëm. tamilaiyum, tamiliuattaiyum valarttu
vâlavaittu niLaivu peLuvëm. atanai ceyvatuIku janayaka
mUIaippati uru vakkappattu iyankivarum ouriyattil nïnkai
akkaLaiyum ârvamum katta vë~tum. ouriyam natattum
küttankalil pankupaLLi unkat alëcauaikatai apippirayankaiai
terivittu atan valarccikkum nammavarkal uyarccikkum
alamvilatukalâka nïnkal niIka vëntum. 'cuLLankal, kUIaikal
ayiramiruntâlum annaikku kulantai kulantaiyë yaurivillanaka
mutiyâtu. tanatu vallamaikkerra alavu pa1a
muyaEcikalilaLanki ceyalârrum ouriyam unkal ataravaiyum,
akkaLaiyaiyum, ârvattaiyum nâtukiLatu! ettanai tUnPankatai
yell~m~ anupavittu manam nalintu inku vantu iruQta
vâlkkaiyai tulankavaikka utalum Uttamum ayarâtu
pâtupatukirarkal nammavarkal. nam enkiruntu vatâlum enna
vayatinarkalayiruntâlum oilLai nam pâl maEakka mutiyatu.
maLakkavum knt~u atutan emminattiu perumai. ematu
ilakkiyam mikavum perumai vayntatu. nam ilakkiya
talaivarkal, ta1aivikat eQ~atti1 ceyalil maIuvaIIavarkal.
cakal naLku~ankalum pa~apukalum niLainta inamtami~inam.

B.4 "camarppanam" ("Dedication")

'putta~tu' piIantu vittatu. a~tuka+ pi~antu viraintu
celki~ana. ï~attami~arkalin innalkal vitivillata totar
katai pel totarntu ko~tirukkillIatu. tamil tonmai v~yntatu.

tamilar vilàkkalum kal~cc~rankanam avvitam~ ivaiyanaittukkum
karuttâlamina varalâLukalam irukkinxana. -

ïlattamilarkal palv~ru m~lai natukalil vâlntu
varuki~anar. marupatta kalâccâracül nilaiyil ematu
varunkala cantatiyinar v~lapp~inxanar. ivvëlai nam ematu
kalai, kalacc~rankal iQainta vilakka~ai avvappôtu
natattuvatan mülam avarkalukku ematu kalaccara varalârukaiai
etuttiyampaniccayam vayppu kitaikkum eupatil aiyamillai.

etirikal nammavaraikkonIu kuvikkum tuyaram
niEainta ninaivil tay nattai vittu ventulla nâm ematu
varunkala cantatiyinar cankattamil mün,um terinta .
kalaccarankalutan valar ipputtantu vi~~vutan u~uti
kOtvômaka. .• -. . • •

B.5 "tayai maLantalum tay moliyai ma.r.akkiitïr"
("Even if you Forget your Mother,
can you Forget your Mother Tongue?")

accamillai enPatu kanatâvinil vâlntu kOQtirukkum
nam nâttu mankaiyarkku rnattiram urittana oru colle
enLu naœnaiyellâm tikilataiya vaikkinLatu. accam, rnaQarn,
n~am, payirppu p~nravaLEutankalakâlamaka valntu vanta
nam tâykkularnâ inLu accarn a~ave illaiyen.r.um, rnaQam
maQappataLku munnarum pinnarum illaiyenavum, naQam
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nalum aLiyatavarka~ ceyvatenavum, payirpputag valntal
paratëcika~ pol egavum e~~i ko~tirukki~arkat....

ivvafavum eg ingum pala ma~am nam mankaiyaritam
~fPattu~tatu. va~am~a nam centamilai va~arkka vë~tiya

taykkullamë angiya moli mëkattigil alaiki~atu.

aQEu nag kagataviEku vantu ira~tu varabka~tâg

âyina imikkirêcanil pativatarkaka cenrën. itaiyinil
valima!:i enkë celvateQEu teri"yamal vil.ittu· -
ko~tiruntën. appolututan ira~tu pe~ka~ angiya
moliyoQEil pëciyapati e~akku arukamaiyaL ce~agar.

itaiyitaiyë eti .. eti ... egpatu egkatigil viluntatu.
ennu~ oru mana makilcci avarka~ arukiniE ceQEu mella
tamilil. akkâ ... eQEëg. iruvarum engai tirumpi
parttuvittu onrum teriyatavarka~ pol ninrarkat.
mî~tum akka ... eQEU etaiyo këtpataEku vayetuttën,
anal akkakkalil orutti engai munti ko~tu egakku
atë angiya moliyigiL patifalittar. conga anta
cOLkal mikavum acinkamaka iruntatu. enakku entayë
vetittu vitum pol tëSQEiyatu. enga tampi ... eQEu
agputag nam taykkulattiIkuriya papivutan ketparkal eQEu
etirpartta en manam ëmântu. oru nimita polutinil
engu~ oru coka kaviyamë tëQLi maEaintatu. eggai
cam~~itta va~~amu maLupakkam tirumpiya eguai parttu oru
tamil makan pu~muIuval ceyya ka~teg. patilukku vë~ta

veLuppaka nanum punmu!:uval ceytën. avan en arukigil
vantu 'enga ~to matiriyaka niIPatu pOQEirukkinratu ... '
enru vinavinar. nan viparattai kuriyapati cenrëg.
merrëS varavum iruvarum u~le ë!:igom. ankë emakku
arukamaiyil anta ira~tu pe~anikalum utkantiruntagar.
avarkal emmai ka~tu kollavillai. 'pavam anta petiyag' enru
avarka~ atë angiya moliyigil pëciyatu em iruvar kâtilumu
vilantatu. nam iruvarum oruvarai oruvar pârttu ko~tëSm.

enakku valiküriya anta na~apar innumonrai kUri ceQEar.
natanta iccampavam umakku katavula va~akkam pëSleQEu.

em iniya emnattu mankaiyarë eppatiyum vâlalam eQEu
valamal ippatittan valu vëQtum eQLu vala muyaIciyunkal.
tayai ma.Eantalum tay moliyai maEakkatI"r.

B.6 "~aiyai colki:t:ën" ("Speaking the Truth")

.... ayalavar kalukkuttan ankil mo~i terintâlum
tami~ makanotu innumoru tamilan eppati tamatu mo~iyai

vituttu vêLu'oru moliyil pëca virumpuvan. 'muljkk~a muli'
en pa~patta periyavarkal arampattilëyë yëcittu
natakkakkütatü vïttilaiyatu tamatu tay mo~iyai eluti
p~âkavittalum pëccu va~akkattilavatu tami~ai _
pëticcirukkalamallava? tamatu kal~ccarattai ko~camavatu
pigpaEEiyirukkalâmallava? peEXor k~unne tarlin eDLa
peccukkalotu anniya makanutan utattukkutatu 'kis' 'kis'
atattinal 911 polis. aiyo pavam 'tati, mammi.'
cëkkaskâranëStu avag câttaikku payantu kattuppatum cinkamküta
atutan moliyiltan karccikkum. vîttil acaikku pitittu
valarkkum kili küta ma~tamoli pëcatterintalum atu
'kîkkî'eQEutan kattum. appatiyeQEal. oru manitan
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vëptume~al attanai moliyaiyum enta kalaccarattaiyum
pinparralam. anal conta moliyaiyum tanakke~u irukkum
kalaccarattaiyum marantu vitakkûtâtu appati ma~akka

ninaippavarka! ve~um mutta!!

B.7 "kulantaiyin mala.laittamil. tâyin karankalilë"
("The Responsibility Lies with the Mothers")

tamil ~lam vë~tum egIa taniyata takattut~ parata
totanki vitta tamil camutayam ilankaiyil. ettanaiy~

ayirakkanakk~na ku~antaika! i!afiarka~, vayatanavarkat e~u
paliko~tirukkum vëlaiyil uyirukku payantu velinâtuka!il
ta~cam ataintu+!a enatu cakëtara, cakotarikalitam nanta
yavutan këttu kolvatellam, anpul!a pe~ërkatë unka!
kulantaikalukku tamil.aiyum, tami~ kalâccârattaiyum
coll i kkotunkat .

"kulalinitu, yalinitu eupar tam makka! ma.lalai col
kët~tavar.' kulattaika!in malalai colka!ai këttu
inpuratavarka! ivvulakil uQtë? ve!inâtukalukku vantu vatta
ettallaiy~ kulantaika!ukku peLrOraitavira v~!u periyorka!
vîttil·illai.akaiyâl mukkiyamaka kulantaikatai kavanikkum
po!uppai etuppavarkal taymarka~ë. va~arntu varum ci~ârka!in

mal.alai mol.i pëca arampittatum. avarka!aikku vittu.
u~c~kapa tuttavum, tiLamaiyaka pëcuvataxkum kalviyarivai.
vatarppataxkum vali vakukka vë~tiyatu ovvuru taykkum uriya
mukkiya katamaiyakum. velinatu vantu vitta tamilarkat palar
pa~am campâtippatutan mukkiyam enxu ninaittu tahkal
kulantaikalin etirkalattai pa!!i ciLitum cintippatillai.
kulantai pi!antu 2,3 m~tanka!il kulantaika~ai, ku~antai
paramarippu nilaiyahkalil vittu vittu velai e~u

otukira~kal. kataiciyil avarka~ kastappat~u campatitta
pa~ama porulë vilalakki~aitta nTr p~lâki vituki~atu.

kulantaikalë ci~uvayatiliruntêânkilamë piranco
pecattotankuvatutan tanniccaiyâna palakka va~akkanka!ukkum
vantu vitukiU!anar. mutivilo, p0l.atu pokkukku tiskëvum,
câppâttixku revuroraptum, kë!piraQtum, poypiraptum enru c~

cira!intu vituki~anar. kataiciyil peL!orkal kastappattu
campatitta pa~am enkë? ciritu cintittu parunkal pe~orka!ë.

pa~am mattum tan tëvai enpatalla vâ~kaikku. atilum
mukkiyamaka taymarka! atikamana nërattai kulantaikalutan
ka~ittu mukkiya kavanam celuttinal tan cixanta ku~antaika!ai

ataiya mutiyum ku~antai pixakkurn potu a~ivaliyaka

pi~appatillai ku~antaika!ai ci~anta mULaiyiI
va!arppatilëtan, avarkalin arivu mëmpatuki~atu.

pe~orum vîttilulla periyarkalum kulantaikal malalai
pêca ~ampittavutan tamilil ciru ci~ukataikal, pattukkal,
kollikkotuttu avarkalukku pëccu vanmaiyai u~takka vë~tum.

itu i~u totankiya pa~akkamalla. namatu mutataiyar
kalattiliruntu to~u tottu nilavivarum palakkamakum. itu
tamilarkalin palakkam mattumalla. ovvoru pâkai
pëcupavarkalum tankal tankal pàsaikalai kulantaikalukku
ippatittan colli kotukkiE~rkal.

3,4 vayatu varum potu kulantaikalin manatil ërpatum
palavitam~a ke!vikalin mulam avarkalin o~ivu ti~amaiyai nam
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arintu kollalam. inta paruvattil ku~antaika~i~ arvam
atikamâka ka~appatum. akaiyâl avarkal. ka~kalil patum
vakayil alakana iyaxkai katcika u~aiyum ganmaiyuQtakka
kntiya katai. katcika u~aiyum, patukkaiYaLaikalil
mattivitalam. pala varQacittirahkalai varaiyavum pârkkavum
pa~akkalam. ve~inatukalil va~avarkal tamil. kalai kalâccara
vLlakkakukku kulantaika~ai alaittu celvatu mikavum cixanta
to~~kum. ënenil ku~antaika!ukku tami~arka~in palakka
valPkkankalai a~intu ko~~a kITtiya ore itam ittan.

ci~u kulantaika!ukku nam tamilai colli kotuttal avarka!
ankilam, pira~cai patikatu vittu vituvarkal enru payantu
pala perL~rkal vïttilum, tam kulantaikalutan ankilattil
kataikka mUAPâtukii~rkal. cilar tahka!'k~ntaika! ankilam
pëcuvatu tan n&karîka!am e~u e~~i ku~antaika~ukku tami~

colli kotukkav~ vetkappatukiE~rkal. ivaitava~an apippi
rayamakum. ci~u kulantaika!ukku nam ettanai pa~ai kalai
colli kotuttalurn kulantaika! attanai pa9aika!aiyurn vilanki 
pëca kütiya tanmai cïkkiram ë.patuki~atu. anal veli
n~tukalil tamil p~ca kITtiya nilaimai veku aritu. atanPI,
tayrnârka!, kulantaika!ukku vTttil tan tami~ai collikkotukka
mutiyurn. (milliyan tamilarkat inta ulakattil iruntum oru
taninatu illai. ippëto tamil pëca vetkapattu tamil ina.ë
alintu ko~tirukki~atu. talai nimirntu nillata, tamilan e~u

collatil:) .
taymarka! ovvoruvarurn tam ku~antaika!ukkuvittil

vil:cikkum palakkadka!ai uQtakka vëQtum. appati avarkal
tinamurn ci~itu n~ram avarka~in pata puttakanka!ai v&cikkum
pëtu avarka!in kalviya~ivu mempatuvatu pOl tinamum t~ym~r

tam kulantaika!utan tami~il kataippati~l kulantaika!in
tamil a.ivum valarcciyataikiJ:atu. namatu t~yn~ttil

ettanaiper tamil moli mülam kalvi kau~kal. iw;u
avarkalil palar velin&tuka!il ci.anta aAiva!ika!àkavum
periya patavi antastukalai ataintiruppataiyurn p~runkal.

cintiyunka!, centamilaiyurn atan celimaiyaiyum purintu
kolvïrkal. parati kaQta putumai tami~ peQkal~ i~amaiYàna

ninaivukalutan aMu, kanv"1lna. v'1frttai, inimaiyana
kanavukalutan ku~antaika!utancërntu tannalama~a

cëvaiy'1frIa v~turn. amaitiy&kavurn po~umaiyutanum valkkai
piraccanaikalai tïrttukolla vêQturn. nanparkal,
uAavinarkalai ...malarnta mukattutan upacarittu anp&ka
palakuàkal. unkal valkk~iyil inta tami~ putta~tu oru
putu polivai taruvatai uQarvYrkal.

B.8 "tiraivilakiyatu" ("The Curtain is Drawn")

n&n kanata vantatu mutaI parkka tutittatu eàkal
cuntaralinkam m~~vaitt~. cuntaralinkam m~a 25
varutankalukku mël&ka kanatavil vacittu varuki~ar.

egpataiyurn onr~~iYOvilu!+a oru pirapala yünivarsitiyil
purapecaraka irukkirar evpataiyurn tavira vè.aru viparamum
enakku teriy~u. eppatiyavatu avarai cantikka vë~turn enru
avaratu yOnivarsiti vilacatti~ku oru katitam e~utippOttu

vittu patilai etirp&rttu kattu kOQtirunten.
enkat pallikkütattil patittu mutai mutalil yünivarsiti
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enxar pa~~iyavar cuntaralinkam marna. ka~akkil oru puli
avar. kütavë alakâka oviyam varaivar. tamil ilakkiyam,
cankTtam racipp~r p~tavum ceyvar. app6tu avar oru
olravu~tar eura peyarai ur muluvatum pe~iruntar. ippo
eppatiyirukki r6? nân ilamai ninaivu kalil mulkuki~ên.

enakku, enatu a~~anm~rukkell~m ka~akku vâttiyar
cuntarâlinkam marnatau. enta kulappamana ka~akkaiyum

teliv~ka puriyum patiyaka coltuvar. avar kutavë tamil
ilakkiyattil nirampa pa~uvaittiruppavar. mâlai vê!aika!il
kovil kulakkaraiyarukë amarntu iyarkai elilai
racittava~uparatiyarkavikitakal patipp~r. tanê kavitaikal
el.ati kor;ttippë!r.

telip~n ma~i atikkiIatu. viraintu cenxu pilïvarai
etukkixën. 'Hàlô... var;takkam. nan tak1;ar cuntaralinkam
p~cukix~n. câratâvotu pêca mutiyumâ? enakku makilcci tal
mutiyavillai.

'halO: më!ma... tâu câratâ p~cuki~ëU. kataiciyil
cuntaralinkam marna kitaittu vittâr.

atë kamparamânakural. ko1'lcam pici~u atikkiLatë 'marna
ippa kata unkalaittâu ninaittu ko~tiruntanan. utanë
pecu~iyal. nULu vayacuvarai irukka p~riyal.

, o ... appaçiyâ kattai pompal~... ' atukkenna
iruntapp~ccu... atu cari - ni eppa kanata vantu cërntarn... ?

cinna vayatil ennai kattai pompilai e~u këli ceyvâr.
më!m~ ipp~tum atë peyarai colla makilcci ponkiyatu. to1;arntu
oru arai maQi nëram teliponil pëci ko~tiruntëm. kataiciyil
avar monxiy~l vantu ennaiyum kutumpattaiyum cantippataka
vakku kotutta pintân telipOg vaitt~.

'enna c~rata... orë cantë~amayirukki~fu~pola ... '
enxavaIu ul!ë nulaikiIâr. en kaQavar. kütavë en iru
pillaika~um mammi ena kUviyapati patacalai mutinta
cantëcattil oti vantu enaikkatti kolkiLarkal.

kul.antaikalai aQaittaVë!~u cuntaralinkam marna pon
paQQinar. atutta kilamai monxiyâl vantu enkalai
parkkiLë!rë!m. eua kUQavanitam collikka kutü kalittëu. atu
tane pârttën. âyiram vilantâl kata ivva~avu cantOcappata
mattay~... ' ena k~li ceytu cirittu ko~të ullëponâr
enka~avar. kataiciyaka connatu p~la më!m3 enka! vïttukku
vantar.

aimpatu vayatu a~ikkum telivâna të~am mukkuka~~âti 
mUl:lpâtiyil valakkaikatavë oralavu naraitta talai ... avarai
parttu nan viyantatai vita ennai pârttu avar viyantatu
tan atikam.

atë cinnP pompalë - itu nïtânâ - ki~avimâtiri pôyittiyë
- këliceytu kOr;ttë ul!evantu amarntar. én kaQ&varaiyum "
pi~laikalaiyum aLimukam ceytuvaittën. cirikkaccirikka
pecinar. piLaku enkal ürai, pallikkatattai patLi
vicarittar. naykal kanata vantu cërnta kataiyai këttâr.

nankalum edkal valkkai vali mULaikalai Tla p~r3ttam

paxxi kataikalai collaccolla kaQ kaladkiyavâ~u

këttukkoQtiruntâr. kataiciyil kalavarakalankalil nanka!um
kutumpamum patta ka~tadkalai canna pOtu amutë vittar .

mâmâ .. tamilanay pi~antu nadkal patta ka~tankal enkal
eti~ikku kUta varakkatatu më!ma tamilan tanmânattotu vâla
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vë~tumenru Tla porattattai totanki etta~ai ilappu
ka!ukkitaiyë porati varukirëm.

eg inkai vantu küta tamilakkaka ürvalanka\ arpattanka\
e~tu, kastappatuki~a akatikalukku, unka\ai matiri irukkifa
palaiya imikira~sar ko~cam kata atapam këltturëllaiyë ...
nïnkalellam ippa tamil u~arcciyë illamal, ën marna
irukki~inkal? .. tairiyamaka ëno tunintu këttu vittën.

'carat&... enuai pOnr~rka~ uttiyoyaka nimittam natuvit~u

natu vantavakkal. atista vacamakav~, türatistavacamakavo
ïlappiraccagaiyil akappatamal eppoto conta nattaivit~u
ve!iy~xiyittam. araciyal kara~amillamal, porulatara
m~mpattukkakattagnattai vittu ve\iy~ri vanta nanka\
i~taikkum ilankai tamilan enxal oru matippu varumaru,
ceyyattakkavitattiltan valntu varukiLom anal tamilan
tanmogtt~tu vala tamililam këttu, etta~aiy~ kastanka\ pattu
natu vittu natu akatiyaka veliyëriya pala tami~arkal, pi~aku

tankalukku ataikkalam kotutta nëltukalil tanka\ conta maQQin
conta magitarka!in matippilaiku~aippatup~~a pala
kariyankalil ïtupatukiLarkalë itu ën? patil colvaya ... ?
enxar mëlm&.

enakku currre~atu. 'manuittukkol carata... elloraiyum
nëln ku~am collavillai. akatiyaka vanta pinn9r pala ...
kïlttaramana ku~a ceyalkalil ïtupatum oru cila tamilarka\al
mulu tamilar camutayatti~kume inta n&ttil cila v~laikalil,

pala vëlaikalil talaikugivu erPatuki~at~ itu unakku
teriyuma... ? nëln talai kuninte~... 'cari idke vantum
tamilarkalukkâka ürvalamum ~rpp~tamum vaikka~~m,

enki~ëlm... anavum akati nilaiyai u~utippatutti 'akceye'
pa~~umafa këtta ürvaladkakkutta~ tamil makkal alai pol
tira~tatakka kelvippatukirën. ïJpttamilPr nalval vukkaka
vaikkappatta nrvalankakum, pirartanaikkum monxiyalilëyë
picupicuttu pona katai unakkutteriyuma ... ? ca~u nëram
melanam nilavuyatu. pëccin pëkkai ma~a virumpupavarp5l
marnël cirittu kOQtë enatu kulantaika\ai a~aittar.

avarkalutan tami~il pëca arampittar. kuluntaikal tami~

puriyamal vi~ittana.

nan oruvakai cankatattutan... marnël ... pil~ailalai
pireffc m~tiyattil patikka vaikkirom. vïttil ankilam
pëcuki~om. atu tag..pillaikalukku tamil teriyatu ...

marna palattu cirikki~ar. arampittu vittar. 'caru
nankalellam tami~arkalamma... enkal vïttilëYë adkilam pëci
inta kulantaikalin mutattaiy~ m~u kirrrkale ...vrttil
tamilil pëcinal. ku~ainta pom vituvirkal ... ? illai marnël
ku~antaikalukku kastamaka ... 1

'tankalukku kastam enxu kulanttaikalë vanta unkalitam
conoata? enxu kitailaka k~ttar marnël marna ki~talaka nëln
etavum p~cavillai. >

ito pëlr cëlrata. ku~antaikal veliyë pOnal tëlnkalëlkavë
ankilttaiyo, piraffcaiy5 etuvita ka~tamum inxi terintu
kolvarkal. nïnkala onram colli kotukka ve~tam. anal veliyë
panal teriyamutiyâta. atai nrdkal tan vrttukkul vaittu
colli kotukka vë~tum appOtu tan pe~or pillaikalutan
anmikattotarpai vaittirukka mutiyum. illa vittëll ellam~

ceya~kai mayamaki vitum. pe~o"rana nrnka!-~
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piLaku anataikal akivi1;uvirkat ... mamaviu kuralil enakku
p~ratiy~r terintar. cUXLU nëram pëci ko~tiruntu vittu vitai
pe~ukko~tu cenLu vittar marna.

'mammi .... ' enLavarë ennitam neru~kukinra~ar en
kl\lantaika~. '''mammi'' enLU i~imël colla kutatu. "ammâ" eDJ:.U
kUppita v~um' ena tami~il kü~iyapatiYë ku~antaikatai

anaikkirên.
- atai~mëcippatu pola parkki~âr en ka~avar.

B.9 "e!!!:uvarum anta cukam?"
("When Will We Get that Wellbeing?")

manme!!!:a cutiraiyëLi
tinmenkal ïlamnokki
vana menum vTtita~ti

ka~attil~ parkkinr~m.

pi~amaka (inku) valkinr~m - tinam
pa~attaiy~ eQQukinrom - tamil
ku~attaiye ma~ukinr~m - em
inattaiy~ ta~ukinIëm.

kanavana vâla - nâmum
kanatavai vantu c~rnt~m.
ka1;unkulir tanilë i~kum

pa~un ka~tam y~raLiv~r.

kotunkëlan mu1;ivin pin - an
netud kOla mara ni~alil

pa1;unka!Aai mukarntilutta
vitunko~tal cukam varumâ?

ayiram natu ka~tum

anaittilum vâlntiruntum
annaiyin pUmitarum - av
arum cukam kâ~avillai.

B.lO "annë kanatavil" ("EIder Brother is in Canada").. -.

•

civaraffcan: enna cinnaiya aQQë! eppati pokutu valkkai!
~~et~u mâtama kâ~am! e~ku vêlai ceyyiLayat!

cinnaiya: aiyë tampi ataiyën. pa];:aivan âf.u pêr nânka~ at')
kUtta vT~u kattu~a teQtâ cummavâ collu.

s: periyavan pâla atukkuppin nalupër vïttil tana
irukkiyinama~I)~.

c: ell~rum v~lai ceTIinam tampi avarin,ra peyarukkum
annampalam varukutu âlukku irantu cîttu pëtukiram atukku pin
enna mitlcap~kutu.· . • • • • -

s: unkata pe1;iyat yarum ürila iyakka meQtu pona vayatë.
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c: tampi enkata talaiyil koffcam carakku irukkutu pana
petiya~ai poyyai cnlli pitittu kOQtu vantu cërttit~an anka
ellEa vrtut~n tampi atatt~n ~rum etukka pë~an atukkum â~

p~ttirukkir~n. iruntum koncam payamayirukku... - -
8: inku iyakka petiyal yarum n5ttis kOQtu vaEaviyalê vanta
~tum ai~ca patta kotuttu ko~cam aravaQaippiyalê.

C: aiyë tampi. avankala vacal patiyil vitta atikkati vantu
aykkina taEankal atan~latanë katavai pUtti kariyam vellu~an.

8: iyakka petiyal atipatutukal ataippaEEi enna ninaikkiEïr
aQI}"ê'.

c: nanum vantu akati aticcu kutumpamum vantu kartcam
vacatiyay irukkiEam tampi atu pcrla atukalum inkina vantu
velveyar etuttu enna va.!.kkai v~lalam tampi 1!U tël:n anka
atipatutuka!

8: illai - al}Që enkalu koru natu vêQum atu tan pavam
ai;ipatutukal·

C: nanum aimpatu varucamâ urila valntanan tampi kUppan arici
v~lkkaikku nanum U.N.P. atkalin kâlil vilantu kattâyam vêlai
etuttita mutiyum cinkal aracu ippati ceyttu ciEucukal vantu
cïri payantu cïralivakki pëttutu tampi.

8: enna katai nîr~ kataikkiEïr kânum enkata natu ellEu colla
enna tan anku irukkutu callum manican eQEavan manicanay vâla
manita cutantiram iruntat5 p~rum atimai pattu ai;ikkâl
pitittu valvatu ellam va1.kkaiyê callum n'trum nalai olintu
vii;tal nïr peEEa pi~laikku nël:tutan ~tu t~ mali ellEu
pëcuvataEku ankil mo~aiyë patippikki~ïr appilikk~can p5mila
küi;a tay mali enna? tay natenna? ellEu këlvi këttu vittâl
tarittii;um kanatâtây natakuma cirittita mati;ana conta karan.

c: umakku koffcam putti colla ninaikiLan tapipi caILu kêlum
nïram parttu iraQtu vêlai ceytu ko~cam miccam pitittu
nallavan matiri periyavan mâtiri vâlantitalamë akum cettu
arum alintu pëttum tampi atuka~ eQ~i manam n5kam alliEa
neram alli ko~ tampi.

8: a~Që nan tân cinna paiyan ayinum en nul ôtuvatellam
a~aiyam tamilin a~urattam illEu piEantu nâlai aliyalâm
iruntum ennâl iyallEa varaikkum annaiy~m tamilin manam
kalaivên atuvë ovvoru tamilan kULikknl tampi enakku ippatân.
putti vantatu parum ennal enna nattukkulâpam iruntu c~vatil

ennatan lapam matattanamaka iruntittan tampi matiyukam kOQta
puttiyai k~ttu nalai kalattil iLankiEan parum.

B.11 UMugattu maJ;l veJ;1i;um u

(Earth from our Yard that 1 WantU)

kalaiyil elantu mii;aLU k~ppiyum maEantu caikkil
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calaiyil mitittu aiyâ mâtakal karaikku ce~u

ëlaiyil ko~arnta mïgig na1;i cü1;â~a muguë
tcrlaiyum kalainta vintai ka~tu nam kalittirunta
enka! mUXIattu maQ vëQtum.

paccaiyay mâvarittu va~uttu atil puttavittu
iccaiy~ycampulu1;agpatamaga iIUl kulampum
moccai ma~am cafIumafIa cutta karuvatum tara
koccaiyây nâg kutappum k6lam amma ka~tirunta

enkal mUXIattu ma~ vë~tum.

ïramây ney tatavi mîcaiyai mUIukki appu
vTram~y patiyiIanka, valukka nag paynta tanka
paramay irunta tannai tükkigân përagenru
caramay Uravarmug ca~ukal pala molinta
enka~ mUfIattu ma~ v~~tum.

v~~tiyë acciyainâg palamuLai naccarikka
pa~ti vi!aiy~ta ve~u kokkaiyal pu!i utirttu
ncr~tiyë vitai etuttu alaci atai kayavaittu
ka~tïpa kagattil vaira mutiraiyil palakai ceyta
enkal mUfIattuma~ vë~tum.

tankai ug calipputtTra tëkkumara vanka pattu
venkaiyay valntu vîlnta kar~agig caritai colla
kankaiyay katl~il Tram pi.Iantu ug kaguamëttil
cankaiyay nimitam valntu utattilë marikka ka~ta

enkal murrattu man vëntum.. - .. .
tagamu~tu vantanattil va!amaga valvumuQtu - em
inamu~tu kütivala, kutittaga mu~tu - ~gal

magakkutal palacaiyellâm camikkavë maLuppatâlë
kanavuntem murramannil cantati valaravaikka
enka! mù~attU-ma~·vë~tum. .

korrattu kataikalellam ettikkum paravi nirkum - em
mUfIattu matl~il tagem cUfIattu kataikal tokkum
pafIafIu entan avi paral~kam pëkaiyilë
mUfIattu ma~tag eg catalattil tüvë~tum - ataLku
enka! mu~attu ma~ v~~tum.

B.12 "aispetti" ("The Icebox")..
mulumaiyil innatu mulunîla aispetti
meIPatuti pagikUti malaip~l pagikkatti
mUkkalum cinta mUcciluttu mUtikkatti
atagu!l~ namellam arailmyir catappetti
kI~tattil kilankuvakai kïraiyutan ve~kâyam

kïlvaciyum kïlmakkal kàlvarutam kiluki!uppu
kala~tu kalteriya kaLcattai karttikaiyil muluccattai
katumpani kara~antag kampoliyum kulircattaikalammaLi
katumveyil vantittal kanaperkku irukkatu - kaccai .
kalnataiyay tirivate~âl kagatâvil yâriruppar
karkota katumpagiyil 'highway'yil ni~uvitum

269
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putukkâr em;:u perumaikofvôr 'push'këttum niillatul).tu
vayatuvar~ ci~icukafum vâyâra pukai vi1j.uvatu~tu

ifacukal~ inkum ankum italcërttuni~atul).tu

ivaika~tu emmavarum et1j.ip~rppatuQtu

cuvaika~t~l centamilar cu~ankap~vatuQtë?

mayiruffa mirukattôl mëlmëlum pôrttalum
araivaci aruyir5 âtippëy ayarntuvara
natunatunki namakkellâm natë ve~uppatuijtu

c~tta 'chicken'pëil centamilar nâm otunki
pittattil pi~anattil pilaippatay oruninaippu
mottattil itt~cam mutalalikkôr matippu - iruntalum
emtOlar t~lkotuttu ërramura ettanippu!

B.13 "ponkalë, varuka ••• !" ("To Stay or to Go .•. ?")

erpütti vâ~nti1j.um ulava vellâm kOijtâtivarum or nannaf
innâfilum munn~til inkivarkaf ka~ta t~r~tti kala tanni~aivu

v~lvu mrijtuminkë na~àka vëroti ce~ittu valarntitum kalam
viraivil amainti1j.a ponkalê varuka manka~am tatuka.

v~~umai yellâm vër6 ta~intu ivvaiyakamenkum o~umai

nalleijija mOdka yavaram mu~amatai~an patupattu ka~inku

pukata vaijQam namakku* nallanPai valarttetuttu pa~uppaca

mennum valaiyinul valam kâlam malarnti1j.a ponkatë varuka
mankalam tatuka.

n~n em;:a akankârankoQtô pellam ini iilkotukaQam
onippatiyanom e~u ca~u cintittu ceyalpattu tënci~tum

volkkaiyom;:ai tëcamenkum amaittelappa vanmu~ai va~ikalai

vilakkivittu vonPirai valvu utittil ponkal~ varuka mankalam
tatuka .
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AcaraQam: Custom, practice, usage.

Aippaci: The Tamil month of October-November.

Akam: Interior, associated with femaleness and love.

Akka: EIder sister.

AnIma: Mother.

Agi: The Tamil month of June-July.

AuDaiyin pümi: Mother's earth.

Annaiyam tamil: Mother Tamil.

Apisëkam: The bathing of an idol with water, oil, ghee,
. milk, honey and other substances.

Aram: The search for righteousnessi one of the ma~ims of the
TirukkuxaJ.

Ati: The Tamil month of July-August.

Auvaiyar: One of the Tamil poet-saints.

AVaQi: The Tamil month of August-September.

Bharata natyam: Classical South Indian dance.

Cakti: Female energy, ability, power, strength.

Camartti: A girl who has attained the age of puberty.

Camarttiyakkaliy~am: The rite of first menstruation.

Cambâl: A type of savory dish.

Cankam: An academy or fraternitYi Tamil li~erature from the
period prior to 200 A.D., and dating back as far as
1000 B.C.

CentamiL: Pure or refined Tamil, free from aIl corruptive
elements.

Cittirai: The Tamil month of April-May .

CIt~u: A lottery system of bartering for pooled money.



• Cukam: Wellbeing; that
beneficial; ease,
enjoyment.

which is good, wholesome,
comfort; happiness, pleasure,
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Cumankali: A women who is married and thus auspicious.

Cuttam: Purity, cleanliness, moral purity; authenticity;
entireness; correctness, faultlessness; being unmixed,
unadulterated; innocence.

Cuttam illàtu: Impure, unclean (opposite of cuttam).

Dharma (Sanskrit): Code for conduct.

Durga (Türka): The warrior goddess.

Inam: Race; also class, group, division, kind, clan, tribe,
or fellowship.

Igbam: The search for happindss; one of the maxims of the
TirukkuJ::.aJ.

Iyantiram: Machine.

Kaivicetam: The giving of money or new clothing by the head
of'the family during important festivals.

Kalaccaram: Culture; the practice of the arts.

Kalai: Art.

Kalai vila: Cultural festival.

Kalam: Time.

Kaliyâ.IJam: Wedding.

K~aki: Heroine of the Tamil epic Ci 1appatikaram.

KanniiJ;U: "Evil eye"; causing sickness or misfortune.

Kapha: Phlegm, one of the three bodily humours. In
colloquial Tamil, the term is kUJir.

Karmam: Action.

KaEPu: The chastity of a woman, especially virginity before
marriage and faithfulness to her husband afterwards,
which produces a power (cakti) of benefit ta her
family.
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Karttikai: The Tamil month of November-December.

Ka9tam: Obstacle.

Kolam: A purified, ordered space within which the gods are
called down.

Kolu: Decorations in the house at the time of the
Navarattiri festival.

Kotuntamil: Impure Tamil.

KOyil: Temple.

KuJir: Coolness, a disorder of the phlegm.

Kumpam: "Full-pot"; a decorated brass vessel which serves as
a representation of the gods in Hindu religious
ceremonies. Also known as niraikutam.

Kunam: Substance, attribute, property, quality; character;
. opinion, belief; moral and spiritual qualities of

persons.

K~amakkutal: To cure, heal, restore to health.

K~am~i: Person of excellent character.

Kutumbam: Family.

Küttu: Drama and dance.

Lak~mI: The goddess of wealth and prosperity.

Linkam: The phallic-shaped representation of Siva.

Maci: The Tamil month of February-March.

Mahasivarattiri: The festival celebrating the night of Siva.

Markali: The Tamil month of December-January.

MULai: Rules, order; customs by which dignity and
civilization are maintained.

Murukan: The god of six faces, the second son of Siva,
also known as Skanda, Karttikeya or Subramaniam.

Muttamil: "Three-fold" Tamil, referring to iyal (grammar),
icai (music) and natakam (drama).
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Muttami~ vila: A festival celebrating Tamil culture.

Na~araja: The god Siva in his incarnation as cosmic dancer.

Na~u: Land.

Navarattiri: The festival of the nine nights.

Niraiku~am: See kumbam.

Oruvanukku aruti: Monogamy (literally, one woman to one
man) .

Pancankam: Tamil almanac.

Pankqai: The Tamil month of March-April.

P~patu: Culture, in the sense of something that one has; to
become refined or reformed; to be suitable for
tillage, as land; ta be obedient, submissive; to help,
serve.

P~ti: Agame played with a tablet of fourteen pits filled
with dried seeds.

Parvati: The godd~ss who is the wife of Siva and is upheld
as being an ideal wife and mother.

PeriyappiUaikkaliyib}am: Rite of first menstruation (nbig
child wedding").

Pillaiyar: The god who is el'~phant-headed; the eldest son of
.. Siva. Also known as Ganesha or Ganapati.

Piracatam: Consecrated offerings, including holy ash,
sandalwood paste, consecrated water, flowers, and
vermilion pawder.

Pitta: Bile, one of the three bodily humours; in colloquial
Tamil, the term is cutu.

Pittu: A type of confectionary made from a compressed and
.. steamed mixture of rice flour and grated coconut.

Pankal: Boiled milky rice; the harvest festival which occurs
in the month of tai.

Parul: The search for wealth; one of the maxims of the
. TirukkuJ:a:[. .

Parul: Meaning or substance.
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Pottu: The forehead marks of Saivites, made from sandalwood
.. paste, vermilion powder, and/or holy ash.

Püja (pücai): Temple ritual.

Puxam: Exterior, associated with maleness and war.

Purattaci: The Tamil month of September-October.

Putt~tu: New Year.

Rasa: Strength.

Rutukkaliy~am: Rite of first menstruation.

Sarasvati: Goddess of learning.

Suriyan (COriyan): God of the sun.

Tai: The Tamil month of January-February.

Tai pankal: The harvest festival.

Tami~ akam: Tamil self.

Tami2 tay: Mother Tamil.

Taagir varkiratu: Ritual bath, part of the rite of first
menstruation.

TirunTLavu: S&cred ash, the Saivite mark.

TDsam: Disorder, defect; an imbalance of the three bodily
. humours, or an affliction brought on by astrological

forces; fault, sin, guilt; illness due to the evil eye.

TUQPam: Grief, sorrow, affliction, distress, trouble;
physical pain; disease, ailment; misfortune, calamity.

Tutakku: Bodily pollution.

Ur: Village, home.

Utampu: Outer body, body as a totality.

Uyir: Self, life, breath.

Vaikaci: The Tamil month of May-June .

Valakkam: Usage, practice, habit, custom; that which is
ordinary and cornmon.
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V-ani: The goddess Sarasvati.

Vâni vila: Part of the worship of the goddess Vani or
Sarasvati, associated with the festival Navarattiri.

Vâta: Wind, one of the three bodily humours. In colloquial
Tamil, the term is kiranti.

Vëlvi: A special puja where a ritual sacrifice is done by
. the priest to help to relieve a major calamity, such as

drought, civil war, etc.

V-~~um: Want/need.

Vijayatacami: The tenth day of navarâttiri and conclusion
to that festival. It marks the day when Ourga secured
a victory over the buffalo demon.

Vida: Festival.

Vi~akkum: Oil lamp, light .
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